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MARIE | AVID GARDENER

Fresh Floral Arranging 101 
is a great opportunity to 
bring the colors and scents 
of summer indoors and get 
creative help from a designer 
to create professional displays 
using flowers from your 
garden, farmer’s market or 
local store. | see pg 17

Here’s what our planners are excited about this summer:

ALI | INQUISITIVE READER

Nothing gets you movin’ like 
Motown, which is why I am 
very excited about Great 
Concert Films: Standing 
in the Shadow of Motown. 
Come learn the importance of 
the Funk Brothers! | see pg 31

MORGAN | DISTANCE RUNNER

It’s important to fuel your 
body with the best nutrients 
possible before, during and 
after your workouts. Our 
Nutrition 101 class combines 
learning on balanced eating 
and macronutrients with an 
investigation of food labels. | 
see pg 42

HEATHER | CURIOUS EXPLORER

The Age of Space Exploration 
promises to be a fun and 
informative recap of the past 
fifty years of space travel. I’m 
excited to learn about the 
history, politics and future of 
the space program! | see pg 32

MANDI | ADVENTUROUS CYCLIST

I recommend that you 
check out the many CPR 
opportunities we offer. Now is 
a great time to get certified in 
Heartsaver CPR and First Aid. 
It is important to be prepared 
for anything and you never 
know when you might need 
those skills. | see pg 7

BONNIE | NURTURING NANA

Child care providers, let’s play 
while you earn clock hours in 
this new workshop, Power Up 
Programming with PLAY, on 
June 26! | see pg 10

TIFFANY | CREATIVE CHEF

I recommend any of our new 
Sips and Pours classes for 
summer! Also, learn how 
to cook new fresh produce 
recipes with your farmer’s 
market finds, prepare seafood 
and fish for perfect summer 
entertaining and enjoy grilling 
and international foods 
classes that will take you on an 
international vacation without 
leaving the area! | see pg 20

   | #stlccCE

How are you  
living your best 
life this summer? 
We want to 
hear from you!

Share your 
summer learning 
experiences:
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We’re here for you  
whether you’re letting your curiosity 
point you in new directions, seeking 
professional courses to help advance 
your career or pursuing new challenges 
to expand your mind. Continuing 
Education provides a showcase 
of opportunities to broaden your 
potential and change your life!

• experiential, life-long learning 

• diverse, inclusive community

• continually evolving for an 
ever-changing world 

Discover how Continuing Education 
can spark your potential and unlock 
a whole new future for you!

Not receiving 
a catalog each 
semester?
Please call Continuing Education  
at 314-984-7777 or email us at  
CEdrop@stlcc.edu to be 
added to our mailing list.

314-984-7777  |  CALL CENTER
Extended Hours: May 6-16
• M–Th ......... 8:30 am–7:30 pm
• F ................. 8:30 am–4 pm

Regular Hours
• M–Th ......... 8:30 am–5 pm
• F ................. 8:30 am–4 pm

See page 47 for more  
registration methods. 

REGISTER ONLINE  |  24 HOURS 
stlcc.edu/CE
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St. Louis Community College expands minds and 
changes lives every day by offering high-quality 
educational experiences leading to degrees, 
certificates, employment, university transfer and 
life-long learning. 

If you are a person with a disability who requires 
an accommodation in order to participate in any 
program or activity, please contact the Continuing 
Education Access Office at 314-984-7704 as soon as 
possible in advance of the program for consideration of 
your accommodations request. It is helpful to receive 
accommodations requests at least 10 days in advance 
of a program. For trips and tours, advance notice of up 
to one month is requested. With less advance notice, it 
may be difficult to meet needs of interested members.

Saint Louis Community College Board of Trustees:  
Rodney Gee, Chair; Kevin M. Martin, Ed.D., Vice Chair; 
Eleftheria “Libby” Fitzgerald; Doris A. Graham, Ph.D.; 
Craig H. Larson, Ed.D.; Joan McGivney; Pam Ross

Great care has been taken to provide accurate 
information about the courses in this schedule. 
Occasionally, an error may occur. Information 
is subject to change and/or correction. For more 
information on Continuing Education programs and 
to view complete, up-to-date course information, 
visit St. Louis Community College at stlcc.edu/CE.
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ADVANCING  
PEOPLE,  
BUSINESSES,  
COMMUNITIES Workforce Solutions Group of St. 

Louis Community College leverages 
education for growth in the knowledge 
economy by offering programs and 
services designed to advance people, 
businesses and communities.

We accomplish this through our 
Continuing Education, Corporate 
Services and Community Services 
operating units with teams 
centrally located at the Corporate 
College, a state-of-the-art facility 
dedicated to corporate education 
and professional development.

Need on-site tailored  
training and development? 
Contact us at 314-539-5022 to discuss 
specialized programs custom-fit 
to your unique needs and goals. 
Or, learn more about our suite of 
workforce and continuing education 
solutions at stlcc.edu/workforce.

Each year, STLCC’s Workforce 
Solutions Group publishes its 

annual State of the St. Louis 
Workforce Report. Our most 

recent issue focuses on financial 
services, health care and 
information technology. Learn 

more and download the report 
at stlcc.edu/STLworkforce.

ADVANCING PEOPLE
Continuing Education annually 
advances over 40,000 individuals 
both personally and professionally 
with an extensive library of over 
3,000 courses as well as over 
4,000 online opportunities.

• Professional Development

• Personal Enrichment

ADVANCING BUSINESSES
Corporate Services is one of the 
largest providers of training and 
consulting services in the St. Louis 
metropolitan area advancing 
over 10,000 employees from 
over 100 companies each year.

• Contract Training and Consulting

• Testing and Assessment Center

• WorkKeys Solutions Center

ADVANCING 
COMMUNITIES
Community Services advances local 
communities by partnering with 
employers, community organizations, 
education and government to create 
job training opportunities for residents 
and a talent pipeline for employers.

• Accelerated Job Training Programs

• SkillUp Training Funding

• Community Workforce Partnerships

EXPANDING MINDS. CHANGING LIVES.

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
http://www.stlcc.edu/workforce
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Improve business performance | Achieve professional goals | Enhance your career | Gain a leading edge

ESSENTIAL S TR AINING

Pro fessio nal 
Ess entials
NEW! Project Management 101: 
Simplifying the Process
Interested in project management but not ready to 
take the big leap into certification? Are you seeking 
to get an understanding so that you can complete 
projects more efficiently at home or at work? Then this 
class is for you! During this course, we will explore the 
fundamentals of project management. You will learn 
how to identify and manage a project with various 
proven concepts, tools, methodologies and practices. 
Keeping everything simple, we will work in groups to 
address chosen projects from beginning to end and 
even share some lessons learned along the way. This 
course is designed for people who are new to project 
management and who are interested in enhancing 
their current knowledge.  
BUSS:765 | 2 sessions | $44 AGE 60+ | $89 REG

S02  TuTh 6 pm-9 pm Mea Hampton 
May 28 – May 30 Corp. College, 208

 No Sweat Public Speaking
Speaking opportunities are business, career and 
leadership opportunities! Are you making the most of 
those speaking opportunities? Learn how to develop, 
practice and deliver knock your socks off presentations 
with no sweat! Instructor will present the components, 
parts and elements of a presentation; tips for taking 
a presentation from “blah” to “ah;” and the fear of 
public speaking. Class taught by a local speaker, coach 
and author. 
COMM:715 | 3 sessions | $21 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S01  W 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Fred Miller 
May 22 – June 5 MC-BA, 124

We have more! Technology plays a big 
role in business owners’ day-to-day 
operations and marketing efforts. Be sure 
to also check out our “Computers and 
Technology” classes, pages 11-13.

Small  Busin ess Ess entials
 Starting and Managing 

a Small Business
Are you thinking about starting and managing a 
small business in Missouri? Designed for individuals 
who are considering starting a business, have made 
the decision to start or who have been in business 
for less than two years, this program will discuss the 
basics of business ownership, planning for success, 
organizational forms of business, legal and regulatory 
environment, record keeping and information 
management, marketing, financing and resources. 
Program is offered in partnership with the Small 
Business and Technology Development Center.  
BUSS:701 | 2 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S02  Sa 9 am-noon  Lynette Watson 
June 15 – June 22 MC-BA, 116

S03  Sa 9 am-noon  Lynette Watson 
July 13 – July 20 MC-BA, 116

Business Start-Up Skills for Artisans and 
Crafters: Make Money with Your Business
You’ve been honing your talent and finding a demand 
for your handmade craft or artistic products, but how 
do you navigate the “indie” marketplace? Get ready for 
the upcoming spring season and learn tips from an 
award winning artist, 40-year veteran in the arts and 
former Executive Director of Best of Missouri Hands as 
she discusses effective marketing techniques, outlets 
to sell online and in-person, balancing creativity with 
administrative tasks and more. Bring a notebook and 
pen to class.  
BUSS:701 | 1 session | $20 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  W 6 pm-9 pm Mike Ochonicky 
June 12 MC-SO, 109

Understanding Patents, 
Trademarks and Copyrights
Intellectual property (IP) is often the most valuable 
asset a business will ever own. Unfortunately, many 
businesses and entrepreneurs are unfamiliar with IP 
and are ill-equipped to successfully secure, exploit, and 
enforce their IP rights. In this course, you will learn the 
differences between patents, trademarks, copyrights 
and trade secrets, and discover why they are essential 
to the health and success of businesses of all types and 
sizes. Taught by an experienced IP attorney.  
BUSS:734 | 1 session | $37 AGE 60+ | $55 REG

S01  Sa 8:30 am-1:30 pm Morris Turek 
June 29 MC-SO, 107

Mysteries of Accounting Demystified!
Are you a new manager or small business owner? Are 
you just interested in learning more about accounting? 
Taught by a corporate accountant and accounting 
professor, this course is open to anyone who has ever 
felt intimidated by numbers or math. Find out how 
accounting is neither about numbers nor math. This 
course will help dispel the mysteries of accounting and 
help you develop a practical skill you can apply in both 
your personal and your professional life.  
BUSS:741 | 3 sessions | $39 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  W 6 pm-8 pm Kimberly Franklin 
June 5 – June 19 Corp. College, 205

Understanding Accounting: 
An Introduction
Designed for those from non-financial backgrounds 
who work with budgets or individuals wanting to enter 
an office manager position, this introductory course 
provides an overview of accounting terminology and 
processes. Learn how to analyze financial activities and 
statements and apply the fundamentals of accounting. 
Course covers debits, credits, general ledgers, assets, 
liabilities, balance sheets, profit and loss statements 
and more. Students may bring a sack lunch/drink 
to class. 
BUSS:741 | 1 session | $21 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S02  Sa 9 am-1 pm  Bill Dorr 
June 15 MC-BA, 112

NEW! Investigation Basics
Be an investigator for the day! Learn when and how 
to conduct a background check, red flags to look for, 
tools and techniques investigators use to solve cases 
and how one key piece of information can crack the 
case! Explore the nature of scams, the people behind 
them and how to avoid falling victim. Protect yourself 
and loved ones from identity theft, the fastest growing 
crime in America, and become an advocate for yourself 
if ever you become a victim of crime. Must have basic 
computer skills. 
BUSS:765 | 1 session | $21.50 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-noon Cheryl Ring Mantinband 
June 22 MC-SO, 108

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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Career Ess entials
Plus 50: Explore the Rewards of 
the Volunteering Pathway
Are you looking for ways to thrive and give back in 
retirement? Wondering how you will use your time 
meaningfully? Where will you choose to put your 
energy? In this workshop we will look at ways to 
recycle and revive your dreams while rethinking your 
opportunities through volunteering. Explore the 
volunteer pathway with an experienced life coach and 
the support of like-minded fellow participants.
CPDV:702 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S02  Sa 9 am-noon Carol Watkins 
June 1 MC-SO, 107

Plus 50: Finding Purpose and 
Passion in the Third Chapter
Are you facing the uncharted post-career years and 
wondering what’s next? Many of us in the third chapter 
of life feel unsettled, restless and adrift. We believe the 
years between 50 and 75 can be some of the best, but 
don’t know how to make sense of the changes we’re 
facing. If you are looking for new meaning in work 
and life, this powerful interactive learning experience 
will teach you how to tap into the power of purpose. 
Whether you’re seeking an encore career, looking for 
enlivening volunteer work or reinventing your sense 
of identity, knowing your purpose will guide you to 
increased vitality, creativity and fulfillment. Bring a 
sack lunch. One hour lunch break given.
CPDV:702 | 1 session | $40 AGE 60+ | $65 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-4 pm Carol Watkins 
June 8 MC-SO, 107

INDUSTRY, QUALIT Y AND S AFET Y

Safety an d  
Quality:  OS HA
10-Hour OSHA®: Construction Safety 
and Health Training Certification
Class takes place Monday 6/10 and Thursday 6/13 and 
meets the required laws for working on public job 
sites. Led by an OSHA certified trainer, course covers 
the mandated OSHA topics including worker rights 
and responsibilities, hazard identification and OSHA 
regulations such as general safety and health, basic 
electrical safety, fall protection, ladder and scaffold 
safety, hand and power tools, material handling and 
more. Upon successful completion students will 
receive the 10-Hour OSHA course completion card. 
Students may bring a sack dinner and/or drinks and 
snack to class. Registration by 6/3 is encouraged; no 
refunds after this date. OSHA is a registered trademark 
of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 
U.S. Department of Labor.
CONS:736 | 2 sessions | $76 AGE 60+ | $125 REG

S01  MTh 4 pm-9:30 pm Lamont Ray 
June 10 – June 13 Corp. College, 213

10-Hour OSHA® General Industry Safety 
and Health Training Certification
Class meets Monday 7/15 and Thursday 7/18. This 10-
hour OSHA course is ideal for employee safety and 
health awareness. Get introduced to OSHA policies, 
procedures and standards as well as general industry 
safety and health principles covered in OSHA Part 
1910. Students will receive a 10-Hour OSHA card after 
completion of the course. Students may bring a sack 
dinner and/or drinks and snack to class. Registration by 
7/8is encouraged; no refunds after this date.  
CONS:736 | 2 sessions | $76 AGE 60+ | $125 REG

S02  MTh 4 pm-9:30 pm Lamont Ray 
July 15 – July 18 Corp. College, 209

OSHA is a registered trademark of the Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration, U.S. Department of Labor.

Restau rant 
Manag em ent
ServSafe® Food Safety Certification
St. Louis City and St. Louis County Health Departments 
require that at least one person within each food 
service facility be certified in food safety. This nationally 
recognized class offers this training to individuals 
who are employed by, manage or own food service 
operations in the hospitality industry. The second 
class concludes with the exam. Fee includes textbook, 
answer sheet and proctored exam. Those achieving a 
grade of 75% or higher on the exam will be awarded 
the nationally-recognized ServSafe certificate. Bring a 
sack lunch to class. 
RMGT:701 | 2 sessions | $127 AGE 60+ | $169 REG

S01  Sa 8 am-3 pm Almut Stephan 
June 1 – June 15 FV-B, 243 
• NOTE: No class 6/8

S02  Sa 8 am-3 pm Almut Stephan 
July 20 – Aug. 3 MC-SO, 109 
• NOTE: No class 7/27

ServSafe® Food Safety Certification 
Review and Re-Test
This class is only for those who were not successful on 
a recent exam or who took the ServSafe online course 
and require a proctored exam. It is recommended 
that you study the text before coming to class. An 
opportunity to ask review questions will be provided 
before re-attempting the exam. Fee includes answer 
sheet and proctored exam. Those achieving a grade 
of 75% or higher on the exam will be awarded the 
nationally-recognized ServSafe certificate. Bring a sack 
lunch to class.  
RMGT:702 | 1 session | $79 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S01  Sa 8 am-3 pm Almut Stephan 
June 15 FV-B, 243

S02  Sa 8 am-3 pm Almut Stephan 
Aug. 3 MC-SO, 109

©2018 National Restaurant Association Educational Foundation 
(National Restaurant Association). All rights reserved. ServSafe is 
a trademark of the National Restaurant Association Educational 
Foundation. National Restaurant Association® and the arc 
design are trademarks of the National Restaurant Association.

C AREER STUDIES

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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CPR an d First Aid
Heartsaver CPR AED: Adult and Pediatric 
The Heartsaver CPR AED Course teaches lay rescuers 
when to dial 911, how to give CPR, how to use an 
AED and how to provide relief of choking. The course 
targets individuals who are expected to respond to 
cardiovascular emergencies in the workplace and may 
be used to teach CPR to lay rescuers who are required 
to obtain a course completion card documenting 
completion of a CPR course that includes use of an AED 
for job, regulatory or other requirements. This course 
is for the learner with limited or no medical training. 
Registration one week prior to course start date is 
recommended. Due to the nature of the course, you 
must arrive on time. No refund for late arrival. 
CPRR:701 | 1 session | $47 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  Th 6 pm-9:30 pm   
July 18 MC-CE

Heartsaver First Aid CPR AED
Heartsaver First Aid CPR/AED is a classroom, DVD-
driven, instructor-led course that teaches students 
critical skills needed to respond to and manage a 
first aid, choking or sudden cardiac arrest emergency 
during the first few minutes before emergency 
medical service (EMS) arrives. It is designed to meet 
OSHA requirements. Students learn the skills to treat 
bleeding, sprains, broken bones, shock and other 
first aid emergencies. This course also teaches adult 
CPR and AED use. Practical skills (hands-on-manikin 
simulation) evaluation and testing are required 
for course completion. Within 20 business days of 
successful completion, each participant will receive an 
electronic course completion card. Registration one 
week prior to course start date is recommended. Due 
to the nature of the course, you must arrive on time. No 
refund for late arrival.  
CPRR:706 | 1 session | $73 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  Sa 8:30 am-4:30 pm  
July 13 FP-G, 121

Heartsaver Pediatric First Aid CPR AED
The Heartsaver Pediatric First Aid CPR AED course 
teaches lay rescuers to respond to and manage 
illnesses and injuries in a child or infant in the first few 
minutes until professional help arrives. It covers the 
four steps of first aid and first aid skills such as finding 
the problem, stopping bleeding, bandaging, using 
an epinephrine pen, as well as child CPR AED, infant 
CPR and optional modules in adult CPR AED, child 
mask, infant mask and asthma care training for child 
care providers. Registration one week prior to course 
start date is required. No transfers between sessions or 
refunds given within five business days of class date. 
Due to the nature of the course, you must arrive on 
time. No admittance after stated start time. No refund 
for late arrival. Bring a sack lunch. Child care providers 
needing approved clock hours must enroll in the 
specialized child care provider course CCPR:711. 
CPRR:711 | 1 session | $73 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  Sa 8:30 am-4:30 pm  
June 29 MC-CE

We have more! Child care providers needing 
clock hours, we have classes especially for 
you! See “Child Care Provider: Heartsaver 
Pediatric First Aid CPR AED” on page 10.

Basic Life Support (BLS) for 
Healthcare Providers
This American Heart Association course is designed 
for healthcare providers. Each participant must obtain 
an 84 percent or higher on the written evaluation and 
demonstrate proficiency in all CPR skills. Skills include 
adult, child and infant CPR, FBAO management of the 
conscious victim, adult/infant/child two rescuer CPR, 
mouth-to-mask ventilation and automatic external 
defibrillation (AED). Written and practical skills (hands-
on manikin simulation) evaluation and testing are 
required for course completion. Students who enroll at 
least one week in advance and successfully complete 
the course will receive an electronic BLS completion 
card within 20 business days of the class. No transfers 
between sessions or refunds given within five business 
days of class date. Due to the nature of the course, you 
must arrive on time. No admittance after stated start 
time. No refund for late arrival. This course meets the 
STLCC nursing department admission requirements. 
CPRR:707 | 1 session | $55.50 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S13  W 9 am-3:30 pm  
May 29 MC-CE

S09  M 9 am-3:30 pm   
June 3 FV-TC, 105

S03  W 5 pm-10 pm   
June 5 FP-G, 121

S14  Th 5 pm-10 pm   
June 13 MC-CE

S01  M 9 am-3:30 pm   
June 17 WW, 102B

S15  Th 5 pm-10 pm   
June 20 MC-CE

S20  M 5 pm-10 pm   
June 24 STLCC-South County, 120

S04  W 5 pm-10 pm   
July 10 FP-G, 121

S16  F 9 am-3:30 pm   
July 12 MC-CE

S02  Tu 5 pm-10 pm   
July 16 WW, 102B

S05  F 9 am-3:30 pm  
July 19 FP-G, 121

S10  M 9 am-3:30 pm   
July 22 FV-TC, 105

S06  W 5 pm-10 pm  
July 24 FP-G, 121

S18  F 9 am-3:30 pm   
July 26 Corp. College, 210

S19  M 9 am-3:30 pm   
July 29 Harrison Ed. Ctr., 100

S11  W 5 pm-10 pm   
July 31 FV-TC, 105

S17  Sa 9 am-3:30 pm   
Aug. 3 MC-CE

S21  M 9 am-3:30 pm   
Aug. 5 STLCC-South County, 120

S07  W 5 pm-10 pm  
Aug. 7 FP-G, 121

S12  F 9 am-3:30 pm   
Aug. 9 FV-TC, 105

S08  Sa 9 am-3:30 pm   
Aug. 17 FP-G, 121

Basic Life Support (BLS) 
Instructor Essentials Course
The American Heart Association BLS Instructor 
Essentials Course provides the core and discipline-
specific content necessary to teach AHA CPR and 
First Aid courses. The course is taught in a blended-
learning format. Instructor candidates will complete 
pre-course online study, followed by the hands-on 
session conducted by training center faculty during 
the AHA Instructor course. This course educates the 
instructor candidate in use of AHA Instructor teaching 
materials, how to ensure that students meet learning 
objectives, student coaching skills, how to conduct an 
objective skills performance evaluation and to follow 
AHA Instructor course policies. Access to a computer 
will be necessary to complete required online course 
work. Prerequisite required at time of registration: 
current AHA BLS Healthcare Provider CPR card and 
alignment with an AHA Training Center. Registration 
four weeks prior to course start date is required to 
ensure arrival of pre-course materials and completion 
of pre-course preparation. Per AHA requirements, 
within six months of the initial BLS Instructor Essentials 
Course, a STLCC training center faculty member must 
monitor the instructor candidate’s teaching and verify 
the performance of the candidate’s provider skills. Due 
to the nature of this course, you must arrive on time. 
No admittance after the stated start time. No refund for 
late arrival. Registration/Refund/Withdrawal deadline: 
6/17. Interested students must contact the Training 
Center Coordinator at amiller457@stlcc.edu before 
registering for the BLS Essentials Instructor Course.  
CPRR:708 | 1 session | $225.50 AGE 60+ | $299 REG

S01  M 8 am-5 pm   
July 8 FP-G, 121

CPR Instructor Renewal Course
To successfully complete the American Heart 
Association CPR Instructor Renewal course, the 
instructor will demonstrate acceptable provider 
skills and successful completion of the provider 
written examination. The renewal course may 
include an update addressing new course content or 
methodology and review TC, regional and national 
ECC information. Prerequisite: The instructor must 
have taught at least four CPR courses and attended 
updates as required within the previous two years 
and be a current CPR Instructor as evidenced by a 
current CPR Instructor card. At time of registration the 
instructor must provide documentation meeting all 
prerequisites. Registration is required one week prior 
to course start date. Due to the nature of this course, 
you must arrive on time. No admittance after the 
stated start time. No refund for late arrival. Interested 
students must contact the Training Center Coordinator 
at amiller457@stlcc.edu before registering for the CPR 
Instructor Renewal Course. 
CPRR:709 | 1 session | $63 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  M 6 pm-10 pm   
July 15 FP-G, 121

St. Louis Community College serves as a 
Community Training Center for the American 
Heart Association whose mission is to reduce 
disability and death from cardiovascular 
disease and stroke and set guidelines for 
emergency cardiovascular care and training. 
The American Heart Association strongly 
promotes knowledge and proficiency in 
basic life support (BLS) and has developed 
instructional materials for this purpose. Use 
of these materials in an educational course 
does not represent course sponsorship by the 
American Heart Association. Any fee charged for 
a course, except for a portion of the fee needed 
for American Heart Association course material, 
does not represent income to the Association.

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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H ealth Care Occu patio n s
ACE Personal Trainer

 ACE® Personal Trainer 
Certification Prep Course
Ready for a career change? Become a certified 
personal trainer! Designed to give you the knowledge 
and understanding necessary to prepare for the ACE® 
Personal Trainer Certification Exam and become an 
effective personal trainer, this course presents the 
ACE® Integrated Fitness Training (ACE® IFT) Model as 
a comprehensive system for designing individualized 
programs based on each client’s unique health, fitness 
and goals. The information covered and the ACE® IFT 
Model will help you learn how to facilitate rapport, 
adherence, self-efficacy and behavior change in clients, 
as well as design programs that help clients to improve 
posture, movement, flexibility, balance, core function, 
cardiorespiratory fitness, and muscular endurance and 
strength. Due to the specialized nature of this class, 
no refunds will be issued one week prior to the class 
start date. Student must be at least 18 years of age and 
have a high school diploma/GED. Student must hold 
CPR/AED certification before taking exam. Background 
check may be required for certification. Please review 
the ACE® Certification Candidate Handbook at http://
www.acefitness.org/fitness-certifications/pdfs/
Certification-Exam-Candidate-Handbook.pdf for more 
information on eligibility. Fee includes cost of exam, 
textbook, study guide and sample test. Additional fee 
to retake exam. Voucher for exam must be used within 
six months of date received. Registration/withdrawal 
deadline: 5/19; no refunds after that date. ACE® is a 
registered trademark of American Council on Exercise. 
PEDU:753 | 10 sessions | $552 AGE 60+ | $695 REG

Need-based funding assistance may be available 
through WIOA and SkillUp. Please inquire. 
S02  Tu 5:30 pm-8:30 pm Melissa Baumgartner 

May 28 – Aug. 13 MC-SO, 105 
• NOTE: No class 6/11, 6/18.

S01  F 9:30 am-12:30 pm Melissa Baumgartner 
May 31 – Aug. 23 FP-G, 113 
• NOTE: No class 6/14, 6/21, 7/5.

St. Louis Community College  
offers a wide selection of nursing  
and allied health science courses and 
workshops. Courses are approved for 
continuing education credit as noted. 
Approval by another accrediting entity 
or for professional licensure is the sole 
responsibility of the participant. 

Medical Terminology for Nursing 
and Health Sciences Careers
This course will be offered 6/19 - 7/24. Medical terms 
and language are complex and often not easily 
understood. Nursing and allied health textbooks are 
filled with many words that have been derived from 
the combination of word forms with Latin suffixes and 
prefixes. Attend this course for a jump-start to learn 
the meaning of these complex words and to gain the 
extra edge when reading textbooks filled with medical 
language. Refund/withdraw deadline: 6/12. 
AHCE:701 | 5 sessions | $51.50 AGE 60+ | $85 REG

S02  W 9 am-noon Alverta Smith 
June 19 – July 24 FP-G 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

Prep For Success In Nursing Workshop
Specially designed for students entering the STLCC 
Nursing Program in the fall 2019 semester, this 
workshop covers medical terminology, test-taking 
strategies, critical thinking and strategies for success. 
Registration/refund/withdrawal date: 5/29. 
AHCE:701 | 1 session | $14 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  Tu 9 am-3 pm Michelle Henriquez 
June 4 FP-Student Ctr, Cafe East 031

The need for 
health care 

workers  
in St. Louis  

keeps growing!
Accelerated training is 

also available for these 
in-demand positions:

Medical Assistant
Prepare for administrative and basic 

clinical tasks in a clinical setting.  
stlcc.edu/MA | 23-week | Tu-F day

Patient Care Technician
Prepare for entry level patient care  

technician positions in a hospital setting. 
stlcc.edu/PCT | 9-week | M-Th day

Community Health Worker
Prepare to become a trusted community 

member who assists individuals and 
communities to adopt healthy behaviors. 

stlcc.edu/CHW | 12-week | TuTh day

To learn more and complete 
an online application, visit 

stlcc.edu/Accelerated.

Online learning anytime, anywhere...  
just a click away!

Healthcare & Medical Online Courses
• Alternative Medicine
• EMS and Firefighters
• Ethics, Law and Compliance
• Health Care Certificate
• Health Information Management

ed2go.com/stlcc

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
http://ed2go.com/stlcc
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Real Estate
How To Be A Successful Landlord
Increase income on your real estate investments by 
improving your skills as a landlord. You can lower 
property damages and eviction costs by performing 
effective initial screening of potential tenants. Our 
experienced instructor will explain how to be creative 
using multiple methods to avoid an undesirable 
tenant-landlord relationship. One hour lunch on 
your own. 
REAL:720 | 1 session | $54 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-5 pm Mary Hankins 
July 13 FP-G, 325

We have more! Interested in real estate 
as an investment? Check out “Finance 
and Investments” on page  28.

How to Start a Career in Real Estate
Do you enjoy helping people? Have you considered 
getting into the business of real estate and wondered 
what it takes to be successful? The real estate profession 
offers one of the widest career opportunities in the 
business world. Learn about the buying and selling 
of homes, office buildings, industrial property and 
corporation farmland; property management; land 
development; mortgage banking; urban planning; real 
estate counseling and appraisal. Find out about the 
licensure process to become a real estate agent and 
starting opportunities. We’ll show you how you can 
build a new career in real estate!  
REAL:715 | 1 session | $23 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  W 7 pm-9 pm Jill McCoy 
June 26 FP-G, 115

BUILD SOMETHING AMAZING

Check out the Boeing Pre-Employment Training Program!
• Ten-week assembly training 
• Five-week composite mechanic training 

All training takes place at the Center for Workforce Innovation at St. Louis 
Community College’s Florissant Valley campus. Upon program completion, 
participants are eligible to interview for positions with Boeing.

FREE tuition if accepted into program! 
Learn more at stlcc.edu/boeing 

Truck d rivers are  in hig h d eman d
Class A, 5-week 
FREE Information Session: learn more 
about STLCC’s CDL Training Program
Held weekly at our Forest Park campus, information 
sessions are free but registration is required. 

Call 314-984-7777  
to learn more and to register.

stlcc.edu/TruckDriving

More than 500 of our  
Pre-Employment  
Training Program  

graduates have been 
employed with Boeing.

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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Child Care Trainin g |  pro fessio nals an d car egivers

Understanding Attention Deficit 
Hyperactivity Disorder
Explore characteristics of ADHD and how symptoms 
can affect each child in unique ways. Learn techniques 
to cope with behavior and receive resources for 
additional help.  
CCPR:723 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  W 7 pm-9 pm STL Learning Disabilities Assoc.  
June 12 MC-SO, 109

Discipline for Young Children
Learning to manage behavior with groups of children 
is always a challenge. Learn techniques to diminish 
targeted behaviors and promote positive peer 
interactions. 
CCPR:702 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  Th 7 pm-9 pm Geraldine Jasper 
June 13 FV-CDC, 112

Safe Sleep Practices
Following the American Academy of Pediatrics and 
National Institutes of Health guidelines, learn the 
definitions, practices and guidelines for keeping 
very young children safe for sleep. Explore safe sleep 
positions, environments, materials, SIDS and the risks 
that infants face at home and in child care.  
CCPR:711 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S05  Tu 7 pm-9 pm Bonnie Shiller 
June 18 FP-G, 323

Communicating with Children
Can you talk so that children will listen? Do you really 
listen to children when they speak? Learn to improve 
your communication skills with the children that you 
care for. You’ll be surprised how much more smoothly 
your day will go! 
CCPR:721 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  W 7 pm-9 pm Geraldine Jasper 
June 19 MC-SO, 109

NEW! Transportation of Children
Explore tips, issues and regulations surrounding 
the safe transport of children to and from child 
care programs. Co-sponsored by St. Louis Learning 
Disabilities Association, Inc.  
CCPR:765 | 1 session1 | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S02  Th 7 pm-9 pm STL Learning Disabilities Assoc.  
June 20 FV-CDC, 112

Conscious Discipline Techniques
Learn about brain development and how to apply 
conscious discipline techniques and understand the 
triune brain concept. Shift from a compliance model 
of discipline to a relationship-based community 
model. Explore the seven skills of conscious discipline 
developing proactive techniques to use with children.  
CCPR:702 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S02  M 7 pm-9 pm STL Learning Disabilities Assoc.   
June 24 FP-G, 323

Child Safety and Supervision
Review techniques to make supervision and safety a 
high priority in every childcare facility.  
CCPR:702 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S03  Tu 7 pm-9 pm Bonnie Shiller 
June 25 FP-G, 323

NEW! Power Up Programming with PLAY
“But I need more time to play” is something we 
commonly hear from our youth. But do you know 
why play is important? You may have an answer but 
can you communicate it to parents, administration, 
staff and community partners? Explore research 
by Genius of Play creators through the National 
Afterschool Association PLAY Ambassador, who will 
explore concepts of play-based learning, presenting 
content you can immediately take back and use at 
home, school or in programs via hands-on learning to 
connect the ideas of play with games and activities all 
ages will enjoy.
CCPR:765 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S03  W 7 pm-9 pm  Tyler Kearns 
June 26 MC-SO, 109

Saturday Sessions

NEW! Dealing with Stress 
in the Workplace
This interactive, motivational workshop engages 
child care staff to learn about stress, identify their life 
stressors and provide strategies to deal with stress in 
the workplace and their daily lives. Leave this session 
with a deeper insight into where your stress comes 
from and practical ideas to manage it effectively. 
CCPR:765 | 1 session | $21 AGE 60+ | $35 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-noon Bonnie Shiller 
June 15 FV-CDC, 112

Child Care Provider: Heartsaver 
Pediatric First Aid CPR AED
The Heartsaver Pediatric First Aid CPR AED course is 
designed to meet the regulatory requirements for 
child care workers in all fifty United States. It teaches 
child care providers to respond to and manage 
illnesses and injuries in a child or infant in the first 
few minutes until professional help arrives. It covers 
the four steps of first aid and first aid skills such as 
finding the problem, stopping bleeding, bandaging 
and using an epinephrine pen, as well as child CPR 
AED, infant CPR and optional modules in adult CPR 
AED, child mask, infant mask and asthma care training 
for child care providers. Registration one week prior 
to course start date is required. No transfers between 
sessions or refunds given within five business days of 
class date. Due to the nature of the course you must 
arrive on time. No admittance after stated start time. 
Bring a lunch. No refund for late arrival. For child care 
providers only. Child care providers needing approved 
clock hours must enroll in this course.  
CCPR:711 | 1 session | $73 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  Sa 8:30 am-4:30 pm   
June 29 MC-CE

We have more! If you don’t need approved 
clock hours, you may be interested in our 
“Pediatric First Aid CPR AED” courses on page 7.

ATTN: Child Care Professionals
Please arrive early to check in  
prior to all child care training workshops.

Child Care Clock Hour Training  
Clock Hour Certificates are granted for 
all CCPR Workshops and Seminars. If you 
have questions or need more information 
about the CCPR workshops and seminars 
for Child Care Providers, call the Caring 
for Kids Program at 314-513-4391. 

To register, call 314-984-7777.

Attendance Training Policy  
As a quality training program, we are required 
by the Missouri Department of Health and 
Senior Services (DHSS) Section for Licensing 
and Child Care Regulation Training to follow 
specific guidelines for our sessions. Therefore, 
workshops listed expect participants to 
arrive on time, be fully present during the 
session, adhere to break schedules, and 
attend the entire session. Any participant 
who does not adhere to these requirements 
will not receive a certificate or a refund. No 
participant substitutions permitted. Only the 
person officially registered for the session 
and whose name appears on the official 
roster will be allowed to attend the session. 

• You must bring Your State MOPD 
ID number to ALL Workshops 

• The state is requiring the ID on the 
Sign-In Sheet for all clock-hour training

• Without your ID number, you will 
not receive online credit 

• To obtain or to look up your MOPD 
ID # go to www.openinitiative.org

• Though these sessions are required for 
childcare providers and they have to bring 
their ID number, any adult interested in 
taking one of these sessions is welcome 
to attend without an ID number

• So that adults may enjoy the training 
and children may be kept safe, children 
are not permitted in the classroom, 
hallways or grounds of the college. 

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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COMPUTERS AND TECHNOLOGY
Perso nal Co m putin g
PCs and Technology: 
Introduction In a Day
Learn the basics of using a PC and technology in a 
day! Does current technology boggle your mind? 
Then this class is for you! Build a strong foundation 
for your computer skills and get familiar with other 
digital technologies. This course emphasizes hands-
on experience using a PC to teach essential concepts 
and commands and develop user confidence. Basic 
terms regarding computer hardware, software and 
current technology are covered as are basics regarding 
the use of computers, printers and drives. This class 
is designed for those with little or no computer skills. 
Bring a sack lunch. 
COMP:701 | 1 session | $67 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-4 pm Karana Phillips 
June 22 FV-B, 122

S04  Sa 9 am-4 pm Jean Bradley 
July 27 MC-BA, 216

S02  Sa 9 am-4 pm Karana Phillips 
Aug. 3 FP-LB, 102B

NEW! PC Fundamentals:  
Overcoming the Fear of Computers
Do you have a computer but know very little about 
it? Are you interested in getting over the fear of 
computers and becoming more tech savvy? Well this 
class is for you! Join us as we cover the foundations 
of a computer. In this two-night course we will cover 
a variety of topics: basic concepts, hardware and 
software components, operating systems, apps that 
connect across multiple devices, and external devices. 
This class is designed for people who are rather new to 
computers and who are interested in enhancing their 
current knowledge.  
COMP:701 | 2 sessions | $67 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S03  TuTh 6 pm-9 pm Mea Hampton 
June 11 – June 13 Corp. College, 208

S05  MW 6 pm-9 pm Mea Hampton 
July 8 – July 10 Corp. College, 208

Internet Research and Investigations: 
Consumer Information
Does my doctor have a high malpractice rate? Does my 
hospital have a high infection rate? Does Grandma’s 
nursing home use restraints more frequently than 
others? What is the crime rate in my neighborhood? 
How much did my neighbors pay for their house? Does 
my contractor have a lengthy list of lawsuits? How do I 
find free online classifieds? What will be the total costs 
for repair and maintenance on my vehicle? What are 
the crash test results? What happens if something 
goes wrong with a financial transaction? What recalled 
products am I still using at home? If you are curious 
about the answers to any of these questions then this 
class is for you! Prerequisite: Windows® Introduction 
class or equivalent experience. Some internet 
experience helpful.
COMP:742 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $35 REG

S02  Su 12:30 pm-3:30 pm Jean Bradley 
July 14 MC-BA, 216

Internet Research and Investigations:  
Politics and Law
Who donated to political campaigns and when? How 
do you find out exactly what is on an upcoming ballot 
so you can research? Which nonprofit organizations 
have presented summaries of candidates platforms, 
bill descriptions and voting records of politicians in an 
unbiased way? If you are curious about the answers 
to any of these questions, then this class is for you! 
Also learn ways to research politicians’ voting history 
on specific measures, and discover online resources 
to locate constitutions and laws for federal, state and 
local bodies. Prerequisite: Windows® Introduction 
class or equivalent experience. Some internet 
experience helpful.
COMP:742 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $35 REG

S04  Su 12:30 pm-3:30 pm Jean Bradley 
Aug. 4 MC-BA, 216

 Internet Research and Investigations:  
Public Records
Explore a wide range of public records on the internet. 
We’ll look at real estate records, criminal records, 
court judgments, marriages, births, deaths and more. 
Prerequisite: Windows® Introduction class or equivalent 
experience. Some internet experience helpful.
COMP:742 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $35 REG

S03  Su 12:30 pm-3:30 pm Jean Bradley 
June 2 MC-BA, 216

Fast-track online learning: 
on demand, on your schedule 

Advanced Data Analytics
• Introduction to Statistics
• SQL Series
• Introduction to Python

Digital Marketing
• Marketing Your Business On the Internet
• Using Social Media in Business
• Achieving Top Search Engine Positions
• Introduction to Google Analytics
• Responsive Web Design
• CSS and HTML5

ed2go.com/stlcc

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
http://ed2go.com/stlcc
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Microso ft Too ls
Excel

 Microsoft® Excel® 2016: In a Day
Learn the basics of Excel in one day! In this introductory 
course, you’ll learn how to create spreadsheets for all 
kinds of applications including accounting, expense 
analysis, budgeting, etc. Topics include setting up 
worksheets, labeling, entering values, editing cells, 
copying, saving and other commands. Recommended 
to bring a flash drive. Bring a sack lunch.
COMP:720 | 1 session | $67 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S03  Sa 9 am-4 pm Karana Phillips 
June 8 FV-TC, 201

S02  Sa 9 am-4 pm Cris Heffernan 
June 22 Corp. College, 208

S04  Sa 9 am-4 pm Karana Phillips 
July 27 FP-LB, 102B

 Microsoft® Excel® 2016 for Business:  
Part I
Learn tips and tricks to navigate efficiently and create 
effective spreadsheets in one of Microsoft’s most 
powerful programs. Learn to build basic formulas and 
functions with an emphasis on relative and absolute 
referencing. Learn to make your sheets and printouts 
easier to read with special formatting techniques. An 
important class for the beginner as well as for the self-
taught Excel user. Prerequisite: Windows® Introduction 
class. Recommended to bring a flash drive. Bring a 
sack lunch.
COMP:720 | 1 session | $79.50 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S01  F 9 am-4 pm Cris Heffernan 
June 14 Corp. College, 208

 Microsoft® Excel® 2016 for Business:  
Part II
Build on previous knowledge and further your 
spreadsheet skills by creating more complex formulas 
using a variety of functions. Learn techniques of data 
management and analyzing your data with lists, tables, 
common charts, pivot tables and pivot charts. Discover 
the ease of using range names and conditional 
formatting. Prerequisite: Microsoft Excel: Part I class 
or equivalent experience. Recommended to bring a 
flash drive. 
COMP:721 | 1 session | $79.50 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S01  F 9 am-4 pm Cris Heffernan 
June 21 Corp. College, 208

 Microsoft® Excel® 2016 for Business:  
Part III
Continue to expand your Excel expertise as you 
manage multiple workbooks and worksheets and 
build three-dimensional calculations and file linking. 
Explore the power of the all-important lookup 
functions and related concepts. Become adept at 
using formula auditing tools, data validation, and 
sharing and protecting workbooks. Also, explore the 
use of major data analysis tools, such as scenarios 
and data tables. Create and edit macros to save 
you time and create consistency across workbooks. 
Prerequisite: Microsoft Excel: Parts I and II or equivalent 
experience. Recommended to bring a flash drive. Bring 
a sack lunch.
COMP:722 | 1 session | $79.50 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S01  F 9 am-4 pm Cris Heffernan 
June 28 Corp. College, 208

Access

 Microsoft® Access® 2016: In a Day 
Learn the basics of Access in one day! In this class, 
you will learn how to plan and design a database 
system; add, change and delete information; create 
simple reports and query the database to find display 
data. Prerequisite: Windows® Introduction class or 
equivalent experience. Recommended to bring a flash 
drive. Bring a sack lunch.
COMP:725 | 1 session | $79.50 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S02  Sa 9 am-4 pm Cris Heffernan 
July 27 Corp. College, 208

Microsoft® Access® 2016 for Business:  
Part I
Learn the foundations to plan and design a database 
system. Learn to create, manage and maintain 
tables and table relationships. Discover sorting and 
filtering records within tables. Prerequisite: Windows® 
Introduction class or equivalent experience. Bring a 
flash drive. Bring a sack lunch.
COMP:725 | 1 session | $79.50 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S01  F 9 am-4 pm Cris Heffernan 
July 12 Corp. College, 208

Microsoft® Access® 2016 for Business:  
Part II
Get the skill you need to enhance your database 
designs. Work with data normalization, table 
relationships, and inner- and outer-join techniques. 
Learn to query multiple tables for customized reports. 
Create more complex queries using parameters and 
action queries. Learn to use more advanced reporting 
techniques. Prerequisite: Access for Business: Part I or 
equivalent experience. Recommended to bring a flash 
drive. Bring a sack lunch.
COMP:726 | 1 session | $79.50 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S01  F 9 am-4 pm Cris Heffernan 
July 19 Corp. College, 208

Microsoft® Access® 2016 for Business:  
Part III
Take your Access databases to the next level by 
implementing tools, such as, Macros, VBA coding, and 
Switchboards to give your user-base a fluid Access 
experience. We will also use features to secure your 
database through options such as splitting it to front 
and back-end parts, link tables, and import/export 
data. Create Forms for navigating and organizing your 
data using a variety of features to enhance your user’s 
involvement. Prerequisite: Access for Business: Parts 
I and II, or equivalent experience. Recommended to 
bring a flash drive. Bring a sack lunch.
COMP:727 | 1 session | $79.50 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S01  F 9 am-4 pm Cris Heffernan 
July 26 Corp. College, 208

Microsoft®, Access®, Excel®, Windows® and Word® are trademarks 
of Microsoft Corporation. STLCC Continuing Education courses 
are independent seminars and are neither affiliated with, nor 
authorized, sponsored or approved by, Microsoft Corporation. 
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owner.

Word

 Microsoft® Word® 2016: In a Day
Learn the basics of Word in one day! You’ll create 
and save documents; enter and edit text; learn to 
indent, set tabs, and enhance documents; make block 
moves, deletes, and copies; use spell checker; find and 
replace text; use shortcut keys; and print. Prerequisite: 
Windows® Introduction class or equivalent experience.  
Recommended to bring a flash drive. Bring a 
sack lunch.
COMP:715 | 1 session | $67 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S02  Sa 9 am-4 pm Karana Phillips 
June 1 FV-TC, 201

S03  Sa 9 am-4 pm Karana Phillips 
July 13 FP-LB, 102B

Microsoft® Word® 2016 for Business:  
Part I
Learn to create professional business documents using 
this powerful word processing software. Discover how 
editing and formatting tools are at your fingertips 
as you work with the toolbar ribbon. Leave with the 
skills to create a document, format, change styles and 
fonts, cut/paste, import text, and edit a document with 
confidence. Prerequisite: Windows® Introduction class 
or equivalent experience. Recommended to bring a 
flash drive. Bring a sack lunch.
COMP:715 | 1 session | $79.50 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S01  F 9 am-4 pm Cris Heffernan 
May 31 Corp. College, 208

Microsoft® Word® 2016 for Business:  
Part II
If you are familiar with the basics, here’s your 
opportunity to learn the more advanced features of 
Word. Learn to customize the Word environment; use 
advanced formatting techniques; work with styles 
and advanced table features; create and manage large 
documents; and use auto text, macros, and templates. 
Prerequisite: Microsoft Word: Part I class or equivalent 
experience. Recommended to bring a flash drive. Bring 
a sack lunch.
COMP:716 | 1 session | $79.50 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S01  F 9 am-4 pm Cris Heffernan 
June 7 Corp. College, 208

Computer Information 
Support Specialist
12 weeks | M-F, 8 am-4 pm
• Certifications in Word,® Excel®
• Proficiency in PowerPoint,® Outlook®
• Cybersecurity, financial literacy,  

soft skills and more

Learn more and apply today  
at stlcc.edu/CISS.

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
http://stlcc.edu/CISS
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Ado b e Too ls
Layout and Design

Adobe InDesign® CC: First Step
Enhance your graphic design skills and productivity 
with InDesign. Learn how to import illustrations and 
photos and set type correctly for flyers, brochures and 
other basic applications. Learn the InDesign core tools 
to complete a basic InDesign document. Learn key 
commands and other great tips for making easy work 
of your layouts. Bring a sack lunch.
CVTW:702 | 1 session | $89 AGE 60+ | $139 REG

S01  F 8:30 am-4:30 pm David Haley 
June 7 MC-HE, 136

Adobe InDesign® CC: Second Step
Don’t know the best way to set up your brochure 
or multi-page document? Learn how to optimize 
your page setup for better productivity. Modern 
typesetting techniques, including examples from the 
top magazines, show you how to make your document 
look great. Introduction to style sheets allows you to 
keep your work looking consistent and professional. 
Bring a sack lunch.
CVTW:702 | 1 session | $89 AGE 60+ | $139 REG

S02  F 8:30 am-4:30 pm David Haley 
June 14 MC-HE, 233

Photo Editing

 Adobe Photoshop® CC In A Day
Learn the basics of Photoshop in a day! Learn how 
to manipulate digital images from a digital camera, 
previously scanned images or internet graphics. 
Topics may include but are not limited to layers, 
history, clone stamp, spot healing brush tool, 
content-aware fill, transformations and the difference 
between destructive and non-destructive editing. 
Students will work hands-on with a wide variety of 
images. Prerequisite: Windows® Introduction class or 
equivalent experience. Bring a sack lunch.
COMP:755 | 1 session | $69 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-4 pm Zak Zych 
July 20 MC-HE, 233

 Adobe Photoshop® CC: Introduction
Learn how to manipulate digital images from a 
digital camera, previously scanned images or internet 
graphics. Topics may include but are not limited to 
layers, history, the clone stamp, the spot healing brush 
tool and content-aware fill, the quick selection tool, the 
magic wand and color range, transformations and the 
difference between destructive and non-destructive 
editing. Students will work hands-on with a wide 
variety of images. Prerequisite: Windows® Introduction 
class or equivalent experience. This course meets the 
curriculum requirements of the Digital Photography 
Essentials program.  
COMP:755 | 4 sessions | $99 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S02  M 6 pm-9 pm Zak Zych 
June 3 – June 24 Corp. College, 206

 Adobe Photoshop® CC: Intermediate
Picking up right where the beginners class left 
off, topics may include but are not limited to 
understanding the histogram and how to adjust 
exposure, smoothing wrinkles and brightening teeth, 
changing the size of your image and canvas, the power 
of crop tool and blending modes. Students will work 
hands-on with a wide variety of images. Prerequisite: 
Adobe Photoshop: Introduction. This course meets the 
curriculum requirements of the Digital Photography 
Essentials program.  
COMP:755 | 4 sessions | $99 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S03  M 6 pm-9 pm Zak Zych 
July 1 – July 22 Corp. College, 206

Adobe®, AfterEffects®, Illustrator®, InDesign®, Lightroom® and 
Photoshop® are registered trademarks of Adobe in the United 
States and/or other countries. STLCC’s Continuing Education 
classes are not authorized, endorsed or sponsored by Adobe.

Adobe Photoshop® CC: First Step
This workshop introduces practical methods for 
working with the software. Carefully crafted tutorials 
provide an overview and reinforce the student’s 
understanding of Photoshop tools, including layers, 
selections, masking, basic color, type tool, extraction 
filter, image resolution, and conversion from RGB to 
grayscale. Image repairs with the healing patch and 
clone stamp will be explored. The ability to create 
unique fictional images without a camera or scanner 
will be introduced. Lots of discussion and guided 
demonstrations by a Photoshop expert will encourage 
class participation in an atmosphere of mutual 
support. Bring a sack lunch.
CVTW:701 | 1 session | $74.50 AGE 60+ | $139 REG

S02  F 8:30 am-4:30 pm Zak Zych 
June 7 MC-HE, 233

NEW! Adobe Photoshop® CC: 
Masking Workshop
This half-day workshop continues to build upon the 
techniques learned in Adobe Photoshop CC. This class 
will focus on refining selections, quick masks, layer 
masks and channels. You will also learn how to non-
destructively conceal a portion of an image and blend 
multiple photos into a single composition.  
COMP:755 | 1 session | $54 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S05  F 8:30 am-12:30 pm Zak Zych 
July 12 MC-HE

Adobe Lightroom® Classic CC:  
Introduction
This workshop introduces the basics of Lightroom 
Classic CC, a desktop focused software that contains 
a powerful and comprehensive set of digital 
photography tools to organize and bring out the best 
in your images. Lightroom is designed as an end-to-
end photographic workflow for both amateur and 
professional photographers. Bring a sack lunch.
CVTW:701 | 1 session | $89.50 AGE 60+ | $139 REG

S01  Sa 8:30 am-4:30 pm Charles LaGarce 
June 1 MC-HE, 232

Adobe Lightroom® Classic CC:  
Advanced Development 
This workshop will focus on advanced image 
development techniques for all digital photographers. 
Students will be taught both global and selective 
enhancement tools to optimize images. Emphasis 
will be placed on preparing images for the Lightroom 
output modules: print, slideshow, book and web. Bring 
a sack lunch.
CVTW:701 | 1 session | $89.50 AGE 60+ | $139 REG

S03  Sa 8:30 am-4:30 pm Charles LaGarce 
Aug. 3 MC-HE, 233

Laser Cutting and Engraving

NEW! Laser Cutting and 
Engraving: An Introduction
This workshop is for the beginner wanting to learn 
the basics of using an industrial CO2 laser to cut and 
engrave designs in a variety of materials. Focusing 
on how to design using vector and raster graphics 
for laser output. Experience with Adobe Illustrator 
and Photoshop would be helpful along with an 
understanding of basic graphic design principles. 
Bring a sack lunch. 
CVTW:713 | 1 session | $99 AGE 60+ | $149 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-4 pm John Schmitt 
July 27 MC-HE, 136

Animation

Adobe AfterEffects® 
Animation for Beginners
Starting with Adobe Photoshop and expanding to 
Adobe After Effects, this course will cover how to create 
basic time-lapse animations in both programs. Topics 
will include how to prepare images for animation, 
keyframes and inbetweens, adjusting position, scale, 
rotation and opacity, coordinating images with audio 
and exporting to the QuickTime movie format. 
COMP:755 | 4 sessions | $99 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S06  W 6 pm-9 pm Zak Zych 
June 5 – June 26 MC-HE, 233

Adobe AfterEffects®: First Step
Gain understanding and skill in utilizing AfterEffects 
to create motion graphics. We focus on learning 
the interface in AfterEffects, putting graphics in 
motion and rendering finished movie and animation 
projects. Participants will also explore a workflow 
between Photoshop and AfterEffects. Be prepared for 
an intensive hands-on learning experience. Bring a 
sack lunch.
CVTW:704 | 1 session | $89.50 AGE 60+ | $139 REG

S01  F 8:30 am-4:30 pm Timothy Linder 
June 21 MC-HE, 233

Adobe AfterEffects®: Next Step
Now that you know the basics of adding assets and 
key framing motion in AfterEffects, investigate more 
advanced techniques. Get a deeper understanding of 
options in the effects panel and other topics including 
background keying, motion tracking and the 3D 
workspace. Be prepared for an intensive, hands-on 
learning experience. Bring a sack lunch.
CVTW:704 | 1 session | $89.50 AGE 60+ | $139 REG

S02  F 8:30 am-4:30 pm Timothy Linder 
June 28 MC-HE, 233

Social M edia
Facebook Basics
Come and learn how to navigate this fun and exciting 
site! This beginner’s class is hands-on and will include 
an overview of topics such as posting, basic navigation, 
basic profile editing, tagging, privacy settings, security 
and notifications. If you do not have an account, try 
to create one prior to class. Bring your log-in and 
password. Students needing assistance creating an 
account should come to class 10 minutes early and 
must have a valid email address and password and the 
ability to check email from the classroom. Prerequisite: 
Windows® Introduction class or equivalent experience. 
COMP:742 | 1 session | $18 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Tu 6 pm-9 pm Erin De Vore 
June 11 STLCC-South County, 206

 = Digital Arts and Technology  
Alliance (DATA) workshops

  This course meets the curriculum 
requirements of Continuing Education’s 
Digital Photography Essentials Program. 
See page 24 for more information.

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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EDUC ATION AND TEST PREP

ACT Test Preparation Workshop
Ready to do your best on the ACT? Our experienced 
ACT test prep instructor will use proven curriculum 
to help you review all subject areas and test-taking 
strategies to maximize your ACT scores. Using retired 
ACT tests students can compare their pre- and post-
test scores. Text and practice tests included. Bring a 
calculator to class. Students must attend the first and 
last sessions of the test prep. 
EDUC:712 | 7 sessions | $141 AGE 60+ | $195 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-noon Toshi Floyd 
June 8 – July 27 FV-B, 216 
• NOTE: No class 7/6. 
Registration/withdrawal/refund deadline: 5/31

S02  M 9 am-noon Toshi Floyd 
June 17 – July 29 FP-F, 325 
Registration/withdrawal/refund deadline: 6/10

S03  W 9 am-noon Toshi Floyd 
June 19 – Aug. 7 MC-BA, 116 
• NOTE: No class 7/3. 
Registration/withdrawal/refund deadline: 6/12

Math Review: Chemistry
Don’t let chemistry get you down! Get a head start 
on the materials you need to succeed in Chemistry 
(CHM: 101 or CHM: 105). Topics include algebra review, 
calculator operations, scientific notation, metric 
system, dimensional analysis and study skills. Please 
bring a TI-30, TI-35, or any scientific calculator to class. 
Over 80% of the students completing this review went 
on to pass their Chemistry courses with a grade of “C” 
or higher.  
MATH:752 | 3 sessions | $44 AGE 60+ | $75 REG

S01  MTuW 8:30 am-12:30 pm Donna Mabbs 
May 20 – May 22 FP-C, 413

S02  WThF 8:30 am-12:30 pm Suzanne Saum 
June 5 – June 7 MC-LH, 102

Adu lt Educatio n an d literacy
The Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education 
supports Adult Education and Literacy (AEL) services throughout the St. 
Louis area. Many students enroll in AEL classes in order to prepare for 
the high school equivalency examination (HiSET, formerly GED). 

FREE! GED Classes
HiSET is the new GED

Call today!

Personalized 
instruction

Career & college 
counseling

HiSET test  
scholarships 

available

stlcc.edu/hiset

AEL classes prepare students for the 
HiSET exam and include instruction 
in the five subject areas tested:
• Language Arts–Reading 
• Language Arts–Writing 
• Science
• Social Studies
• Mathematics 

For more information, 
call 314-984-7777.

St. Louis Community College | 314-984-7777 
Serving the school districts of Affton, Bayless, 
Kirkwood, Lindbergh, Mehlville, Valley Park and 
Webster Groves 

City of St. Louis Public Schools | 314-367-5000 
Serving the school districts of St. Louis city, 
Ferguson-Florissant, Hancock Place, Jennings, 
Normandy, Riverview Gardens and Wellston

Parkway Schools | 314-415-4940 
Serving the school districts of Brentwood, Clayton, 
Hazelwood, Ladue, Maplewood Richmond Heights, 
Pattonville, and Parkway

Ritenour Schools | 314-493-6412 
Serving the Ritenour School District

Rockwood Schools | 636-733-2161 
Serving the Rockwood School District

University City Schools | 314-290-4052 
Serving the University City School District 

www.ed2go.com/stlcc

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
http://stlcc.edu/hiset
http://www.ed2go.com/stlcc
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PERSONAL ENRICHMENT
Add variety to life | Enjoy a creative outlet | Improve your sense of wellbeing | Forge new friendships

Ag eless Learnin g S eminars
Open to all ages! Classes in the table below are held at Missouri History Museum’s Lee Auditorium.  
Registration opens May 13 for all Ageless Learning Seminars.

Seminar Code Day Date Time Title Presenter

SENR:702 S08 W June 12 10:30 am-noon St. Louis: The Crossroads of America Ron Elz

SENR:702 S09 Tu June 18 10:30 am-noon Theatrical Giants: P.T. Barnum, “Buffalo Bill” Cody and Florenz Ziegfield Bev Schuetz

SENR:702 S10 W July 10 10:30 am-noon Whatever Happened To...? A Look at Famous St. Louisans and Where They’re at Now Ron Elz

SENR:702 S11 Tu July 16 10:30 am-noon Medical Quackery, Fraud and Flimflam Bev Schuetz

SENR:702 S12 W Aug. 14 10:30 am-noon The Write Stuff: A Look at St. Louis Literary Figures Ron Elz

NEW! Hollywood Films and Music: 
The War Years, 1941-1945
When the United States went to war in December 
1941, so did Hollywood. Nostalgia abounds as we 
visit some of the best loved films of that time frame, 
as well as those iconic songs that kept America going 
strong. Program is free but registration is required. 
Registration for this seminar opens 5/13. 
SENR:702 | 1 session | NO FEE
S06  Th 10 am-11:30 am  Mary Saputo 

July 18 MC-Student Ctr, 201

NEW! St. Louis: Birthplace of the  
Gas Station
St. Louis was home to the very first gas station in 
the United States. Back in the day, these historic gas 
stations were built with intriguing designs — some 
looking like Hansel and Gretel cottages, and others 
like houses with canopies, — but then uniformity set 
in. Gas stations became unprofitable; however, the 
intriguing gas station architecture remained. In St. 
Louis, you can now get married in one, buy craft beer 
in another and have your spine aligned in yet another 
historic gas station. Come see examples of how the 
gas station has evolved in St. Louis. Program is free but 
registration is required. Registration for this seminar 
opens 5/13. 
SENR:702 | 1 session | NO FEE
S02  Th 10 am-11:30 am Douglas Schneider 

July 25 WW, 102A

NEW! The Making of  
“Gone with the Wind”
Regarded as one of the top 100 films of all time, 
bringing the popular novel “Gone With the Wind” to 
the silver screen was not a simple process. Learn about 
the delays, the struggles to find just the right stars to 
portray lead characters and the multiple script rewrites 
in this fascinating multi-media lecture. Program is 
free but registration is required. Registration for this 
seminar opens 5/13.
SENR:702 | 1 session | NO FEE
S07  F 10 am-11:30 am  Mary Saputo 

June 28 WW, 102A
S05  Th 10 am-11:30 am  Mary Saputo 

July 11 FV-CWI, 136

NEW! Train Stations in the St. Louis Area
Many train stations in the St. Louis area still stand, 
sometimes as Amtrak, but often as something entirely 
different. Take a journey into our existing train stations, 
past and present, learning where you can ride trains 
today and what St. Louis spots re-create an aura of 
railroading in the golden era. Program is free but 
registration is required. Registration for this seminar 
opens 5/13. 
SENR:702 | 1 session | NO FEE
S01  W 10 am-11:30 am Douglas Schneider 

June 5 FV-CWI, 136
S03  Th 10 am-11:30 am Douglas Schneider 

June 27 MC-Student Ctr, 201

FREE 
Seminars  

• must pre-register •

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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CRE ATIVE ARTS
Fin e Arts

Painting

Abstract Painting
If you’ve ever wanted to paint like Picasso, Warhol, 
Pollack, Lee Krasner or the DeKoonings, this is the 
studio class for you! No representational art — move 
past the still life and puppy dog artworks to explore 
pouring, layering, scraping, trolling and stenciling 
techniques that made mid-20th century art so 
intriguing. No experience necessary. Supplies will be 
additional and discussed at the first class, which will 
only meet for one hour. 
ARTS:748 | 6 sessions | $70 AGE 60+ | $119 REG

S04  Tu 9 am-noon Maureen Brodsky 
June 4 – July 16 MC-HE, 217 
• NOTE: No class 7/2

 Acrylic Impressions: Beginning
In this beginning course, learn how to paint like the 
Impressionists, working in small-scale to quickly 
complete your own vibrant, light-filled piece. Instructor 
provides prints and photos. Painting board provided. 
Supply list sent. This class is for beginners only.  
ARTS:748 | 4 sessions | $65.50 AGE 60+ | $85 REG

S03  Sa 9 am-11 am Phyllis Smith Piffel 
June 1 – June 22 MC-SO, 232

Acrylic Impressions: 
Intermediate/Advanced
In this follow up course, learn how to loosen your style 
to paint like the Impressionists working in small-scale 
to quickly complete your own vibrant, light-filled 
piece. Instructor provides prints and photos. Painting 
board provided. Supply list sent. Prerequisite: Acrylic 
Impressions: Beginning class.  
ARTS:748 | 10 sessions | $144 AGE 60+ | $205 REG

S01  Tu 12:30 pm-3:30 pm Phyllis Smith Piffel 
May 28 – Aug. 6 MC-HE, 217 
• NOTE: No class 7/2

S02  W 6 pm-9 pm Phyllis Smith Piffel 
May 29 – Aug. 7 MC-HE, 217 
• NOTE: No class 7/3

 Botanical Illustration: Watercolor
In this watercolor course focused on the plant 
kingdom as subject matter, learn about antique styles, 
finding inspiration to create contemporary pieces 
using modern methods. Join us to delve into drawing, 
texture, color and composition using dried plants, 
fruit and fresh flowers as subjects. All levels welcome. 
Supply list sent.  
ARTS:709 | 5 sessions | $68.50 AGE 60+ | $105 REG

S07  Th noon-3 pm Maureen Brodsky 
July 11 – Aug. 8 MC-HE, 219

 Oil or Acrylic Painting: All Levels
Explore oil paint’s richness or acrylic’s speed in a 
class that covers color theory, artistic perception, 
composition and paint mixing/application. Progress 
at your own rate with individualized instruction as you 
learn techniques to enhance painting skills. First three 
classes provide foundational and refresher guidance. 
Supply list sent. Bring supplies to first class. Water-
based oils are the only type allowed in the classroom.  
ARTS:740 | 5 sessions | $68.50 AGE 60+ | $105 REG

S01  Tu 6 pm-9 pm Lisa Payne 
May 28 – June 25 FP-F, 415

S02  Tu 2 pm-5 pm Mike Ochonicky 
June 11 – July 16 The Timbers 
• NOTE: No class 7/2

S03  Tu 6 pm-9 pm Mike Ochonicky 
June 11 – July 16 WW, 306 
• NOTE: No class 7/2

S04  M 1 pm-4 pm Sarah Paulsen 
July 1 – July 29 FP-G, 409

 Watercolor: Beginning Techniques
Paint the brilliant color and fluid stroke of watercolor, 
exploring paint, paper and brush techniques. Course 
will cover a variety of subject matters in a supportive 
atmosphere. Supply list sent.  
ARTS:735 | 6 sessions | $68.50 AGE 60+ | $105 REG

S01  Tu 1 pm-3:30 pm Maureen Brodsky 
June 4 – July 16 MC-CE 
• NOTE: No class 7/2

Watercolor: Intermediate/
Advanced Techniques
Paint transparent watercolor on a more advanced level. 
Students must be proficient in drawing with basic 
watercolor skills. Attempt the more difficult techniques 
of layered washes, modeling with color, unusual 
textural accents and more. Prerequisite: Watercolor: 
Beginning Techniques or equivalent experience.  
ARTS:736 | 8 sessions | $144 AGE 60+ | $205 REG

S01  F 9:30 am-noon Phyllis Smith Piffel 
May 31 – Aug. 2 Bluebird Park, Ellisville 
• NOTE: No class 6/28, 7/5

S02  F noon-2:30 pm Phyllis Smith Piffel 
May 31 – Aug. 2 Bluebird Park, Ellisville 
• NOTE: No class 6/28, 7/5

Potter y

 Pottery: All Levels
Explore projects in which skills in hand-building (for 
beginners) and wheel throwing (for more advanced 
students) are investigated and improved. All levels of 
experience are welcome. 
ARTS:727 | 6 sessions | $102.50 AGE 60+ | $139 REG

S01  Sa 9:30 am-noon Sheow Chang 
June 8 – July 20 FV-H, 109 
• NOTE: No class 7/6

S02  Tu 7 pm-9:30 pm Carl Behmer 
June 11 – July 23 FV-H, 109 
• NOTE: No class 7/2

“ Instructor Chang’s talent opens 
your ideas on what to work on 
and improves your own talent for 
making the ideas come to finish.

Sharon M.
Hanley Hills

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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Drawing

 Drawing: Traditional Pencil Basics
Discover the fundamentals of using pencil to create line, 
perspective, value and composition. No experience 
necessary and individualized instruction included. 
Supply list sent. This class is for beginners only.  
ARTS:709 | 6 sessions | $68.50 AGE 60+ | $105 REG

S05  Sa 9:30 am-noon Sean Long 
June 8 – July 20 MC-HE, 125 
• NOTE: No class 7/6

 Drawing: Beginning/Intermediate
Beginning students will learn the tools, materials, and 
visual and artistic perception needed for this essential 
art form, as returning students continue to sharpen 
their skills through class projects or independent work. 
Drawing fundamentals such as line, perspective, value 
and composition will be covered. Students will use 
pencil, conté crayon and charcoal. Supply list sent.  
ARTS:709 | 5 sessions | $68.50 AGE 60+ | $105 REG

S02  Tu 6:30 pm-9:30 pm Jeffrey Johnson 
May 28 – June 25 Eureka Community Center

S03  W 6 pm-9 pm Lisa Payne 
May 29 – June 26 FP-G, 413

S06  Tu 6:30 pm-9:30 pm Jeffrey Johnson 
July 9 – Aug. 6 Corp. College, 215

ARTS:709 | 6 sessions | $68.50 AGE 60+ | $105 REG

S04  Tu 9:30 am-noon Ruth Kolker 
June 4 – July 16 MC-CE 
• NOTE: No class 7/2.

 Botanical Illustration: Colored Pencils
In this colored pencil course focused on the plant 
kingdom as subject matter, learn about antique styles 
and finding inspiration to create contemporary pieces 
using modern methods. Join us to delve into drawing, 
texture, color and composition using dried plants, 
fruit and fresh flowers as subjects. All levels welcome. 
Supply list sent.  
ARTS:716 | 5 sessions | $68.50 AGE 60+ | $105 REG

S01  Th noon-3 pm Maureen Brodsky 
May 30 – June 27 MC-HE, 219

Caricature Drawing
The caricature is a time-honored form of illustration. 
Surprise friends and loved ones by capturing their 
quirkiness as a cartoon character! This introductory 
course focuses on how to draw a portrait using 
degrees of graphic exaggeration and distortion of 
facial and/or body features. Learn how to observe 
through the eyes of a caricaturist and how to approach 
the actual drawing of the subject/model. The desired 
outcome, through practice, is for you to be able to 
create a recognizable portrait of a subject/model. 
Supply list sent.  
ARTS:721 | 5 sessions | $68.50 AGE 60+ | $105 REG

S01  W 6 pm-9 pm Sean Long 
May 29 – June 26 MC-HE, 124

Perspective Drawing and Still Life
Explore drawing fundamentals of line, perspective, 
value and composition in a relaxed atmosphere. 
No experience is necessary and you will receive 
individualized instruction. Intermediate level students 
will advance with more sophisticated projects. Supply 
list discussed at first class. Bring pencil and sketch pad 
to first class.  
ARTS:709 | 5 sessions | $68.50 AGE 60+ | $105 REG

S01  M 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Philip Perschbacher 
May 27 – June 24 FP-G, 413

Sketchbook: Doodling with a Purpose
Join us to experiment with your drawing techniques. 
This class focuses on making marks, drawing the same 
subject in different ways, developing compositions 
and refining drawing styles. We will explore nature and 
daily life through sketch and nature journaling. We will 
also incorporate found items and bits of inspiration to 
develop a daily sketch practice. Supply list sent. 
ARTS:721 | 6 sessions | $68.50 AGE 60+ | $105 REG

S02  Th 6:30 pm-9 pm Jeffrey Johnson 
June 6 – July 18 Corp. College, 215 
• NOTE: No class 7/4

Crafts
Basketr y

Perfect Picnic
Join us to make a picnic basket just in time for the 
summer season. It starts with a 12”x16” wood handle 
and ends with a wood lid that you will custom make to 
fit your basket. The basket has an almost solid bottom 
so that none of your goodies fall out. Colored accent 
rows will be added to personalize your basket.  
CRFT:734 | 1 session | $75 AGE 60+ | $89 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-2:30 pm Laura Klaus 
June 1 MC-CE

Floral Arrangement

NEW! Fresh Floral Arrangement 101
In this hands on class you will explore the basics of 
floral arrangement and design. Learn the tips, tricks 
and trade secrets of florists that will help you to create 
beautiful floral arrangements at home. You will take 
home your own fresh floral arrangement in a vase. All 
materials provided.  
CRFT:765 | 1 session | $40 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S06  Sa 9 am-11 am   
June 15 MC-SW, 102

Glass and Ceramics

Mosaic Garden Stones
Learn to use broken plates and forgotten tiles to create 
a beautiful DIY mosaic. Learn how to cut tile and glass 
and mix up Portland cement and sand to make your 
own cast concrete. This workshop will teach you the 
basics so you can use your skills for any future project. 
Each participant will create a unique stepping stone 
to take home to their outdoor spaces. All materials 
provided. You are welcome to bring in broken ceramic 
and glass to use in your mosaic.  
CRFT:740 | 1 session | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S04  W 6 pm-9 pm   
May 29 Perennial STL

Mosaic Birdhouse
Learn how to apply mosaic glass to the roof and at 
least two sides of a ceramic-glazed birdhouse and 
you will complete your mosaic birdhouse by grouting 
the second week. Your completed birdhouse will be 
a beautiful handmade addition to any garden! All 
materials included. 
CRFT:740 | 2 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S03  Sa 9 am-11 am   
June 8 – June 15 Craft Central

Firework Platter
Paint your own fireworks platter and steal the show 
this 4th of July! The instructor will guide you through 
different painting techniques and assist you in creating 
your own masterpiece to enjoy for years to come. The 
platter will be food-safe and ready for pick-up one 
week after class once it has been fired.  
CRFT:741 | 1 session | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  W 6 pm-8 pm Janet Becker 
June 12 Painted Zebra - Kirkwood

Whimsical Flower Pot
Paint a ceramic flowerpot and tray with flowers, grass, 
sun, clouds, butterflies, ladybugs, caterpillars, bees 
or any combination. Choose your own colors. The 
completed flower pot will be suitable for either indoor 
or outdoor use. Your plants will thank you for a unique 
personalized home. Pieces will be fired and ready for 
pickup at the shop one week after the class. The fee 
includes all materials and firing. 
CRFT:741 | 1 session | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S02  W 6 pm-8 pm Janet Becker 
June 26 Painted Zebra - Kirkwood

Stained Glass: Sun Catcher
In this beginner’s workshop for those curious about 
stained glass, students will be introduced to the 
process of making a stained glass piece. Includes an 
explanation of equipment and terminology. Learn the 
techniques for cutting and grinding, copper foiling and 
soldering your own sun catcher. All materials included.  
CRFT:740 | 1 session | $79 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-12:30 pm   
July 13 Craft Central

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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Metal Work

 Beginning Blacksmith: Create 
a Wall Mount J-Hook
A blacksmith creates objects from wrought iron or steel 
by forging metal and using tools to hammer, bend and 
cut to create useful items. In this introductory class, 
come explore the craft of blacksmithing to make 
your very own wall mount J-hook! Learn the proper 
use of blacksmithing tools including proper fire and 
forge control while you hammer and twist steel in the 
traditional blacksmith medium. You will be exposed 
to hot steel being hammered, causing sparks that 
may come in contact with your clothing. Please wear 
protective clothing. Your arms and legs should be 
covered and you must wear closed-toed shoes. Gloves 
and safety glasses will be provided and limited shop 
aprons are available on-site. 
CRFT:753 | 1 session | $89 AGE 60+ | $89 REG

S02  Sa 9 am-11:30 am   
June 1 Mueller Industries

S03  Sa 9 am-11:30 am   
July 13 Mueller Industries

We have more! Use your Photoshop® and 
Illustrator® skills to laser cut and engrave a 
variety of materials. Learn more on pg 13.

 Copper Chasing: Leaves
Metalsmithing is one of the oldest metalworking 
occupations, producing useful items such as tools, 
kitchenware, tableware, jewelry and more for 
centuries! Learn how to cold hammer copper and 
apply the technique of copper chasing to create 
images in copper plates. All materials included in cost 
of the class.  
CRFT:753 | 2 sessions | $99 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S04  M 5 pm-8 pm   
June 3 – June 10 Mueller Industries

 Metalsmithing: Beginning 
Techniques For Jewelry
Learn the fundamental metalsmithing techniques 
for making jewelry. Basic metal manipulation skills 
including sawing, forming and shaping, filing, sanding, 
soldering and polishing will be taught. You will make 
two finished pieces — a cuff bracelet and a pendant 
with a simple stone setting. Acquire the basic building 
blocks needed for jewelry design. No experience 
necessary. Students who have had previous experience 
working with metal may move onto more advanced 
projects. Tools and metal supplied in class fee. 
CRFT:753 | 7 sessions | $162.50 AGE 60+ | $225 REG

S01  Th 6 pm-9 pm Chih Yu Lin 
June 6 – July 25 FV-E, 291 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

Sewing

 Introduction to Your Sewing Machine
Sewing machines can be a bit intimidating. Like any 
other tool, once you become familiar with its pieces 
and parts you will have more success (and fun!) using 
it to your advantage. Discover the basic parts and 
functions of the sewing machine. This crash course will 
cover threading the machine and bobbin, adjusting 
tension, adjusting the stitch width and length and 
basic sewing language. You will leave with a finished 
project and substantial sewing machine knowledge. 
All materials provided. Students may bring their own 
sewing machine or use one that belongs to the site.  
CRFT:713 | 1 session | $35 AGE 60+ | $35 REG

S06  Sa 9 am-noon   
June 15 City Sewing Room

S10  Th 6:30 pm-8:30 pm   
July 11 Perennial STL

Mending 101
Learn how to mend your pants, blouse or jacket. 
Bring your clothing and master the skills to hem 
pants, sew on buttons, put on patches and fix zippers. 
Learn valuable and money-saving skills with sewing 
machines and hand sewing. No experience necessary.  
CRFT:713 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S08  Tu 6 pm-9 pm Anne Stirnemann 
July 23 City Sewing Room

NEW! Home Base Door Decor
Hit a home run with this burlap door hanger in the 
shape of a baseball diamond. Using outdoor-friendly 
fabric, batting and paints, craft an adorable front door 
sign that will last for many seasons to come.  
CRFT:765 | 1 session | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S04  M 6 pm-8 pm   
June 10 Craft Central

Thread Painting
Create your own masterpiece using fabric, yarn and 
thread on a sewing machine, and take home a 10”x10” 
work of art that can be hung on a wall or used as a hot 
pad. No sewing experience needed. All materials and 
use of sewing machines provided at class.  
CRFT:713 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S05  Tu 6 pm-9 pm   
June 18 City Sewing Room

Recline and Read: Make 
Your Own Book Pillow
Make the perfect accessory for on-the-go reading in 
this pillow book class! You will take home a 12”x12” 
square pillow that features a pocket to store books. 
Several fun fabric options are available for you to 
choose from and you will have a great time creating a 
handy and comfortable item to encourage reading in 
and out of the home. All materials are provided.  
CRFT:713 | 1 session | $35 AGE 60+ | $35 REG

S02  Sa 1 pm-4 pm   
June 29 City Sewing Room

Custom Wrist Key Fob
Give your keys a fashion statement when you place 
them on this beautiful and practical key fob that fits 
around your wrist. Learn several new sewing skills 
while making something you are sure to enjoy using 
for years to come. All materials provided.  
CRFT:713 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S03  Sa 9 am-noon   
July 20 City Sewing Room

NEW! Wine and Wallets
The only thing more fun than sewing an adorable 
zippered wallet is doing it with your favorite drink! 
Learn how to make a small pouch perfect for on-the-
go organization. Skills include installing a zipper, and 
there are a selection of fun fabrics to choose from! Join 
us for this fabulous Friday and learn new skills while 
sipping on drinks. Bring your own wine or beverage of 
your choice and leave with a new wallet! Ages 21+ only.  
CRFT:713 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S04  F 6 pm-9 pm   
July 26 City Sewing Room

Knitting

Knit in a Day
Join us for a crash course in knitting and learn the 
basics in one day! Explore skills including casting on, 
knitting, purling, pattern reading, cabling and binding 
off. After this class, you will be ready to impress with 
your knitting skills. Knitting is a great way to relax and 
unwind, as well as a way to make cherished items for 
those in your life.  
CRFT:722 | 1 session | $41 AGE 60+ | $55 REG

S02  Sa 9 am-3 pm Cristin Greenlee 
June 8 MC-SO, 112

Knitting 101: Beginning 
Techniques for All Seasons
Knitting isn’t just for making winter garments and 
accessories. Use linen, silk and lighter threads and yarns 
to make projects and garments that will be useful all 
year round. Cover the basics — casting on, increasing 
and decreasing, finishing, a variety of stitches and more. 
Get lots of information and tips for future projects as 
well as help reading patterns. You may bring unfinished 
projects or start a new project. All levels welcome.  
CRFT:720 | 3 sessions | $41 AGE 60+ | $55 REG

S01  Tu 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Cristin Greenlee 
June 4 – June 18 MC-SO, 112

Knitting: The Next Step
Level up your knitting skills with this fun and 
interactive class where you will learn skills beyond 
the basic knitting and purling. Learn techniques for 
increasing and decreasing, making lace, cabling, fixing 
mistakes and simple pattern reading. Supply list sent. 
Prerequisite: Knitting 101 or equivalent experience.  
CRFT:722 | 3 sessions | $41 AGE 60+ | $55 REG

S01  Tu 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Cristin Greenlee 
July 9 – July 23 MC-SO, 112

Crochet

Crochet I
Learn to crochet basic stitches— single, double and 
treble— and to decrease, increase and change colors. 
Make a simple piece and get help reading patterns. 
This class is best for beginning students or those who 
have crocheted before, but long ago. Supply list sent.  
CRFT:724 | 2 sessions | $32.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S02  Sa 9 am-noon Dee Levang 
June 15 – June 22 MC-SO, 112

Tunisian Crochet I
Tunisian crochet uses an elongated hook, often 
with a stopper on the handle end, called a Tunisian 
or Afghan hook. It is sometimes considered to be a 
mixture of crocheting and knitting. Some techniques 
used in knitting are also applicable in Tunisian crochet. 
Tunisian crochet has the look of knitting and uses 
similar stitches to crocheting, so if you can knit or 
crochet you will pick it up quickly. Learn the Tunisian 
foundation row, simple stitch, knit stitch, purl stitch, 
increasing and decreasing, color changes, binding off 
and reading patterns and charts. Supply list sent. 
CRFT:724 | 2 sessions | $32.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-noon Dee Levang 
July 20 – July 27 MC-SO, 112
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Textiles/Fabrics

Weaving: Table Runner
A beginning class for those interested in weaving. You 
will work on a four-shaft pre-loaded table top loom. 
Table runner will be made with cotton. Students will 
be allowed to pick from multiple colors for the runner. 
Student will learn basic weaving techniques in tabby 
and twill. All materials included.  
CRFT:713 | 2 sessions | $89 AGE 60+ | $89 REG

S11  Th 9 am-2 pm   
June 6 – June 13 Craft Central

Embroidery: Design and Stitch
Embroidery doesn’t have to be dancing dishes or 
kittens in mittens! In this three week class, you will 
create a pair of pillowcases that fits your personality. 
You’ll focus on creating your own designs and using the 
many resources available to find unique patterns that 
inspire you. Learn different techniques for transferring 
designs that are easy and effective. Discover different 
stitches from basic to advanced. Everyone will work 
together, but each will have a very personalized end 
product. Please bring a pair of scissors to class; all 
supplies are included in the cost of the class and will 
be yours to take home to use again and again. No prior 
experience necessary.  
CRFT:728 | 3 sessions | $70 AGE 60+ | $95 REG

S01  W 6 pm-9 pm Magan Harms 
June 12 – June 26 STLCC-South County, 104

NEW! Macramé and Merlot
Macramé — it’s “knot” like the ‘70s! Taking the home 
décor world by storm are these knotted hanging 
baskets for your houseplants. Get your vintage craft 
skills on by making a macramé plant holder while 
enjoying a glass of your favorite beverage. Make 
this into a group outing with your friends to create 
macramé and memories that you will cherish. Bring 
your own beverage of choice. Ages 21+ only.  
CRFT:713 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S09  Sa 6 pm-9 pm Anne Stirnemann 
June 22 City Sewing Room

Rag Rugs from T-Shirts
Discover several ways to transform your old t-shirts 
into area rugs. We will cut them up and begin a rug 
using your choice of weaving, knitting, sewing or 
braiding. No sewing experience necessary. Bring four 
or five old t-shirts; other supplies provided.  
CRFT:713 | 1 session | $39 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S07  Tu 6 pm-9 pm   
July 9 City Sewing Room

Batik Wax
Learn the ancient art of batik while experimenting 
with natural dyes! With batik, melted beeswax is used 
to create a resist pattern on fabric, which can then be 
re-dyed leaving the parts covered in wax undisturbed 
while the rest of the fabric is colored. Participants will 
experiment with various tools and techniques for 
creating pattern on salvaged fabric, including tjanting 
tools, metal stamps and brushed wax. Then everyone 
will learn to work with a natural dye bath to create 
a beautiful and unique piece of fabric. All materials 
provided.  
CRFT:765 | 1 session | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S05  Th 7 pm-9 pm   
Aug. 8 Perennial STL

Paper Crafts

 Summer Stampin’
Join us once a month to create a collection of fabulous 
cards. Each month you will create five cards using 
different stamping techniques, ending in late July, 
with a total of 10 hand-crafted unique cards to use 
throughout the year! Fee includes most materials. 
Supply list sent. Last day to enroll or drop is 5/24; no 
refunds after that date. 
CRFT:742 | 2 sessions | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S03   Sa 9 am-10 am  Patti Bossi 
June 1, June 29 MC-BA, 105

Waterfall Scrapbook
Learn to create a custom waterfall scrapbook — perfect 
as a gift or to keep for yourself to show off your family. 
Who doesn’t love a brag book full of pictures? We 
incorporate stamping techniques, embellishments 
and more to create this one-of-a-kind book. Scrapbook 
completed in class; simply add your pictures when you 
get home. Fee includes most materials. Supply list will 
be sent. Last day to enroll or drop is 7/12; no refunds 
after that date. 
CRFT:742 | 1 session | $43 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S02  Sa 9 am-noon Patti Bossi 
July 20 MC-CE

Suminagashi: Japanese Paper Marbling
Learn to make beautiful marbled paper using the 
ancient Japanese art of suminagashi. Discover the 
secrets to marbling using a simple floating ink process. 
Take home sheets of marbled paper to turn into cards, 
book covers, works of art or anything your heart desires. 
You’ll also take home your own marbling kit and pan to 
do hundreds of more designs. Supplies included. Dress 
appropriately to work with ink and water. 
CRFT:742 | 1 session | $58 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  Tu 6 pm-9 pm Magan Harms 
July 23 STLCC-South County, 104

Upcycling

Wine Bottle Upcycle
Do you have a hard time recycling beautiful glass 
bottles? Transform your used wine bottles into a self-
watering planter. Learn safe ways to cut glass bottles 
using techniques you can replicate at home. Learn an 
easy and eco-friendly way to remove adhesive residue 
with SoyGel. In class you’ll practice scoring and cutting 
glass with a custom glass cutter tool in combination 
with a hot/cold water bath. Decorate your home with 
these upcycled creations, or give as a handmade gift.  
CRFT:765 | 1 session | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S01  Th 6:30 pm-9 pm   
May 23 Perennial STL

Eco-Friendly Furniture 
Restoration Demo
In this demonstration and talk, learn tips on repairing 
joints and refinishing surfaces… all with the earth in 
mind! Through hands-on demonstrations you’ll learn 
all about natural paints, stains and waxes. Learn to add 
a pop of color to your projects with milk paint, mix and 
apply a fresh coat of signature wood wax and cook up 
natural stain from walnuts. You’ll leave this workshop 
with the knowledge to add a whole new look to 
your furniture without harming the environment or 
compromising your health.  
CRFT:765 | 1 session | $35 AGE 60+ | $35 REG

S03  Sa 10 am-11:30 am   
May 25 Perennial STL

Introduction to Upholstery: 
Dining Room Chair
Get a hands-on introduction to basic upholstery as 
you explore the tricks to re-covering the seat of an 
old dining room chair and learn to create a new seat 
structure with webbing. Plus, you’ll leave with your 
own handmade webbing stretcher. You may bring in 
one or two dining room chairs from your set to practice 
reupholstering. The class will work in small groups. All 
materials provided.  
CRFT:713 | 1 session | $39 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S01  Th 6:30 pm-8:30 pm   
June 20 Perennial STL

Wood

 Introduction to Wood Burning
Customize your woodworking projects with wood-
burned accents. From lettering to stamping, wood-
burning is a great skill to transform various types 
of wood into unique pieces that everyone will ask 
about. Experiment with different wood-burning tips 
and learn tricks for a successful finished project. No 
experience necessary. You will leave with a few wood-
burned samples, including a keychain and other bits of 
salvaged wood. All materials provided.  
CRFT:765 | 1 session | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S02  Th 6:30 pm-8:30 pm   
June 13 Perennial STL
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Cu linary
Sips and Pours

NEW! Bourbon Whiskey Tasting Class
Bourbon has entered a new golden age, now 
recognized as the best-selling and best-tasting 
whiskey. Learn about the process of making and 
processing these high-quality spirits from grain to glass 
with Susannah Huber of Buffalo Trace Distillery, maker 
of highly prized whiskeys. Sip your way through a flight 
of Buffalo Trace, Weller Special Reserve, Sazerac Rye 
and a single-barrel expression of Blanton’s, learning 
about the unique recipe profiles and characteristics of 
each. Includes bourbon tasting, educational discussion 
with information packets and a full variety of Mission 
Taco appetizers during class. Ages 21+ only. 
FOOD:760 | 1 session | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  Th 6:30 pm-8:30 pm  Buffalo Trace Distillery 
June 13 Mission Taco

Summer Rosé Wines
Join us as we travel the world to showcase the vast 
world of rosé wine. As we move around the globe, 
we will compare the different growing regions along 
with a multitude of varietals, and you will taste the 
differences based on soil and climate and on the 
grapes used for each wine. Ages 21+ only. 
FOOD:760 | 1 session | $39 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S02  W 6:30 pm-8:30 pm   
July 24 Rack House, Cottleville

NEW! Burger and Brews
Join us as we welcome Gene Baldi from Public House 
Brewing Company. We will walk through the history 
of beer and brewing as we describe the brewing 
process along with beer styles and the countries 
associated with them. We will also look at distribution 
and the effects of Prohibition and come full circle to 
the modern craft beer resurgence. In the class, we will 
sample six different beers and enjoy a rack burger from 
Chef Philip Day. Ages 21+ only. 
FOOD:760 | 1 session | $39 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S03  W 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Public House Brewing 
June 12 Rack House, Cottleville

Cheese Making

 Cheesemaking 101
Homemade cheeses are not only delicious but also fun 
to make. In this day-long workshop, our experienced 
instructor will demonstrate and explain important 
steps for success. Gain an understanding of how milk 
becomes cheese. Enjoy hands-on experience making 
ricotta, Neufchâtel (aka farmer’s cheese, a low-fat 
cream cheese) and yogurt cheese. Demonstration 
with class participation. All materials are available 
locally. Class fee includes cheesecloth to take home, 
illustrated directions, rennet tablets for home trials and 
a sampling of the cheeses made. Please bring containers 
to take cheese home with you. Bring a sack lunch for the 
noon break. Flagpole in front. The Culinary Arts House has an 
exterior staircase that is used for entry into the facility. 
FOOD:765 | 1 session | $61 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S02  Sa 9 am-3 pm Lisa Payne 
June 22 Culinary Arts House

Baker’s Delight

NEW! Father’s Day Cookies
Looking for home-baked TLC for dad? In this class, 
you will learn tips and tricks to cookie baking and 
decorating. You will learn how to bake flat, pretty and 
tasty cookies that will be perfect for dad or granddad! 
Your cookies are sure to delight your friends and family 
in delightful Father’s Day-inspired shapes and colors. 
Bring a cookie sheet with sides to take your creations 
home. Park on Hartford or Hampton. Flagpole in front. 
The Culinary Arts House has an exterior staircase that 
is used for entry into the facility.  
FOOD:708 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Su 1 pm-4 pm  Teri Wiley 
June 2 Culinary Arts House

NEW! 4th of July Cookies
Looking for something different to bring to the family 
BBQ? 4th of July fireworks planning and need a sweet 
treat? Time for the family reunion and looking to make 
your own bakery-quality decorated sugar cookies? In 
this class, you will learn tips and tricks to cookie baking 
and decorating. You will learn how to bake flat, pretty 
and tasty cookies that will be perfect for the 4th of 
July fireworks display! Your cookies are sure to delight 
your friends and family in delightful Independence 
Day shapes and colors. Bring a cookie sheet with 
sides to take your creations home. Park on Hartford or 
Hampton. Flagpole in front. The Culinary Arts House 
has an exterior staircase that is used for entry into the 
facility. 
FOOD:708 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S02  Su 1 pm-4 pm  Teri Wiley 
June 23 Culinary Arts House

NEW! Back to School Cookies
It’s back to school time! Time to learn how to 
make delightful back to school treats for a fun and 
impressive after school snack! Teachers, consider 
learning a new skill before the school year starts back 
up! In this class, you will learn tips and tricks to cookie 
baking and decorating. You will learn how to bake flat, 
pretty and tasty cookies that will be perfect for the 
students in your life of all ages! Your cookies are sure 
to delight your friends and family in delightful back to 
school fun shapes and colors. Bring a cookie sheet with 
sides to take your creations home. Park on Hartford or 
Hampton. Flagpole in front. The Culinary Arts House 
has an exterior staircase that is used for entry into the 
facility.  
FOOD:708 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S03  Su 1 pm-4 pm  Teri Wiley 
Aug. 4 Culinary Arts House

Cooking with Friends

NEW! Couples Cook: Island Times
Explore the Caribbean islands for date night! Imagine 
the sand between your toes and the ocean breeze 
on your face while dining on delicious traditional 
Caribbean cuisine. In this class you will prepare an 
appetizer of spicy Panamanian shrimp and a dinner 
entrée of Caribbean curry rice. Park on Hartford or 
Hampton. Flagpole in front. The Culinary Arts House 
has an exterior staircase that is used for entry into the 
facility.  
FOOD:755 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  F 6 pm-9 pm Brittany Coates 
June 14 Culinary Arts House

NEW! Girls’ Night Out: 
Summer Entertaining
Discover easy recipes that are perfect for your 
summer events! These quick and tasty appetizers are 
guaranteed to please your family and guests. Prepare 
and enjoy shrimp deviled eggs, melon prosciutto 
skewers and sausage with homemade cheddar 
crackers paired with onion relish. Park on Hartford or 
Hampton. Flagpole in front. The Culinary Arts House 
has an exterior staircase that is used for entry into the 
facility.  
FOOD:714 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  F 6 pm-9 pm Brittany Coates 
July 19 Culinary Arts House

NEW! Couples Cook: Seafood Delights
Let’s travel the sea and dine on a few seafood favorites. 
Learn how to make the perfect bowl of lobster bisque 
and discover the art of making scrumptious crab cakes. 
Both dishes will be enjoyed with a fresh summer salad 
perfect for your seafood delights. Park on Hartford or 
Hampton. Flagpole in front. The Culinary Arts House 
has an exterior staircase that is used for entry into the 
facility.  
FOOD:755 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S02  F 6 pm-9 pm Brittany Coates 
Aug. 2 Culinary Arts House

Vegetables: Meals and Sides

NEW! Farmer’s Market Fresh Pick Recipes
Summer is the perfect time to enjoy a large variety of 
fresh fruits, vegetables and herbs from the farmer’s 
market (or your own garden)! What to do with it all? 
Come enjoy a morning of discovering new ways to 
prepare this summer’s harvest. These can be served 
as side dishes or main courses. Enjoy making and 
sampling chilled cucumber yogurt soup; rustic 
vegetable tart; lemony cauliflower salad with pearl 
couscous; pasta with fresh basil pesto and blistered 
cherry tomatoes; broccoli salad with ginger dressing; 
carrot salad with black mustard seeds; fresh green 
beans with chick peas, feta and walnuts; watermelon 
with fresh mint; seasonal sweet corn bread and more. 
This class is hands-on with some demonstration. 
Park on Hartford or Hampton. Flagpole in front. The 
Culinary Arts House has an exterior staircase that is 
used for entry into the facility.  
FOOD:735 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Sa 10:30 am-1:30 pm Jeanette Pingel 
July 13 Culinary Arts House

Unbelievable Veggie Desserts
Want to get your family to eat more veggies? How 
about including them in some tasty and healthy 
desserts?! We’ll make something for everyone! 
Recipes include pumpkin brownies, cucumber basil 
sorbet, cauliflower rice pudding, chocolate beetroot 
doughnuts, zucchini oatmeal cookies, and avocado 
chocolate truffles. Who knew veggies could be so 
delicious? There will be plenty of taste testing plus 
you can take some home (bring a container). Class is a 
combination of demonstration and hands-on. Park on 
Hartford or Hampton. Flagpole in front. The Culinary 
Arts House has an exterior staircase that is used for 
entry into the facility. 
FOOD:722 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Tu 6 pm-9 pm Debra Hennen 
June 25 Culinary Arts House
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Main Event Meals

NEW! Easy Recipes for New Cooks
Are you off to college and want to keep from gaining 
the freshman 15? Are you in your first apartment and 
can’t afford to keep eating out every day of the week? 
Are you in your first professional job and want to cook 
more at home, but don’t know where to start? This 
class is for you! Learn the basics of breakfast, lunch 
and dinner, starting with shortcuts and inexpensive 
ingredients. You will learn to prepare omelets in a 
mug, breakfast burritos on the go, instant pot chorizo 
soup and other tips for instant pot meals. You will 
also prepare restaurant quality ramen at home and 
mason jar Greek salad with homemade dressing. Part 
demonstration, part hands on. Park on Hartford or 
Hampton. Flagpole in front. The Culinary Arts House 
has an exterior staircase that is used for entry into the 
facility.  
FOOD:765 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-1 pm Tiffany Smith 
June 1 Culinary Arts House

Scrumptious Summer Salads
Lighten your menu with deliciously fresh summer 
salads for you and your family! Learn recipes for a 
new array of summer salads to enjoy during the hot 
summer months. Recipes include tossed summer 
cobb salad with maple balsamic vinaigrette, Catalina 
taco salad, lightened Caesar-style salad with parmesan 
peppercorn dressing, shrimp salad with citrus dressing 
and porcini pancetta popovers. Class is part hands-on 
and part demonstration. Park on Hartford or Hampton. 
Flagpole in front. The Culinary Arts House has an 
exterior staircase that is used for entry into the facility.  
FOOD:765 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S04  W 6 pm-9 pm Elizabeth Parker 
June 5 Culinary Arts House

NEW! Sensational Fish and Seafood
If you shy away from preparing fish because you’re 
unsure of how to cook it properly, or simply want 
to perfect your own fish prep skills, then join us for 
this fun, informative class. We’ll discuss the different 
varieties of fish, how to clean and prepare them, and 
tackle the dos and don’ts of perfect fish and seafood 
preparation. On the menu is cumin-dusted salmon 
with fresh mango salsa, garlic shrimp tossed with 
herbed lemon pasta, mussels steamed with leeks, 
tomatoes and garlic served with crusty bread, and last 
but not least, we’ll prepare tilapia filets with fresh basil 
pesto and blistered tomatoes. This is a hands-on class 
with some demonstration. Face your fears and join 
us for a delicious day of cooking! Park on Hartford or 
Hampton. Flagpole in front. The Culinary Arts House 
has an exterior staircase that is used for entry into the 
facility.  
FOOD:765 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S03  Sa 10:30 am-1:30 pm Jeanette Pingel 
June 8 Culinary Arts House

NEW! Oodles of Zoodles and Rice
New instructor Kim Bell will save the day with a list 
of zucchini and cauliflower recipes to showcase your 
garden bounty or farmer’s market haul! In this class 
you will learn how zucchini noodles and cauliflower 
“rice” make quick, easy and healthy meals. Learn 
how to make sausage and peppers with zoodles, 
garlic chicken zoodles, cauliflower fried rice, hidden 
cauliflower mac ‘n cheese and a quick and easy 
strawberry dessert. Class includes plenty of taste 
testing and leftovers. Bring containers. Park on 
Hartford or Hampton. Flagpole in front. The Culinary 
Arts House has an exterior staircase that is used for 
entry into the facility.  
FOOD:735 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S02  W 6 pm-9 pm  Kim Bell 
July 17 Culinary Arts House

International Flavors

NEW! Moroccan Grill
Looking to add exciting new flavor to your summer 
grill? Moroccans love to grill and have many classic 
dishes for you to discover and enjoy. Many herbs and 
spices are used, but the dishes are not spicy hot, with 
the option of Moroccan harrisa on the side for those 
who like to turn up the heat. We will be making lamb 
kabobs, kefta burgers and Moroccan grilled chicken. 
We will also prepare traditional warm and cold salads 
to accompany the feast. Fresh-baked Moroccan bread 
and mint tea will also be served. Grilling will take place 
in- and outdoors, depending on weather conditions. 
Class is hands-on. Park on Hartford or Hampton. 
Flagpole in front. The Culinary Arts House has an 
exterior staircase that is used for entry into the facility.  
FOOD:734 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Su 1 pm-4 pm Lisa Payne 
June 9 Culinary Arts House

NEW! Greek Foods
Escape to the Greek isles in this culinary adventure! 
Prepare and enjoy a traditional Greek salad with 
homemade dressing along with spanakopita, a 
spinach pie filled with feta cheese, onions and scallions, 
wrapped in phyllo dough. We will also prepare 
dolmades, ground beef- and rice-stuffed grape leaves, 
as well as souvlaki, a Greek street food of skewered 
chicken seasoned with Greek spices and served with 
homemade tzatziki sauce. For dessert enjoy traditional 
Greek baklava. Please bring containers. Park on 
Hartford or Hampton. Flagpole in front. The Culinary 
Arts House has an exterior staircase that is used for 
entry into the facility.  
FOOD:734 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S02  Sa 10 am-1 pm Tiffany Smith 
July 20 Culinary Arts House

NEW! Summer Polynesian Cooking
Ready to enjoy Asian dishes with a Polynesian twist for 
your next summer soirée? Learn to prepare and enjoy 
shrimp Rangoon in wonton cups; ramen salad with 
oriental vinaigrette; soy marinated pork tenderloin 
with apricot almond relish; and strawberry, banana, 
cocoa-hazelnut wontons. Class is hands-on and 
demonstration. Park on Hartford or Hampton. Flagpole 
in front. The Culinary Arts House has an exterior 
staircase that is used for entry into the facility.  
FOOD:734 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S03  Th 6 pm-9 pm Elizabeth Parker 
July 25 Culinary Arts House

NEW! Chai Time: Indian 
Spiced Tea and Snacks
Tea stalls are found on every Indian street corner and 
are very much a part of the urban landscape. Chai, a 
tea brewed with milk and a variety of herbs and spices 
such as mint, ginger, cardamom, cloves and a lot of 
sugar, is consumed all throughout the day. A great 
cup of tea is not complete unless it is accompanied 
by an assortment of snacks. The evening tea is 
served with mostly fried and some sweet snacks. Part 
demonstration, part hands on. Experience the art of 
making vegetable pakoras, a combination of zucchini 
and eggplant dipped in a chickpea batter and fried 
until they are crisp and golden. Samosas filled with 
a spicy peas and potato filling are another crowd 
pleaser. Hariyali kebab, a kebab made with mashed 
peas, potatoes and paneer is another great dish to 
serve with afternoon tea. Gajjar halwa, or carrot halwa, 
is simple yet delicious and can complement a great 
cup of tea. Park on Hartford or Hampton. Flagpole in 
front. The Culinary Arts House has an exterior staircase 
that is used for entry into the facility.  
FOOD:733 | 1 session | $41.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Tu 6 pm-9 pm Prabha Pergadia 
July 30 Culinary Arts House

If you are a person with a disability 
who requires an accommodation in 
order to participate in any program or 
activity, please contact the Continuing 
Education Access Office at 314‑984‑7704 
as soon as possible in advance of the 
program for consideration of your 
accommodations request. It is helpful to 
receive accommodations requests at least 
10 days in advance of a program. With 
less advance notice, it may be difficult 
to meet needs of interested members. 
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Dan ce
Ballet

Ballet Tone and Stretch for Beginners
Beginning techniques of classical ballet will be 
combined with toning and stretching on center floor 
and barre for overall body conditioning. No prior ballet 
experience required. Leotard, leggings or tights and 
ballet shoes required. Adiva Dance Center is located 
behind a kitchen and bath design store. 
DANC:701 | 6 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  Tu 7 pm-7:55 pm   
June 4 – July 9 Adiva Dance Center

 Ballet: Beginning
This fun class is designed for students who have 
never studied ballet before or haven’t taken a recent 
class. Learn to utilize your center/core for strong 
ballet technique. The fun and exciting movement of 
ballet is a great way to get into shape with music and 
movement that is as good for the soul as it is for the 
body! Ballet shoes and appropriate attire are required.  
DANC:701 | 8 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S02  Th 7:15 pm-8:15 pm  Amanda Fedor 
June 13 – Aug. 8 The Studio 
• NOTE: No class 7/4

Ballet: Intermediate
If you have studied classical ballet consistently, have 
a good understanding of basic barre work and centre 
work and are seeking to develop your technique, 
musicality and artistry, this is the class for you! You’ll 
refine your technique at the barre with emphasis on 
Cecchetti, Royale and Vaganova methods of technique. 
Centre combinations will be given including leaps and 
turns. Ballet shoes and appropriate attire are required.  
DANC:702 | 8 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  M 8:15 pm-9:15 pm  Amanda Fedor 
June 17 – Aug. 5 The Studio

Tap Dance

Tap Dance: Beginning
This class is designed for beginners and those with 
limited tap experience. Basic tap steps and tap 
combinations will be taught as well as an entire tap 
routine. Develop your sense of movement while 
practicing basic rhythm tap techniques in this fun way 
to exercise! 
DANC:707 | 6 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  Tu 8 pm-9 pm   
June 4 – July 9 Adiva Dance Center 
Do not purchase tap shoes until after first class.

DANC:707 | 8 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S02  Th 8:15 pm-9 pm   
June 13 – Aug. 8 The Studio 
• NOTE: No class 7/4 
To ensure the safety of dancers, please do not have 
metatarsal rubber grippers on the bottom of tap shoes.

Belly Dance

Egyptian Street Belly Dance: Beginning
If you are itching for something new in your dance 
routine, this class is it! Egyptian street belly dance 
is an exciting new style known in the Arab world as 
mahraganat sha’abi (Arabic for “festival dancing”) aka 
street sha’abi, which has recently emerged from post-
revolution youth culture. Characterized by a blend 
of the indigenous, core movements of belly dance, 
Egyptian folkloric movements, and modern street 
dance stylings, this high-energy, heavily rhythm-based 
dance takes its gestural cues from lyrics of cutting-
edge Egyptian electro-sha’abi music, also called 
mahragan. You can expect to sweat, have fun and 
learn about another culture! We will end the session 
with a hafla (Arabic for “party”) where students can 
show off their new moves! All genders welcome. This 
is a beginner class; no prior dance experience required.  
DANC:719 | 8 sessions | $39.50 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S02  W 7 pm-8 pm Amber Skye 
June 5 – July 31 FP-PE, Dance Rm 
• NOTE: No class 7/3

We have more! For ages 7-12, we also offer “Intro 
to Arabic Folk and Modern Dance”! See page 43.

Egyptian Street Belly Dance:  
Intermediate
Yalla! (Let’s go!) Expand your knowledge and skill 
level by further exploring street dance concepts 
and layered, intermediate torso work while also 
developing your skills through both individual dance 
and group choreography. Delve more deeply into 
footwork, layering, tracing and the basic concepts of 
tutting, broadening your knowledge of Arabic music 
and rhythms as we explore musicality and emotion 
in Egyptian dance! We will end the session with a 
hafla (Arabic for “party”) where students can show off 
their new moves! All genders welcome. Prerequisite: 
Egyptian Street Belly Dance: Beginning. 
DANC:719 | 8 sessions | $39.50 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  Tu 7 pm-8 pm Amber Skye 
June 4 – July 30 FP-PE, Dance Rm 
• NOTE: No class 7/2

Kizomba

The Kizomba Explosion
Join us to learn the latest dance that is sweeping the 
nation! This Angolan dance combines the grace and 
style of tango with rhythm and blues groove. Students 
will learn foundational techniques in footwork and 
partner-work for both lead and follow. Also, explore 
the dance’s history, origins and culture. By the end of 
this class, you will be ready to show your moves on the 
floor and wow spectators! Couples are welcome but 
no partner is required. On street parking; stairs-only 
access to dance studio in residential area.
DANC:725 | 6 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S02  Th 6 pm-7 pm   
June 13 – July 25 Almas Del Ritmo 
• NOTE: No class 7/4

Salsa

The Salsa Experience: Beginning
Learn about authentic Latin culture through the 
rhythmic sounds of salsa music and dance. In just eight 
weeks, you will learn the history of salsa, the origin of 
the dance, basic steps, musicality skills and technique 
to become the perfect lead and/or a fantastic follow. 
You will be moving and shaking in time for a class 
session at some of the hottest Latin dance spots in 
town! (Admissions and transportation on your own.) 
Couples are welcome but no partner is required. On 
street parking; stairs-only access to dance studio in 
residential area.  
DANC:725 | 6 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  Tu 6 pm-7:30 pm   
June 11 – July 23 Almas Del Ritmo 
• NOTE: No class 7/2

Swing

East Coast Swing
East Coast swing is the most popular dance in St. Louis. 
There are more swing dance venues here than any 
other form of couples dancing. Taught by a three-time 
St. Louis City jitterbug champion, you’ll learn the basic 
six-count pattern, lots of great combinations, timing, 
technique, styling and how to spin. We will cover lead 
and follow patterns plus lots of tips.  
DANC:740 | 6 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $85 REG

S01  W 6:30 pm-8 pm Sharon Martin 
June 5 – July 24 Concordia Lutheran 
• NOTE: No class 7/3, 7/17

Social and Slide Dancing

Easy Social Dance I and II
In this fun class, learn how to look good and move with 
confidence on the dance floor. Start at the beginning 
or come back for a refresher, adding some new moves 
to those you already know. You’ll be out in the center 
of it all when the music starts playing at your next 
social gathering. Learn how to dance on the beat of 
the music; the best form for body positioning, posture 
and balance; how to lead and follow; how to spin; plus 
lots of great tips and ideas geared especially for each 
individual and couple. You’ll practice forms of swing, 
slow, Latin and even freestyle if you like. Enjoy great 
music, lots of fun and all you need to know for your next 
social event or night on the town. Partners preferred; 
fee is per person. Dress shoes recommended. No 
tennis shoes.  
DANC:728 | 6 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $85 REG

S01  M 6:30 pm-8 pm Sharon Martin 
June 3 – July 8 Concordia Lutheran

Slide Dance: Beginning
Slide dancing is an effective, energetic way to get your 
exercise. People of all ages can have a lot of fun moving 
to great music and making new friends, too! If you’ve 
never tried slide dancing or you haven’t danced this 
style in a while and would like a refresher, this is the 
class for you. Our instructor will start at the beginning 
and take you to fantastic! No experience required.  
DANC:749 | 5 sessions | $34 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-10:50 am Nigeria King 
June 1 – June 29 FV-E, Emerson Lobby

S02  Sa 10 am-10:50 am Nigeria King 
July 13 – Aug. 10 FP-PE, Dance Rm
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M usic
Music Theor y

Beginning Music Theory
Learn the basic information of what makes music. 
Learn about notes, time signatures, key signatures, 
rhythms and more. Bring required text to first class: 
“Fundamentals of Piano Theory-Preparatory Level” 
ISBN 0849762537.  
MUSC:701 | 6 sessions | $49.50 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S01  Th 3:30 pm-5:25 pm Christina Springer 
May 30 – July 18 FV-C, 114 
• NOTE: No class 6/20, 7/4.

Instrumental

Piano: Beginning
In this enjoyable, relaxed approach to the piano, you 
will learn the letter names of notes and where they 
are on the keyboard, simple chords to accompany 
melodies, easy rhythm patterns, and pedaling. 
Headphones with 1/4” adapter required. Bring required 
text to first class: “Play Piano Now! Alfred’s Basic Adult 
Piano Course, Book 1” ISBN 0739007645.  
MUSC:710 | 6 sessions | $49.50 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S01  Th 5:30 pm-7:25 pm Christina Springer 
May 30 – July 18 FV-C, 114 
• NOTE: No class 6/20, 7/4.

Piano: Advanced Beginning
Learn more advanced rhythm — dotted rhythms and 
triplets, major chords and their functions, staccato 
playing, major scales and exercises, and expression 
marks and phrasing. Pop music introduced. Songs will 
be played in major keys. There is a review at course’s 
beginning if needed. Prerequisite: Basic knowledge of 
keyboard and letter names of notes recommended. 
Headphones with 1/4” adapter required. Bring required 
texts to first class: “Play Piano Now! Alfred’s Basic Adult 
Piano Course, Book 2” ISBN 0739012045 and “Adult All-
in-One Course: Alfred’s Basic Adult Piano Course, Level 
2” ISBN 0882849956.  
MUSC:711 | 6 sessions | $49.50 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S01  Tu 5:30 pm-7:25 pm Christina Springer 
May 28 – July 9 FV-C, 114 
• NOTE: No class 6/18.

Harmonica: Beginning
The harmonica is a fun and easy musical instrument 
to learn. In just three sessions you will be able to play 
dozens of folk and campfire type songs. Fee includes 
student guide/song-book and a 10-hole, “C” diatonic 
harmonica. Instructor is a member of the Gateway 
Harmonica Club.  
MUSC:720 | 3 sessions | $39 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S01  W 6:30 pm-7:30 pm Buddy and Jessie Hirsch 
June 12 – June 26 MC-CE

Guitar: Beginning
Offered for students who have never played a guitar 
and have no background in music, this class covers 
tuning, changing strings, how to select a new guitar 
and a brief history of the guitar. Students will learn 
to play first position and open position chords, 
simple scales, melodies and right hand strumming 
techniques. We will introduce tablature and guitar 
notation. Must bring own acoustic guitar and an extra 
set of strings. No text required.  
MUSC:705 | 6 sessions | $49.50 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S01  Tu 7 pm-9 pm James Renz 
June 4 – July 16 MC-HW, 102 
• NOTE: No class 6/11

Guitar and Ensemble Music: Beginning
Students should have the basic ability to play the 
guitar. This class will consist of playing different genres 
of music in a group setting. Students will be taught 
basic theory and play both independently and in 
groups. Acoustic guitars only. Bring required text to 
first class: “Everybody’s Guitar Method Level 1” ISBN 
1569392838. 
MUSC:705 | 6 sessions | $49.50 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S02  Th 7:30 pm-9:30 pm Christina Springer 
May 30 – July 18 FV-C, 114 
• NOTE: No class 6/20, 7/4.

Guitar and Ensemble Music: Advanced
Students should have the basic ability to play the 
guitar. This class will consist of playing different genres 
of music in a group setting. Students will be taught 
basic theory and play both independently and in 
groups. Acoustic guitars only. Bring required texts to 
first class: “Everybody’s Guitar Method Level 1” ISBN 
1569392838 and “Everybody’s Guitar Method Level 2” 
ISBN 1569393958.  
MUSC:707 | 6 sessions | $49.50 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S01  Tu 7:30 pm-9:30 pm Christina Springer 
May 28 – July 9 FV-C, 114 
• NOTE: No class 6/18.

Playing Chords and Such: Get Together
Get together with other people and just have fun 
playing music! Develop lead sheet reading, rhythm 
reading and improvisation skills all while playing 
with others. Several different genres of music may 
be explored. Students must have a basic ability to 
read music. Most instruments welcome (non-piano 
percussionists need to contact instructor). Students 
will need a three-ring binder.  
MUSC:765 | 6 sessions | $49.50 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S01  Tu 3:30 pm-5:25 pm Christina Springer 
May 28 – July 9 FV-C, 114 
• NOTE: No class 6/18.

Music Histor y

NEW! History of American 
Composers: Patriotism
Celebrate American culture and folk music in this 
discussion focusing on John Philip Sousa, patriotic 
composers and the traditional folk song.  
MUSC:702 | 1 session | $17.50 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  M 9 am-noon Christina Springer 
July 1 FV-C, 114

NEW! History of American 
Composers: Musicals
Understand composers who shaped music for the 
theatrical stage in this brief exploration of musical 
composers and their contributions to other forms 
of music. Discussion will include Gershwin, Porter 
and Berlin.  
MUSC:702 | 1 session | $17.50 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S02  M 1 pm-4 pm Christina Springer 
July 1 FV-C, 114

NEW! History of Rock ‘n’ Roll
How has rock and roll impacted society and the music 
industry? Find out in this discussion of the social 
applications of rock and roll and the musicians who 
pushed it into American culture!  
MUSC:702 | 1 session | $17.50 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S03  M 9 am-noon Christina Springer 
July 8 FV-C, 114

NEW! History of Rhythm and Blues
Delve in to rhythm and blues music in the United States 
and the influence of its musicians and composers to 
the genre. Gain an understanding of how R&B has 
shaped American music and culture in this group 
discussion.  
MUSC:702 | 1 session | $17.50 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S04  M 1 pm-4 pm Christina Springer 
July 8 FV-C, 114

NEW! Influential Guitarists from 
the 20th Century: Blues
How has Western civilization been affected by guitars 
and guitarists throughout history? Explore influential 
guitar builders, innovators and performers beginning 
in the 1900s.  
MUSC:702 | 1 session | $17.50 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S05  M 9 am-noon Christina Springer 
July 15 FV-C, 114

NEW! Influential Pianists from 
the 20th Century: Ragtime
Gain appreciation and understanding of the piano’s 
history and importance in Western civilization. In this 
group discussion we will review influential pianists and 
composers of the 20th century, exploring how these 
individuals shaped today’s music.  
MUSC:702 | 1 session | $17.50 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S06  M 1 pm-4 pm Christina Springer 
July 15 FV-C, 114
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If taking pictures is your passion and 
you have artistic flair, the Digital 
Photography Essentials program from 
STLCC will help you build new skills, 
focus on your strengths and learn the 
tricks of the trade necessary to take 
your passion to the next level.

Six (6) photography classes and three (3) 
additional Photoshop® classes meet the 
curriculum requirements of the program: 

• Three (3) core classes

• Three (3) field classes

• Three (3) Photoshop® classes 
(see page 13 for courses) 

Upon successful fulfillment of the 
program requirements, an award 
of completion will be granted. To 
learn more, call 314-984-7777. 

Photography classes may be taken 
individually or as part of the program.

Ph otog raphy
Core Classes

 Digital Photography: Introduction
Learn the basics of photography such as camera 
skills and the use of light, exposure and composition. 
Understand aperture, shutter speed, ISO, basic 
composition, depth of field and histograms. You 
will need a digital camera and memory card. 
Provide own transportation. This course meets the 
curriculum requirements of the Digital Photography 
Essentials program.
PHOT:720 | 4 sessions | $44.50 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  Tu 6:30 pm-9 pm Gary Hesse 
May 28 – June 18 Corp. College, 207

S02  Th 6:30 pm-9 pm Gary Hesse 
May 30 – June 20 MC-HE, 124

Digital Photography: Intermediate
Expand your understanding of composition and 
lighting techniques. Learn how lighting and 
composition change the way you take photos and 
enhance your skills as a photographer. This class is 
the next step for introductory photography students 
or those who have a fundamental knowledge of 
their camera functions. Bring your digital camera 
and accessories. Prerequisite: Digital Photography: 
Introduction or Take Better Pictures: Introduction 
or equivalent experience. This course meets the 
curriculum requirements of the Digital Photography 
Essentials program. 
PHOT:721 | 4 sessions | $44.50 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  Th 6:30 pm-9 pm Gary Hesse 
June 27 – July 25 MC-HE, 124 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

S02  Tu 6:30 pm-9 pm Gary Hesse 
July 9 – July 30 Corp. College, 207

Field Classes

Field Photography: Sports, 
Concerts, Weddings and Events
A large percentage of professional photography is 
done in the field at events like weddings, plays, award 
ceremonies and sporting events. Learn how to shoot 
and pose like a pro! Bring a digital camera to class. 
Field trips required on own; details to be announced in 
class. Prerequisite: Digital Photography: Intermediate 
or equivalent experience. This course meets the 
curriculum requirements of the Digital Photography 
Essentials program.  
PHOT:712 | 4 sessions | $44.50 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-11:30 am John Kerans 
June 29 – July 20 MC-HE, 123

S02  M 6:30 pm-9 pm John Kerans 
July 1 – July 22 MC-SW, 108

Nature and Outdoor Photography
Improve your outdoor photography skills and 
expand your creativity in this hands-on class! Learn 
techniques to transform your nature and outdoor 
photography with thorough instruction coupled with 
classroom sessions and image critiques. Gain a greater 
understanding of what makes a great photo, learn 
the techniques required and pick up some tips and 
tricks professional photographers use. Class meets in 
a classroom and in a nature setting. You will need to 
have your photos developed or printed and brought 
to the last class. Prerequisite: Digital Photography: 
Introduction or Take Better Pictures: Introduction 
or equivalent experience. Bring your digital camera 
to class. Field trips required on own, details to be 
announced in class. Provide own transportation 
for off-site sessions. This course meets the 
curriculum requirements of the Digital Photography 
Essentials program. 
PHOT:708 | 4 sessions | $44.50 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-11:30 am John Kerans 
June 1 – June 22 MC-SW, 108

S02  M 6:30 pm-9 pm John Kerans 
June 3 – June 24 MC-HE, 124

Th eater
Improv Comedy For Beginners
Step out of your comfort zone and explore the creative 
world of improv! If you like the show “Whose Line Is It 
Anyway?” you’ll love this class. Learn how to think on 
your feet and live in the moment while having fun! 
After taking this class, you will understand the basic 
structure of improvisation and be able to play improv 
games with confidence.  
THTR:707 | 4 sessions | $29.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  M 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Robert Baker 
June 3 – June 24 MC-HW, 102

Musical Improv Comedy for Singers
Step out of your comfort zone and explore the creative 
world of musical improv! Have a blast as you learn 
how to make up funny songs on the spot. Explore 
the basics of melody, rhythm and rhyme, and practice 
incorporating them into improv games and scenes. 
Instructor is the author of “The Improv Comedy 
Musician” co-written with Laura Hall, the longtime 
pianist on “Whose Line Is It Anyway?.”  
THTR:707 | 1 session | $21.50 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S02  Sa 1 pm-4 pm Robert Baker 
July 20 MC-HW, 102
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Writing

Designed for beginning or experienced 
writers, this program provides formal 
opportunity to develop your own writing 
voice, build expertise in the art and 
craft of writing and gain insight into 
today’s publishing environment.

Upon successful fulfillment of the 
program requirements, students will 
be granted an award of completion.

The Writing Program:

• One (1) course from each of 
the four areas of study

• Two (2) electives from 
any area of study

• Portfolio review capstone 
evaluation with a faculty member

To learn more, call 314-984-7777.

The Craft of Writing

Unleashing the Writer Within
Every one of us has a special story to tell, but it can 
be hard in this busy, modern world to access that 
creativity. In this class, we’ll peel away the familiar 
outer layers of doubt, distraction and writer’s block. 
We’ll get to the core of what we’re actually trying to say, 
and learn to say it with language that is irreplaceably 
unique to each of us. When the writer within is 
unleashed, the words will come freely and the stories 
we need to tell will finally occur to us. It will not be a 
class requirement, but those interested in sharing their 
work will receive the benefit of a thorough, productive 
critique from the instructor and fellow students. You’ll 
need to make copies of your work to share.  
WRIT:701 | 4 sessions | $49.50 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S01  Th 7 pm-9:30 pm Jordan Oakes 
July 11 – Aug. 1 FP-C, 215

Finishing Touches
You’ve written your book, now what? For indie 
publishing you have important next steps: book 
formatting, creating an eye-catching cover, and 
finding and engaging readers. Learn about web-based 
publishing resources available to help you produce a 
quality paperback version of your book. Next, learn 
how to make your book discoverable by creating 1) 
a targeted outreach program that informs the public 
about your work; and 2) a cover that attracts readers, 
enticing them to purchase it. Come and join us as 
we share the tools needed to build your book’s own 
finishing touches.  
WRIT:704 | 1 session | $29.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-noon Jo Hiestand & P.A. Devoe 
June 1 MC-HE, 123

Exploring the Creative Process

Boot Camp for Writers
Do you have an idea for a fiction or nonfiction story 
or a memoir, but are struggling to get started? Are 
you working on a project, but need feedback as you 
go? With weekly assignments and guided in-class 
critiques, this four-session class will help you get 
writing, stay writing or improve the writing you already 
do. All genres welcome. If you have a work-in-progress, 
bring copies to share for peer review.  
WRIT:704 | 4 sessions | $49.50 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S02  W 7 pm-9:30 pm Jordan Oakes 
June 5 – June 26 FP-C, 217

NEW! Summer Literature “Lit” Crawl
Explore the elements of storytelling on location at 
some of the region’s famed cultural and historical sites. 
This course focuses on writing as a lived experience 
both inside and outside of the classroom. Class meets 
every week, alternating between in-class and off-
campus excursions. Enjoy inspiration with visits to the 
Missouri Botanical Garden, Missouri History Museum, 
historic Soulard neighborhood and more. Prepare 
for an adventure as we crawl from site to site using 
the elements of these environments to enrich our 
storytelling abilities. Transportation is on your own. 
First class meets in classroom.  
WRIT:765 | 7 sessions | $80.50 AGE 60+ | $139 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-noon Daphne Rivers 
June 1 – July 13 FP-C, 215

Genre

How to Map a Murder
Ever have the urge to write a whodunit? Published 
mystery authors will lead you through the intricacies 
of plotting, character development, descriptive scene 
writing and setting clues, as well as a brief explanation 
of publishing choices open to writers and some of the 
differences between traditional and self-publishing.  
WRIT:719 | 1 session | $29.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-1 pm Jo Hiestand & P.A. DeVoe 
June 15 MC-SO, 111

Write Your Memoir
Creativity isn’t always required when it comes to good 
storytelling. When we write about our own lives and 
experiences, the story within us comes complete with 
compelling characters we already know and a great 
plot that’s already been lived. We have everything 
we need right at our fingertips when we compose a 
memoir — except, perhaps, the writing techniques 
to help us feel confident enough to put it all down 
on paper. A memoir isn’t necessarily the same as an 
autobiography. It can focus on just your childhood 
or your adult years, or simply one particularly life-
changing day. Every life is fascinating. Every story 
deserves to be told… and written. This class will 
guide you in writing your own very unique and 
special memoir.  
WRIT:714 | 4 sessions | $49.50 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S01  Tu 7 pm-9:30 pm Jordan Oakes 
July 9 – July 30 FP-C, 215

Publishing

Finding Writing Jobs Using 
Online Resources
Online job boards including Upwork and ProBlogger 
offer thousands of new writing jobs every day, but 
they’re only starting points for finding work online. 
Whether you are already an experienced freelancer 
or you are simply interested in exploring options 
for earning extra income while working from home, 
this session will help you identify multiple online job 
boards to find paid writing work you’ll enjoy. Students 
are advised to bring their laptop or tablet computer to 
class. Bring a sack lunch.  
WRIT:722 | 1 session | $44 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  Sa 9:30 am-4 pm Charlene Oldham 
June 8 FP-C, 217

How to Get Published in 
Literary Magazines
Do you want to publish a story, essay or poem in a 
literary magazine? Are you unsure where to begin? 
Whether your finished pieces are ready to go or you 
are just getting started in your writing process, this 
introductory workshop will demystify the publishing 
process and build your confidence in your writing. 
Discover ways to match your unique, creative writing 
with like-minded publishers and get your writing out 
there! Bring your ideas, works-in-progress and laptop 
or tablet to class to be ready to search writing markets. 
A device with which you can access the internet is 
required! Please note that this class does not cover 
self-publishing.
WRIT:704 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S05  Th 6 pm-9 pm Meredith McDonough 
July 25 MC-SO, 108

Self-Publishing for Writers
If you’re writing a book and have been contemplating 
the daunting task of getting it published, come learn 
about the process involved in self-publishing your 
work. Discover important tactics to save yourself a 
lot of time and money and ways to better understand 
all the decisions required to make self-publishing a 
successful venture. We’ll cover everything from getting 
copyright registered, applying for an ISBN, good 
cover design, manuscript editing, print, eBooks and 
marketing.  
WRIT:704 | 1 session | $23 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S03  Th 7 pm-9 pm Jill Mettendorf 
June 6 FP-C, 215

WordPress® for Writers: Easy Website 
Design for Online Publishing
Looking for a place to share your poetry, essays, 
short stories and other creative works with the 
world? Why not design the perfect online forum 
yourself with WordPress®, which draws more than 
409 million people who view 15.5 billion pages each 
month? WordPress is one of the world’s most popular 
web design tools because it is free, easy to use and 
produces professional results. In fact, WordPress® 
sites are so professionally effective that you can even 
use them as an online hub for marketing your work 
to journals, magazines and other print or online 
publications. Prerequisite: Windows® Introduction 
class or equivalent experience. Students must have 
a generic email account through Gmail, Yahoo or 
Hotmail and know this email address and password. 
Students are advised to bring their laptop or tablet 
computer to class. Bring a sack lunch. Wordpress® is a 
registered trademark of Automattic Inc.
WRIT:704 | 1 session | $44 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S04  Sa 9:30 am-4 pm Charlene Oldham 
June 22 MC-SO, 111
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HOME, NATURE AND GARDEN
H o m e Im provem ent 
an d Maintenan ce
DIY Ceramic Tiling
Learn how to repair, re-grout or install new ceramic tile 
and grout on floors and walls in your home. Distinguish 
between the different sizes of tile and why each are 
used in certain places. You’ll learn how to design, 
layout, prepare, cut and install ceramic tile and grout. 
See the tools you’ll need and watch a demonstration of 
how and why to use them.  
HOME:724 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  W 7 pm-9 pm Jean Linton 
June 12 MC-HE, 123

DIY Drywalling
Our experienced handy-person will show you how 
to measure, cut and hang drywall. You’ll learn how to 
prep the room prior to installing 2x4 framing, including 
proper layout. Instruction includes cut-to-size with 
minimal drywall seams and cut out for electric boxes. 
Also learn how to apply seam tape (both paper and 
self-stick mesh tape) and mud (joint compound). If you 
have a drywall project in your future, get to this class 
before getting started! 
HOME:725 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  W 7 pm-9 pm Jean Linton 
June 26 FV-E, 154

Fearless Home Repair: Simple Plumbing 
Repairs for Kitchen and Bathrooms
Have a leaky faucet or just want to upgrade to the 
latest style? Has your running toilet caused your water 
bill to skyrocket? Don’t get sticker shock by calling a 
plumber. Instead come to this hands-on class and learn 
how to fix minor plumbing issues yourself!  
HOME:713 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  W 7 pm-9 pm Jean Linton 
July 10 FV-E, 154

Give Your Home a Budget-
Friendly Face Lift
What could be better than redecorating for pennies? 
Let an experienced designer help you unlock your 
imagination and recreate your own signature look! 
Explore the excitement of creating a whole new 
style while using your own valued possessions and 
supplementing with those great garage and estate 
sale finds. In this class, learn how to select pieces to 
keep and which to let go, and how to revitalize those 
old color schemes.  
HOME:702 | 1 session | $21.50 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Th 6:30 pm-9:30 pm Kathryn Leinauer 
June 6 MC-CS, 128

Hands on Home Repair: Electrical Fixes
When something needs fixing, who do you call? Fix it 
yourself and save time, money and hassle! A variety of 
simple home repairs will be presented with a hands-
on focus. We’ll talk about electricity and safety, most 
people’s number one concern. If you need a new 
light fixture, wall switch or outlet, this class will guide 
you. We’ll talk about other small electrical problems, 
differences between aluminum and copper wiring 
and how to work with both. We’ll look at how-to, 
when-to and when it’s safer not to. You won’t need to 
fear performing your own simple DIY electrical repairs 
or have to pay someone else to do it for you after 
this class.  
HOME:713 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S02  W 5 pm-7 pm Jean Linton 
July 17 MC-SS, 106

Master Natu ralist

St. Louis Community College 
Continuing Education’s Master 
Naturalist Program consists of  

three components:

1. Completion of five (5) biology, 
geology, physical science or 

horticulture related college credit 
courses. Beginning Summer 2017, 

students must attain a grade of 
C or higher to apply toward the 

Master Naturalist program. Classes 
taken by audit will not apply 

toward program requirements. 

2. Attend six (6) Continuing 
Education Master Naturalist 

designated programs 
offered through St. Louis 

Community College in the 
area of Ecology, Nature or 

Landscape and Gardening.

3. Volunteer 25 hours with a local 
nature-related organization. 

The courses listed in Nature, 
Landscape & Gardening, and 
Ecology meet the curriculum 
requirements for the Master 

Naturalist Program. Classes may 
be taken individually for your own 
personal enrichment or as part of 

the Master Naturalist program.

For additional information, contact  
the Office of Continuing Education at 

314-984-7777.
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Master Natu ralist
Ecology

Backyard Chickens for the Beginner
Have you thought about keeping chickens in your city 
or suburban backyard? There’s a lot to discover before 
you get started. Learn local ordinances and where to 
find more information for your area. You’ll also hear 
about the benefits of keeping chickens, appropriate 
housing and feeding, and different ways of keeping 
your chickens healthy and happy. Instructor has 
years of personal and professional experience and is 
an enthusiastic and knowledgeable healthy-chicken 
farmer! Bring a sack lunch to class. 
ECOL:705 | 1 session | $23 AGE 60+ | $35 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-2 pm Guy Niere 
June 1 MC-SW, 105

Backyard Chickens: Advanced
Bring your questions to class! This session is for 
individuals who have been keeping chickens for a 
while and are looking for answers to their specific 
questions.  An overview of more in-depth information 
on the following topics will be discussed: diseases, 
parasites and treatments; chicken anatomy and egg 
development; incubation and broody hatching; 
culling and processing; breed characteristics, showing, 
and judging for standards of perfection, supporting 
heritage breeds; and changing ordinances. This 
is an intermediate level class and will not include 
introductory information covered in previous class: 
Backyard Chickens for the Beginner. 
ECOL:705 | 1 session | $20 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S02  Sa 10 am-1 pm Guy Niere 
June 8 MC-SW, 105

No Harm, No Fowl: Chicken Protection
Secure your investment in your chickens by warding 
off potential predators before they attack! There’s 
nothing worse than having your chickens attacked by 
a predator. If you’re new to raising chickens, you might 
not be aware of what predators are around. Or, you 
may think that since you live in the suburbs or within 
city limits, you don’t have to worry about predators. 
Take the offensive and learn how to protect your flock 
from dogs, birds of prey, foxes, coyotes, raccoons, 
possum, mink and weasels. Examine coop security: 
trapping through live traps, dog-proof leg traps, 
snares, weasel box traps and body traps; netting; and 
simple tactics to scare off predators. You’ll also learn 
about the laws surrounding protection of your flock 
and the associated safety precautions of your actions. 
ECOL:705 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S03  Sa 10 am-noon Guy Niere 
June 15 MC-SW, 105

Indoor Composting: Make and 
Take Home A Bokashi Bucket
Don’t throw away those scraps… up to 20 percent 
of household trash can be composted! The bokashi 
bucket system can be used year-round — it’s quick 
and  convenient and has no household smells. In 
this hands-on session, you will construct and learn 
to maintain an indoor composting system capable 
of decomposing food and house plant trimmings for 
a family of four. In a space-saving bokashi system, 
effective microorganisms transform all types of 
kitchen waste into a nutrient-rich soil amendment. 
All equipment, materials and handouts provided and 
included in fee. You’ll leave class with a working indoor 
composting system in the form of a bokashi bucket. 
Class offered in partnership with the Missouri Botanical 
Garden Earthways Center. Registration deadline 7/10; 
no refunds after this date. 
ECOL:704 | 1 session | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Th 7 pm-8:30 pm  Earthways Center 
July 18 MC-SO, 108

Nature

Dragonflies and Damselflies 
of the St. Louis Area
With summer upon us, Missouri ponds and streams 
will be teeming with insect life. Join us to explore the 
fascinating world of dragonflies and damselflies in 
the St. Louis area. In class you’ll study photographs 
to identify field marks and learn about behavior 
patterns. Then apply your new knowledge and skills 
on a weekend field trip on June 8. Field trip location 
and details to be discussed in class. Provide own 
transportation. No nets or collecting, please. Binoculars 
and cameras are helpful tools in the field. 
NATR:715 | 2 sessions | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Tu 6 pm-8 pm  N. American Butterfly Assoc. 
June 4 – June 8 MC-SO, 204

Forest Park Owls: Hiding in Plain Sight
Join award-winning naturalist and speaker Mark H.X. 
Glenshaw for an informative glimpse into the lives of 
a local mated pair of great horned owls in Forest Park. 
Mark has been closely observing and documenting 
the owls since 2005. You’ll learn how he found the 
owls, basic facts about the species and the different 
behaviors he observes and documents with photos 
and videos to illustrate these behaviors. Don’t be 
surprised if you find yourself looking for owls after this 
course in a follow-up, instructor-led owl prowl!  
NATR:709 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S02  Th 6:30 pm-8:30 pm  Mark H.X. Glenshaw 
July 25 FP-G, 115

Geology of Missouri
Enjoy learning about the geology and geography of 
Missouri in an informal atmosphere. We will discuss 
how our state has been shaped by glaciations, 
earthquakes, uplift and warm, shallow seas. Learn the 
processes that gave us the nickname “The Cave State.” 
We will also take a look at the economic impact rocks 
and minerals have had on our state’s economy. 
NATR:730 | 1 session | $ 21.50 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01   Sa 9 am-noon  Jeffrey Smith 
June 29 MC-SW, 106

Grass Identification Workshop
This workshop introduces students to grass 
morphology and how to recognize and interpret the 
technical characteristics that differentiate various 
Missouri grass genera and species. In the classroom, 
students will practice keying grass specimens with 
microscope. Students will also enjoy a half day on 
Saturday morning outdoors learning how to identify 
grasses in the field. Students should bring a hand lens 
and if possible, a copy of the “Flora of Missouri, Volume 
1” by George Yatskievych. This class is sponsored by the 
Missouri Native Plant Society, St. Louis Chapter and will 
be geared to both amateur and professional botanists.  
NATR:722 | 2 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  F 9 am-4 pm  MO Native Plant Society 
May 31 MC-SO, 108

 Sa 9 am-1 pm   
 June 1 Off-site

Insects of Missouri
Join research entomologist, conservationist and 
photographer Chris Brown as he shares information 
on the broad variety of insects with specific habitat 
associations within Missouri’s ecoregions. Through 
photos, you’ll learn about the fantastic diversity, 
introductory level morphology and taxonomy along 
with some of the fascinating natural history aspects of 
Missouri’s insects. 
NATR:715 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S02  W 6 pm-8:30 pm  Chris Brown 
June 12 MC-SO, 108

Looking at Summer Night Skies
Observe and enjoy the night skies of summer. Learn 
how to find and identify constellations and planets 
of this summer with the unaided eye, binoculars and 
telescopes. Discover how to observe meteors, auroral 
displays, artificial satellites and other naked eye 
phenomena. An introduction on how to observe the 
moon, planets, stars, constellations and nebula with a 
telescope will also be covered. Required: the current 
issue of “Sky & Telescope” (Sky Publishing) and “The 
Night Sky 30°-40°” (large,  north latitude) planisphere 
or equivalent; ISBN 978-0961320751. Optional 
weekend field trip will be discussed in class. 
NATR:732 | 4 sessions | $34.50 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  MW 7 pm-9:30 pm Michael Malolepszy 
June 17 – June 26 MC-SO, 111

Managing Hives for Honey Production: 
Extracting and Bottling Instruction
Designed for individuals who are currently involved 
in beekeeping, those who are thinking about keeping 
bees and want to learn more about the harvesting of 
honey and folks just interested in learning about the 
process. Learn the concepts of honeybee development 
and identifying seasonal patterns to prepare your 
colonies for honey production, what to expect with 
a honey harvest, as well as when and how to process 
bottled local honey. Explore the different colors and 
flavors of honey and what makes honey different from 
other sugars. 
NATR:733 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Tu 6 pm-9 pm  Jane Sueme 
June 18 MC-SO, 232

The Wonders of Weather with 
TV Meteorologist John Fuller
Join KPLR-TV Chief Meteorologist John Fuller as he 
shares his knowledge from the basics of weather 
instruments to their function in making a forecast. 
Exciting labs will have you building the weather maps 
seen on television and understanding the technical 
terms. Fun experiments will demonstrate how rain, 
hail and tornadoes develop. We will examine tornado 
case events and the dynamics behind them. Finally, we 
will explore internet techniques that will make you the 
weather expert in your family or group of friends in just 
three hours. If you have ever wondered why the sky is 
the color blue or why the weather changes so quickly, 
this class is for you!  
NATR:734 | 1 session | $21.50 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-noon John Fuller 
June 15 MC-SO, 204

Waders
Approximately 20 species of long-legged wading birds 
in North America, 10 of which breed in Missouri. Come 
learn about the behavior, habitat and markings unique 
to this group of birds. Bitterns, egrets and herons will 
be covered. 
NATR:709 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  Tu 7 pm-9 pm  STL Audobon Society 
June 18 MC-SO, 206
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Landscape and Garden

All About Herbs
Now is the time to plan for your summer garden! Learn 
how to get the most for your effort in this one-night 
class. From starting to expanding an herb garden, 
you’ll learn about soil conditions, fertilizing and the 
optimal placement for growth. Hear the best advice 
from a master gardener on how to plant, maintain and 
harvest an herb garden. You’ll also get tips on using 
herbs in and around your home as well as the best 
way to freeze and preserve herbs for future use. Bring a 
notebook and pen to class.  
HORT:701 | 1 session | $16 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  Th 6 pm-9 pm Mike Ochonicky 
June 6 MC-SO, 107

Container Gardening
No room to plant a large garden? Problem solved with 
container gardening! Join a master gardener  to learn 
the basics of how to select containers and choose 
plants, as well as how to plant and maintain flowers, 
veggies and herbs in a contained space. Suggestions 
for plant combinations will also be discussed. Make the 
best of the area you have to create visually appealing 
and functional surroundings. 
HORT:714 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  Th 6 pm-8 pm Mike Ochonicky 
June 13 MC-SO, 108

Propagating Missouri Native Plants
Learn how to propagate Missouri native plants 
through seed, cuttings, division, root cuttings and 
layering. This course is designed to encourage an 
interest, understanding and appreciation of plant 
propagation principles and techniques. Discussion will 
address collecting, storing and germinating seeds and 
will demonstrate the various methods for propagating 
plants through cutting. 
HORT:719 | 1 session | $20 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-noon  Mary Voges 
July 20 FP-C, 219

PERSONAL FINANCE
Finan ce an d 
Investm ents

 Buying a Home? Top Home 
Buying Mistakes to Avoid
“If only we had known...” is the sad tale of too many 
home buyers. Spend a valuable evening preventing 
mistakes that don’t have to happen. Purchasing a 
home is the largest investment you’ll ever make; come 
get the inside scoop to avoid surprises at closing! We’ll 
discuss what you need to know before you purchase, 
what you can expect throughout the process, 
strategies to obtain the best value, the importance 
of understanding the contracts you sign, getting the 
right inspections before closing the deal and how to 
safeguard yourself in any market. 
REAL:701 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  Th 7 pm-9 pm Jill McCoy 
June 6 MC-SW, 108

Home Selling: Your Guide 
to a Successful Sale
If you’ve never sold a home before—or even if you 
have, but it’s been a while—it’s important to know 
your marketing options. Learn what to expect from the 
home selling process, ways to add impact and value to 
your home for top dollar offers, how to use knowledge 
of competition in your area to determine a realistic 
selling price, the pros and cons of “for sale by owner” 
and how to find the right agent to sell your house. In 
one evening, learn insider tips that can get you the 
best deal for your home.  
REAL:702 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  Th 7 pm-9 pm Jill McCoy 
June 20 MC-SW, 108

Real Estate Investing for Income
True financial wealth is about having the unearned 
income to finance your life goals without having to 
work. Private market commercial real estate returned 
an average of 8.4 percent over the 10-year period from 
2000 to 2010. The key is to understand what you are 
buying by having solid knowledge and a good plan. 
Find out how to plan your investment strategies to true 
financial wealth.  
REAL:725 | 1 session | $23 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Tu 7 pm-9 pm Jill McCoy 
July 9 WW, 225

Foundations of Investing
Are you just getting started with personal investing or 
want to learn more so that you can better communicate 
with your current financial advisor? Come learn about 
the basics of investing including the key features 
of bonds, stocks and mutual funds; the investment 
pyramid and the importance of asset allocation; how 
to set SMART financial goals; risk tolerance and the 
portfolio objective that is right for you; and the impact 
of inflation and tax diversity on your long-term goals. 
FINC:705 | 2 sessions | $39 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S01  Tu 6 pm-9 pm  Margie Bittner 
July 9 – July 16 MC-SO, 112
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Identity Theft
If you use a credit card, have a checking account, or use 
the internet, it is important that you are aware of the 
latest scams. It can take months and cost over $1,000 
to recover and clean up your identity and credit, but 
only two hours to learn how to prevent it. Through this 
informative, example-based class, you will learn why 
people lie and how to detect deception; scams and 
the dos and don’ts; the who, what, where, when, how 
and why of identity theft; what to do if you become a 
victim; and free investigative resources you can use at 
home. Don’t get scammed!  
FINC:765 | 1 session | $21.50 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-noon Cheryl Ring Mantinband 
July 20 MC-SO, 107

Social Safety
Do you like to travel? Are you socially connected on the 
internet? Do you leave your home unattended? In this 
interactive class led by a private investigator, learn the 
dos and don’ts of social behavior and how to recognize 
con games and dangerous situations. Includes open 
discussion about situations you have experienced and 
scenarios of possible risk. 
FINC:765 | 1 session | $21.50 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S02  Sa 10 am-noon Cheryl Ring Mantinband 
June 8 MC-SO, 108

Tax and Estate Planning
This course outlines long-term, multi-generational tax 
strategies aimed at saving the retiree significant dollars 
through retirement and beyond. The new tax law 
changes of 2018 have had a significant impact on the 
tax strategies many pre-retirees can utilize to maximize 
their income, pay less taxes over the course of their 
lives and pass their estate on as efficiently as possible. 
This course examines those changes, and takes a dive 
into qualified vs. non-qualified monies, insurance, wills 
and trusts, and tax strategies to maximize your long 
term plan. 
FINC:710 | 1 session | $35 AGE 60+ | $35 REG

S01  Th 6 pm-8 pm  Andrew Hall 
May 30 MC-SO, 109

S02  Tu 6 pm-8 pm  Andrew Hall 
June 4 STLCC-South County, 103

Understanding Wall Street
Understanding how stocks, bonds, mutual funds and 
the various financial vehicles of Wall Street function 
is essential to a solid financial backbone. Learn what 
these vehicles are, how they work and separate fact 
from fiction when it comes to fueling your retirement 
fire. Discussion includes how the taxes and fees woven 
into these vehicles can affect your bottom line. You 
will get an overview of stocks, bonds, and mutual 
funds. Exploring the differences, you will look at tax 
considerations and the ultimate loophole. Learn 
to understand fees and common financial myths. 
Discover how to overcome obstacles to create wealth 
and exit strategies. Learn how these vehicles can affect 
your legacy.  
FINC:765 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S03  Tu 6 pm-8 pm  Andrew Hall 
May 21 MC-SO, 108

S04  Tu 6 pm-8 pm  Andrew Hall 
June 11 FP-G, 325

S05  Th 6 pm-8 pm  Andrew Hall 
June 13 STLCC-South County, 103

Retirem ent Pl an nin g
NEW! Retirement Plans for 
Small Business Owners
How can a penny-pinching small business owner save 
more and protect hard-earned money? Retirement 
plans provide significant tax advantages and asset 
protection from general creditors and even from 
bankruptcy. Whether you have a restaurant, retail 
store or any service-oriented practice such as a doctor, 
lawyer or contractor, a retirement plan can help you 
effectively achieve financial stability. This session 
will introduce simple and inexpensive ways to start 
a retirement plan for small business owners with or 
without employees.  
FINC:736 | 1 session | $27 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S01  M 6 pm-9 pm Misook Yu 
May 20 MC-SO, 108

S02  Sa 9 am-noon Misook Yu 
Aug. 3 MC-SO, 108

Paying for Long Term Care: 
Alternative Funding Options
What is long term care (LTC) and how do you pay for it? 
If you have ever experienced a friend or family member 
who has needed long term care, you understand 
the costs associated with providing this assistance. 
The question is how to pay for it without having to 
purchase long term care insurance. Class will focus on 
alternative financial programs that can be used to pay 
for LTC instead of specifically buying a long term care 
insurance policy.  
FINC:746 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  W 7 pm-9 pm  Steve Glazer 
May 22 MC-SO, 109

Retirement Income Planning
Make the most out of your retirement savings. During 
this workshop, you will learn the steps you need to take 
to create an income strategy and how to manage five 
common retirement risks. You will also get information 
on how to make your savings last and to help ensure a 
comfortable retirement by covering both your needs 
and wants. 
FINC:736 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S05  W 7 pm-9 pm  Steve Glazer 
June 5 MC-SO, 109

Retirement University
Financial planning is one of the most important 
aspects in helping you to prepare for the future. Learn 
how to strategically approach the retirement process 
to prepare you for every step of the way during the 
growth, income/distribution and conservation life 
stages, helping to avoid retirement roadblocks and 
mitigate risks in all aspects of your financial life. The 
in-class, step-by-step curriculum will help you develop 
a comprehensive understanding of tax planning 
strategies, advanced social security planning, wealth 
accumulation vs. (de)cummulation, the sequence 
of returns risk, long term care and Medicare options 
and will give you the tools to design your own 
strategy. Learn about the final stage of your financial 
life through discussion of wills, trusts, estate and tax-
efficient legacy planning. Handouts will be provided.  
FINC:736 | 3 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S03  Th 6 pm-8 pm  Andrew Hall 
May 23 – June 6 MC-SO, 108

Understanding Retirement 
Healthcare and Social Security
As people approach retirement, a common concern 
is the answer to the question, “What if I get sick?” This 
class will prepare you to make important decisions 
about your healthcare by helping you to understand 
your health insurance options. Learn about healthcare 
decisions to make before and at retirement including 
what Medicare does and does not offer in plain English. 
You will also learn about Social Security, the original 
source of guaranteed income for life, including how it 
can pay to delay, how your Social Security income will 
be taxed and the little-understood effect of earned 
income on Social Security benefits.  
FINC:736 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S04  W 7 pm-9 pm  Steve Glazer 
May 29 MC-SO, 109

S06  W 7 pm-9 pm  Steve Glazer 
June 5 WW, 202
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L ANGUAGE AND COMMUNIC ATIONS
Fo reig n Lan guag e

Spanish

Spanish for the Traveler
Traveling to a Spanish-speaking country? Explore a 
new culture and language in a relaxed and informal 
atmosphere. Learn practical vocabulary for traveling, 
correct pronunciation and the basic sentence structure 
necessary to understand and begin to formulate 
conversations in Spanish! Bring required texts to first 
class: “Spanish is Fun: Book 1” ISBN 978-1634199285 
and “Spanish is Fun: Book 1 Companion Workbook” 
ISBN 978-1531106331.
FLSP:716 | 6 sessions | $62.50 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  W 7 pm-9:30 pm Timothy Neckermann 
July 10 – Aug. 14 FP-F, 327

Spanish Language: Beginning I
Explore a new culture and language in a relaxed and 
informal atmosphere. Learn practical vocabulary, 
correct pronunciation and the basic sentence structure 
necessary to understand and begin to formulate 
conversations in Spanish! Bring required texts to first 
class: “Spanish is Fun: Book 1” ISBN 978 -1634199285 
and “Spanish is Fun: Book 1 Companion Workbook” 
ISBN 978-1531106331.  
FLSP:717 | 8 sessions | $60 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  M 7 pm-9 pm Ann Rupert 
June 10 – July 29 WW, 202

S02  Tu 4 pm-6 pm Ann Rupert 
June 11 – July 30 MC-CS, 204

FLSP:717 | 6 sessions | $62.50 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S04  Th 7 pm-9:30 pm Timothy Neckermann 
July 11 – Aug. 15 FP-F, 327

Spanish Language: Beginning II
Continue to increase your knowledge of the 
Spanish language including speaking, grammar and 
vocabulary! Concentration will be on oral use of the 
language in everyday situations. Prerequisite: Spanish 
Language: Beginning I or equivalent experience. Bring 
required texts to first class: “Spanish is Fun: Book 1” 
ISBN 978-1634199285 and “Spanish is Fun: Book 1 
Companion Workbook” ISBN 978-1531106331.  
FLSP:718 | 6 sessions | $62.50 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  Tu 7 pm-9:30 pm Timothy Neckermann 
July 9 – Aug. 13 FP-F, 327

Spanish Language: Beginning III
Continue to increase your knowledge of the 
Spanish language including speaking, grammar and 
vocabulary! Concentration will be on oral use of the 
language in everyday situations. Prerequisite: Spanish 
Language: Beginning II or equivalent experience. Bring 
required texts to first class: “Spanish is Fun: Book 1” 
ISBN 978-1634199285 and “Spanish is Fun: Book 1 
Companion Workbook” ISBN 978-1531106331.  
FLSP:719 | 6 sessions | $62.50 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  M 7 pm-9:30 pm Timothy Neckermann 
July 8 – Aug. 12 FP-F, 327

Spanish Grammar: Beginning I
Become proficient in conjugating verbs! Gain an in-
depth understanding of the present tense through 
writing and practice speaking as you master the 
Spanish language. Prerequisite: Spanish Language: 
Beginning II or equivalent experience. Bring required 
text to first class: “Primer Libro” ISBN 978-0877205197.  
FLSP:717 | 8 sessions | $60 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S03  Tu 7 pm-9 pm Ann Rupert 
June 11 – July 30 MC-CS, 204

Textbooks available at campus 
bookstore unless otherwise noted.

Chinese

Chinese for First Timers
Explore an ancient culture and language with this 
perfect class for beginners who are ready to start with 
the basics. Get introduced to pronunciation, the Pin 
Yin system, greetings and basic sentences. No text 
required.  
FLCH:717 | 4 sessions | $39.50 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  M 7 pm-9 pm John Yeh 
June 10 – July 1 MC-SO, 112

French

French for the Traveler
Enjoy an easy and practical introduction to the French 
language. Learn survival phrases, how to read menus, 
transportation schedules and more. Explore cultural 
differences and be prepared to enjoy your adventure. 
A jump-start course for smart travelers! Bring required 
text to first class: “Berlitz French Phrase Book and 
Dictionary” ISBN 978-1780044859.  
FLFR:716 | 6 sessions | $45.50 AGE 60+ | $75 REG

S01  MW 4:30 pm-6:30 pm Patricia Adams 
June 3 – June 19 MC-SO, 112

French Language: Beginning I
Explore a new culture and language in a relaxed and 
informal atmosphere. Learn practical vocabulary, 
correct pronunciation and the basic sentence structure 
necessary to understand and begin to formulate 
conversations in French! Bring required text to first 
class: “French Now! Level 1” with audio CDs ISBN 
978-1438072791.  
FLFR:717 | 8 sessions | $60 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  MW 7 pm-9 pm Patricia Adams 
June 3 – June 26 MC-SO, 112

Japanese

Japanese Language: Beginning I
This class introduces the Japanese language and 
culture through conversation. The goal is mastery of 
basic grammatical structures. Cultural aspects of the 
class include customs, modern topics and traditions. 
No text required, handouts provided.  
FLJP:717 | 8 sessions | $99 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-noon  Nobue Olwig 
June 15 – Aug. 3 FP-G, 119

Sig n Lan guag e
Getting Started with Sign Language I
Join other individuals who would like a basic 
knowledge and learn common vocabulary (numbers, 
feelings, opposites, colors, food, etc.) to begin 
communicating in sign language. Class does not cover 
ASL sentence structure. No text required.  
SIGN:701 | 8 sessions | $60 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  Tu 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Cynthia Hayes 
June 11 – July 30 STLCC-South County, 103

Sign Language: Beginning ASL
Learn the fundamentals of American Sign Language 
(ASL), including finger spelling and hand signs. You 
will also receive a brief overview of deaf culture as you 
begin to learn the basics of unspoken communication. 
Text required; bring to first class: “A Basic Course in 
American Sign Language” ISBN 978-0932666420. 
SIGN:701 | 8 sessions | $60 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S02  Tu 6 pm-8 pm Mark Jodlowski 
June 4 – July 23 FV-SS, 101
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HISTORIC AL STUDIES
Cu ltu re
NEW! Read All About It!  
It’s a Masterpiece® Mystery
Check off some of your summer reading list by 
enjoying stories about well-known British sleuths 
as seen on PBS! Enjoy engaging discussions on 
Father Brown, Maigret, Miss Marple, Granchester and 
Inspector Morse among others! (Masterpiece Theatre is 
a trademark of WGBH Educational Foundation, which 
does not authorize, endorse or sponsor this course.)
CLTR:705 | 2 sessions | $19 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-noon Jacqueline Mink 
July 27 – Aug. 3 FV-C, 104

Is Everything Really Getting Worse?
In the U.S. and the world it seems that societal 
challenges surrounding health, the environment, 
education, immigration, political systems and moral 
values are getting worse. But are they really? Should 
we be pessimistic about the future or optimistic? Will 
our children and grandchildren inherit a world of even 
greater challenges than what we had? This class will 
present facts (not feelings or personal observations) 
so that you can come to your own conclusion through 
sound reasoning. You may be quite surprised at the 
outcome.  
CLTR:703 | 2 sessions | $19 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Tu 7 pm-9 pm Jan Worley 
July 9 – July 16 WW, 202

Travelogues

Explore Morocco: A Travelogue
Join us as we “visit” the fascinating country of Morocco, 
a gem of the Mediterranean and North Africa. You’ll 
learn about the history, architecture, people, food, 
religion and beautiful scenery of this captivating 
country.  
CLTR:702 | 1 session | $14 AGE 60+ | $19 REG

S02  Tu 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Richard Mueller 
July 9 FP-C, 213

Explore Myanmar: A Travelogue
Join us as we “visit” one of Asia’s most interesting 
places: Myanmar. Sometimes called Burma, Myanmar 
is beautiful in architecture and scenery. It has some 
of the world’s most spectacular pagodas and temples 
as well as an element of public policy that is highly 
controversial.  
CLTR:702 | 1 session | $14 AGE 60+ | $19 REG

S01  Tu 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Richard Mueller 
June 11 MC-SO, 108

NEW! Sailing the North Atlantic on 
the Queen Mary 2: A Travelogue
Join us as we “sail” across the North Atlantic on one of 
the most famous ocean vessels. Learn about the history 
of the Cunard line and the instructor’s experiences 
during a one-week adventure aboard one of the most 
famous passenger ships in operation today.  
CLTR:702 | 1 session | $14 AGE 60+ | $19 REG

S03  Th 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Richard Mueller 
Aug. 1 MC-SO, 108

Curiosities

NEW! Ghost Hunting
Interested in the paranormal? Want to know how to 
hunt ghosts? This class will teach you what’s known 
about ghost hunting, what tools are used and why, 
which practices work and which do not, dos and 
don’ts, and the instructor’s personal encounters.  
CLTR:765 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S03  Sa 10 am-noon  Joe Palermo 
July 13 MC-SO, 205

NEW! Sasquatch in Missouri
Discover the time line of Momo (Missouri Monster) 
and hear about the instructor’s personal five-year 
investigation of Creve Coeur Park after a personal 
encounter. Sasquatch behavioral characteristics and 
sightings reported around the St. Louis area will be 
explored. 
CLTR:765 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-noon  Joe Palermo 
June 8 MC-SO, 205

UFOs in Missouri
Are you intrigued by the unknown? Unidentified Flying 
Objects are being spotted in the skies over Missouri. 
Come with an open mind to explore the most recent 
cases in your area and share your own experiences. 
Taught by the chief investigator for the Mutual UFO 
Network (MUFON).  
CLTR:765 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S02  Sa 10 am-noon  Joe Palermo 
June 22 MC-SO, 205

Great Concert Films
Grab an all access pass to some of the greatest shows 
ever by music’s most iconic performers at the peak 
of their popularity and talent. Explore how cinema 
language, musical expression, live performance, and 
fan cultures intermingle to create some of the most 
powerful musical media of the last century. Each class 
will feature capsule lectures on the performers and 
film directors followed by critical discussions of the 
films themselves.

Motown
Film: “Standing in the Shadow of Motown” 
(Paul Justman, 2002).  
CLTR:704 | 1 session | $18 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  Th 6 pm-9 pm Daniel Yezbick 
June 20 FP-T, 203

The Beatles
Film: “The Beatles: A Hard Day’s Night”  
(Richard Lester, 1964).  
CLTR:704 | 1 session | $18 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S02  Th 6 pm-9 pm Daniel Yezbick 
July 18 MC-Student Ctr, 201
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Religio n
Forgiveness: The Key to Happiness
Love can heal the world and forgiveness is the 
catalyst to make it happen. When anyone gives up 
all grievances, the path is open to find real peace and 
happiness. In this class, we will discuss inspirational 
stories of the personal healing that radical forgiveness 
can produce and why forgiveness is so important for 
our own well-being, as well as for others. The steps 
of performing forgiveness will be presented and 
discussed. Following these steps outside the classroom 
can release grievances and heal relationships. This 
presentation of forgiveness is psychologically based 
and is not focused on any particular religious view 
of forgiveness, so no religious or faith-based view of 
forgiveness is needed to understand and practice it. 
RELG:701 | 1 session | $14 AGE 60+ | $19 REG

S01  Tu 7 pm-9 pm Jan Worley 
June 25 WW, 202

NEW! The Sunni-Shia Divide
Though the subject is abundantly more complex 
than the span of two hours can unravel, join us to 
dampen our feet to the intricacies of the Sunni-Shia 
divide. Critical to our understanding of the Muslim 
world, classifying these two groups will require an 
examination of politics, geography, history, religion 
and culture. Explore the schism within Islam that 
created these groups, sources of and exceptions to 
their mutual hostility, the structural specifics of each 
and the impact of their rift on modern international 
relations. Your instructor will venture to explain the 
rules governing the use of the term Shia vs. Shiite. 
Unveiling this essential component of intra-Islamic 
affairs will focus the lens through which we read a 
newspaper, study the problems of individual states 
and understand one of the root causes of conflict in 
the modern Middle East. 
RELG:703 | 1 session | $14 AGE 60+ | $19 REG

S01  Th 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Katie Young 
June 20 STLCC-South County, 125

“ I recruited a friend to enroll with 
me in one of Katie’s classes, and 
we both enjoyed the presentation. 
Katie was knowledgeable as 
well as open and friendly to 
all students in the class. 

Kathy D.
Webster Groves

Histo ry
NEW! The Punic Wars
This class will look at the principle politics, characters 
and battles that comprised the Punic Wars, a series of 
conflicts that raged across the Mediterranean Basin for 
decades as Rome and Carthage fought for supremacy 
in the Ancient World. Did Hannibal really cross the Alps 
with elephants? Come and find out!  
HIST:765 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S03  Tu 7 pm-9:30 pm John Ketcherside 
May 21 MC-BA, 114

The 1904 World’s Fair: Mankind’s 
Greatest Achievement
Billboards all around the country read, “Man’s greatest 
achievement – St. Louis World’s Fair”. Also known as the 
Louisiana Purchase Exposition, the fair consisted of 
nearly 1,500 buildings and structures, 75 miles of roads 
and walkways that were graced by over 1,000 statues, 
and even the first Olympic games held on American 
soil! Experience what over 20 million visitors of the fair 
did on this tour of the fairgrounds and see remnants of 
the fair as they exist today!  
HIS7:708 | 1 session | $15 AGE 60+ | $19 REG

S01  Tu 1 pm-2:30 pm Douglas Schneider 
June 4 MC-SO, 205

NEW! The Korean War in 
the Cold War Context
Often known as the “Forgotten War”, the Korean War 
was the first live conflict of the Cold War. It was both a 
civil war between the Koreas and a proxy war between 
the U.S. and the USSR. This class will examine the war 
itself, how domestic and international politics affected 
it and attempt to put Korea into modern context.  
HIST:765 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  Tu 7 pm-9:30 pm John Ketcherside 
June 4 MC-SO, 107

The Politics of Population 
Part I: Homefront
As the planet becomes increasingly — as Thomas 
Friedman puts it  — “hot, flat, and crowded,” the politics 
surrounding population size, growth and control have 
taken on new relevance. The first part of this series will 
explore the various factors that shape our national 
attitudes toward population including religion, 
immigration, birth control, race, economics and power 
dynamics. Join us as we examine the forces at work in 
shaping the discussion of population in the world’s 
third most fruitful nation.  
HIST:765 | 1 session | $14 AGE 60+ | $19 REG

S02  Th 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Katie Young 
June 13 STLCC-South County, 125

NEW! The Anglo-Zulu War
How was a tiny African nation armed only with spears 
able to inflict devastating defeat on the most powerful 
empire in the world? This class examines why the 
British Empire took on the Zulu Nation by looking at 
the politics and characters involved on both sides. We 
will explore how the battles were fought by examining 
the weapons and tactics of the British and Zulus. 
HIST:712 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S02  Tu 7 pm-9:30 pm John Ketcherside 
June 18 MC-SO, 205

Steamship Captain: Riding on 
the High Seas in the 1850s
What was it like to cross the Atlantic again and again 
from New York to London or France in the 19th century? 
Ride the waves of this rich story of an 1850s steamship 
captain, his entourage and their fares to envision the 
luxury afforded passengers, the tribulations of crew 
hierarchy and the challenges of preparing a ship for 
voyage. Instructor wears period dress in this dynamic 
portrayal of 1850s life. This is a journey you won’t want 
to miss!  
HIST:701 | 1 session | $19 AGE 60+ | $19 REG

S01  Tu 7 pm-8:30 pm Gloria Perry 
July 9 MC-SO, 205

1968
Dr. King, Bobby, Tet, a tumultuous election, Chicago, 
Apollo, the year that Mr. Rogers went on television 
to attempt to comfort a nation of scared children by 
explaining the meaning of the word “assassination.” 
This class will explore political and social highlights 
and lowlights of one of the most turbulent, significant 
years in recent memory. We will examine the music 
scene, the election, the personalities and the events 
that made this year so memorable. Whether you lived 
it or have always wondered, join us to uncover the 
power and mystique of this critical year.  
HIST:703 | 1 session | $14 AGE 60+ | $19 REG

S03  Tu 7 pm-9 pm Katie Young 
July 9 STLCC-South County, 125

NEW! Paving the Way: The Struggle 
to Get America’s Roads Paved
When two donkeys drowned in a muddy downtown 
San Francisco street, it became a symbol of how 
pitiable American roads were, but it would still take 
decades for them to be paved. Find out about the 
Missouri housewife who was brought before the 
United States Supreme Court because of the street’s 
paving in front of her house. This course will discuss 
popular movements to pave roads, the reluctance of 
every level of government to do it and the decision 
to finally have a usable national highway system… 
99 years after President James Monroe declared it 
unconstitutional for the Federal government to build 
highways.  
HIST:703 | 1 session | $15 AGE 60+ | $19 REG

S02  Tu 7 pm-8:30 pm Douglas Schneider 
July 16 MC-SO, 205

NEW! The Age of Space Exploration
Perhaps the greatest human achievement of the 
twentieth century and continuing into the twenty-first, 
is the space program. July 20 commemorates the 50th 
anniversary of the first moon landing by Apollo XI’s 
crew. Spend an evening looking back at those exciting 
days when man reached for the stars! Was it scientific 
research, Cold War competition or a blend of both? 
What have NASA and other space programs done since 
leaving the moon and where does space travel go from 
here? Come to find out!  
HIST:703 | 1 session | $14 AGE 60+ | $19 REG

S01  Th 7 pm-9 pm James Gallen 
July 18 MC-SO, 204
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Tou rs an d Trips

We care about your comfort during 
our Tours and Trips! So it’s important 
you are aware that these outings may 
require navigation of stairs or uneven 
surfaces. By nature, walking tours 
may offer limited access to seating.

If you are a person with a disability who 
requires an accommodation in order to 
participate in any program or activity, 
please contact the Continuing Education 
Access Office at 314-984-7704 as soon as 
possible in advance of the program for 
consideration of your accommodations 
request. For trips and tours, it is helpful to 
receive advance notice of up to one month. 
With less advance notice, it may be difficult 
to meet needs of interested members.

Are We There Yet?:Quincy Confidential
Learn about some of the most astounding, bizarre and 
intriguing former Quincy, IL residents, both famous 
and infamous — from bright Hollywood film stars to 
dark serial killers and their connections to current day 
locations. Enjoy a private guided tour of the massive 
Monckton Mansion rumored for mob activity, ghosts, 
basement vaults and elaborate underground tunnels. 
Even Al Capone is believed to have stayed at the 
mansion! For lunch, dine at the original Maid-Rite, as 
visited by Food Network’s “Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives.” 
Visit the historic Illinois Veteran’s home and learn about 
Jennie Hodgers who enlisted in the Union Army in 
1862 as Albert Cashier and lived as a man until 1911, 
when her true identity was discovered. We will drive 
by Dick Brothers Brewery that the brothers built with 
large tunnels underneath. As legend has it, one of the 
brothers died in a vat of beer and his ghost haunts the 
halls of the former brewery. View serial killer Michael 
Swango’s home before ending at Woodland Cemetery. 
Quincy’s founder holds interesting ties to the cemetery 
as do some the people who are buried there. Tour 
includes tour guide, motorcoach transportation, all 
listed attractions, lunch at Maid Rite and treat from 
Underbrink’s, gratuities for guides and driver, and all 
reservations and arrangements. Meet tour bus on Lot 
E on NW side of Meramec campus. Please arrive 15 
minutes prior to departure time. Withdrawal deadline 
for refund: 5/9.  
TRIP:702 | 1 session | $119 AGE 60+ | $119 REG

S01  W 7:30 am-6:30 pm  Dea Hoover 
May 22 MC-Off Campus

NEW! Mom and Pop Doughnut 
Shops in St. Louis
Cruising the streets of South St. Louis, we will celebrate 
the little mom-and-pop doughnut shops stopping 
at three of these delightfully delicious doughnut 
havens (including one which is a Route 66 landmark). 
You will be able to purchase doughnuts at each one. 
Discover various types of architecture including art 
deco buildings and learn about Vincent Price, craft 
beer, kidnappings, Steve McQueen and a mini railroad 
that is long gone. This tour involves a small amount of 
walking. Tour includes tour guide, transportation and 
gratuities. Bus leaves from STLCC-Forest Park in the 
parking lot behind Tower G. Withdrawal deadline for 
refund: 6/28. 
TRIP:701 | 1 session | $34 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S03  F 9 am-11 am Doug Schneider 
June 7 FP- Off Campus

Re-Live the 1904 World’s Fair
Join us for an illustrated, narrated tour of the 1904 
World’s Fair actual fair grounds in and around 
Forest Park. Travel back in time through a special 3D 
stereoscopic presentation, then travel to the sites of 
the marvels you’ve just seen. Fee includes a light lunch 
of foods made famous at the fair and print materials 
including maps. Special 3D glasses are supplied. Some 
walking required. Provide own transportation for 
the tour.  
TRIP:701 | 1 session | $40.50 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S02  Sa 8:30 am-1:30 pm D. Schneider & C. Koehler 
June 8 FP-G, 117

NEW! Renegade STL: Forest 
Park Walking Tour
See Forest Park in a whole new light — not just as the 
backdrop for the 1904 World’s Fair but as a reflection of 
our city’s complicated history and promising future. In 
this two-hour walking tour, explore a hidden corner of 
the Missouri History Museum, learn the stories behind 
some of the amazing statues tucked away throughout 
the park and see familiar sites through the eyes of 
countless generations of St. Louisans, including those 
who called this area home 10,000 years ago. Provide 
own transportation to tour, which will begin at Forest 
Park visitors center’s south entrance. 
TRIP:701 | 1 session | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S04  Sa 10 am-noon  Amanda Ball 
June 15 FP- Off Campus

Flounder Houses in St. Louis
St. Louis boasts more flounder houses than any other 
city in the world. Learn what makes these unique 
structures, which were built between 1860 and 1890, 
so special. Flounder houses have a distinctive shape 
with one side wall higher than the other side wall and 
a single window often on the top floor, looking like an 
“eye.” We will travel by bus to various neighborhoods 
of the city to showcase these intriguing houses. Enjoy 
lunch in a flounder house, home to a workingman’s bar 
and grill. The tour begins at the Forest Park campus. 
Meet in the parking lot of the G Tower. Large amounts 
of walking required for this outing. Tour includes tour 
guide, transportation, gratuities and lunch. Withdrawal 
deadline for refund: 5/20.
TRIP:701 | 1 session | $64 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S05  Tu 10 am-2 pm Doug Schneider 
June 18 FP- Off Campus

NEW! Western Frontier in Missouri
Travel south down Interstate 55 to Cape Girardeau 
County for a day of fun happenings with visits to an 
old-time mill and covered bridge followed by a train 
ride aboard the Iron Mountain Railroad for their 
historic train ride and cowboy chuck wagon dinner. 
Meet the Jesse James Gang and their mother who will 
explain their family history as well as the town doctor 
and sheriff with stories of their own. Following dinner 
enjoy a marshmallow roast and sing-a-long led by the 
Cowbelles and Saddle Sores. The tour includes bus, 
state park fees, train ride, dinner and gratuities. Bring 
water, sun screen, bug spray and any snacks you want 
for the two-hour bus ride. You must be able to step on 
the bus and the train and eat outside. Remember 18th-
century Missouri did not have sidewalks. Meet tour bus 
in Lot E on NW side of the Meramec campus. Please 
arrive 15 minutes prior to departure time. Withdrawal 
deadline for refund: 6/3.  
TRIP:702 | 1 session | $120.50 AGE 60+ | $129 REG

S02  Sa noon-10 pm Joan Huisinga 
June 22 MC-Off Campus

Valley Park: City of Many Faces
In the 19th century, Ulysses S. Grant took wife-to-be 
Julia Dent to Valley Park because it was the perfect 
place to woo her. In the 21st century, filmmakers 
set up their cameras in Valley Park because it was 
the ideal location to shoot a movie about uranium-
crazed zombies. Join us to view the many faces of this 
Meramec River city. Learn why rustlers who came to 
Valley Park were arrested, how Carol House got started 
and where the oar fights took place. You’ll also see the 
self-titled House of Fun bar, the spot where Charles 
Lindbergh danced with the local ladies and a building 
that served as both an AA meeting hall and a tavern. 
The tour explores disappearances of a train station 
and reveals a company built from a DIY kit as well as 
one wiped from the map in a single day, despite being 
largest of its kind in the U.S. The tour continues with 
Lemp family lore and a Hershey bar disaster. There 
is something for everyone on this tour! See why 
Valley Park is the most important company town in 
Missouri. Fee includes guide, transportation, lunch 
and all gratuities. Meet tour bus on Lot E on NW side 
of Meramec campus. Please arrive 15 minutes prior to 
departure time. Withdrawal deadline for refund: 6/7.  
TRIP:701 | 1 session | $64 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S06  Tu 9:30 am-1 pm Douglas Schneider 
June 25 MC-Off Campus

NEW! Are We There Yet?: 
Historic Arrow Rock
Join us for a guided overview of the historic Arrow Rock 
village, which has been designated a National Historic 
Landmark for its association with westward expansion, 
the Santa Fe Trail and the artist George Caleb Bingham. 
Visit its historic gun shop and home of master gunsmith 
John P. Sites who settled in the town in 1844. Dine at 
the J. Huston Tavern before enjoying a private home 
tour of Prairie Park. Long considered one of Missouri’s 
premier pieces of architecture, Prairie Park celebrates 
its 170th anniversary this year. Predominantly Greek 
revival in style, this country mansion is an antebellum 
masterpiece. Tour includes tour guide, motorcoach 
transportation, all listed attractions, inclusive lunch 
at J. Huston Tavern, gratuities for guides and driver, 
and all reservations and arrangements. Meet tour bus 
in Lot E on NW side of the Meramec campus. Please 
arrive 15 minutes prior to departure time. Withdrawal 
deadline for refund: 6/3.  
TRIP:702 | 1 session | $119 AGE 60+ | $119 REG

S03  W 7 am-7 pm  Dea Hoover 
June 26 MC-Off Campus
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Renegade STL: 10,000+ Years in 2 Hours
Talk about time travel! Join a whirlwind tour of all 
things St. Louis history, in Renegade STL’s signature 
off-beat style. Go beyond the everyday sights and 
venture into neighborhoods such as Hyde Park, The 
Ville, Carondelet, Gravois Park, Cherokee Street and 
more! Tour covers the beautiful architecture, the 
monumental history and the modern challenges of 
the Red Brick City, St. Louis. This is a bus tour with two 
to three stops. Minimal walking beyond stepping off of 
bus is required. Bus leaves from Forest Park campus in 
the parking lot behind Tower G.  
TRIP:701 | 1 session | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S07  Sa 10 am-noon  Amanda Ball 
June 29 FP- Off Campus

NEW! St. Louis Cortex by Bus
The Cortex Innovation Community is home to a 
vibrant 200-acre innovation hub and technology 
district integrated into St. Louis’ historic Central West 
End. This tour explores the district, stopping to visit hot 
spots in our local Silicon Valley. You will find out which 
building offers weekly free lectures with free wine/
beer. The tour will also show off the new neighboring 
districts being developed: City Foundry and The 
Armory. Lunch is at the Chocolate Pig. Tour involves a 
moderate amount of walking. Bus leaves from Forest 
Park campus in the parking lot behind Tower G. Tour 
includes tour guide, transportation, gratuities and 
lunch. Withdrawal deadline for refund: 6/28.  
TRIP:701 | 1 session | $64 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S08  Th 9:30 am-12:30 pm Doug Schneider 
July 18 FP- Off Campus

Renegade STL: Old North St. Louis
Delve into the incredible history of Old North St. 
Louis. Learn about one of our city’s oldest and most 
storied neighborhoods, uncovering complex layers 
of immigration, social change, industry and racial 
divides. The tour will cover over 200 years of St. Louis 
architecture along the way. This 1.5-hour walking tour 
will conclude with a visit to Crown Candy Kitchen 
(you are responsible for food purchase). Provide own 
transportation to tour site. Tour begins on the corner 
of 14th Street and St. Louis Avenue across from Crown 
Candy Kitchen.  
TRIP:701 | 1 session | $35 AGE 60+ | $35 REG

S09  Sa 10 am-noon  Amanda Ball 
July 20 FP- Off Campus

Route 66: Eureka, MO to Cuba, MO
Take a bus ride on the Mother Road visiting buildings 
unchanged since the heyday of Route 66, as well as 
those that have been re-purposed or abandoned. Learn 
the role of the National Park Service in preserving this 
historic road. See tourist traps, petroliana, a winged 
moose, open mines, a haunted truck stop, historic 
neon signs and Civil War sites. Meet people who 
rehabbed a Route 66 building in Cuba. Enjoy lunch of 
BBQ and cobbler, and receive Route 66 baby cakes to 
take home. Tour includes transportation, tour guide, 
lunch, dessert and gratuities. Meet tour bus in Lot E 
on NW side of the Meramec campus. Please arrive 15 
minutes prior to departure time. Withdrawal deadline 
for refund: 7/5.  
TRIP:702 | 1 session | $109 AGE 60+ | $119 REG

S04  Tu 8:30 am-4:30 pm  Doug Schneider 
July 23 MC-Off Campus

NEW! Are We There Yet?: Treasures 
of St. Louis Libraries
You can tell a lot about a city by its library, and St. Louis 
has fascinating and fantastic options! Join us as we 
visit these treasures starting with St. Louis Mercantile 
Library. Founded in 1846 in downtown St. Louis, it 
was originally established for exclusive membership 
access and remains to this day as the oldest extant 
library west of the Mississippi River. Since 1998, it has 
been housed at the University of Missouri-St. Louis as 
a Special Collections facility. Enjoy a docent-led tour 
focusing on headlines of history and their amazing 
art collection. Next, participate in a customized show-
and-tell experience at the Missouri History Historical 
Society and Research Center, located in what was the 
home of the United Hebrew Congregation. Lunch will 
be enjoyed at the private Whittemore House located 
on the campus of Washington University. From there, 
tour the Washington University Library to view the 
miniature and rare book collections as well as the 
Declaration of Independence broadsheet. Please note: 
drop off location at UMSL will require all guests to 
walk a good distance to get into the library. This tour 
is for active walkers and not conducive for wheelchairs 
or guests with walkers. Tour includes  tour guide, 
motorcoach transportation, all listed attractions, 
inclusive lunch at Whittemore House, gratuities 
for guides and driver, and all reservations and 
arrangements. Withdrawal deadline for refund: 7/5.  
TRIP:701 | 1 session | $99 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S11  Th 9:15 am-4 pm  Dea Hoover 
July 25 FV-Off Campus 
Meet tour bus at top of circular driveway between  
administration and social sciences buildings. 

S10  Th 8:30 am-4:30 pm  Dea Hoover 
July 25 MC-Off Campus 
Meet tour bus at in Lot E on NW side of Meramec campus.

Renegade STL: St. Louis 
Women’s Literary History
Learn about St. Louis’ incredibly rich history of women 
writers, playwrights, poets and even a muse or two. 
This two-hour bus tour visits several sights that famous 
female authors, including Sara Teasdale, Kate Chopin 
and Maya Angelou called home. Learn about the 
historical context of their lives and work while gaining 
a historical context for the lives they led. We will also 
uncover several women whose work has been lost to 
popular history, but who will astound you with their 
genius and unbelievable life stories. This is a bus tour 
with two to three stops, including restroom stops. 
Minimal walking required. Bus leaves from Forest Park 
campus in the parking lot behind Tower G.  
TRIP:701 | 1 session | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S12  Sa 10 am-noon  Amanda Ball 
Aug. 3 FP- Off Campus

Discover the History and Architecture 
of Downtown STL: A Walking Tour
Encounter the rich and vibrant history of St. Louis 
on this downtown St. Louis walking tour. Discover, 
or re-discover, our special city’s unique site that hold 
historical and architectural significance both locally 
and nationally. Join us to awaken a new and/or deeper 
appreciation for the city known as the Gateway to the 
West. Trip-goers are to meet in front of Stifel Theater 
(south side of Market Street between 14th and 15th 
Streets). Garage or street parking is available and may 
be an additional cost. Refreshments and light snacks 
will be available for purchase at an eatery along 
the route.  
TRIP:701 | 1 session | $21.50 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  Su 1 pm-4 pm Richard Mueller 
Aug. 4 FP- Off Campus

“ Marvelous tour. Richard was very 
knowledgeable and interesting.

Barbara C.
St. Louis
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Recreatio n an d S po rts
Motorcycle Safety Training

Motorcycle Safety Basic Rider Course
The Basic Rider Course (MSF-BRC) is geared toward the 
novice motorcyclist or scooter operator, but will also 
provide an excellent skills update for the returning 
rider or those experienced with no previous formal 
training. The course consists of classroom and on-bike 
instruction with furnished motorcycles or scooters 
(loaner scooters are limited — check availability before 
registering; however, personal scooters are permitted). 
Those who successfully complete the course will be 
issued a completion card from the Missouri Motorcycle 
Safety Program, which is a waiver for the road test 
portion of the Missouri license endorsement. Students 
must be at least 15 and a half years of age and able to 
ride a bicycle. Those under 18 years of age must have 
a release form signed by a legal guardian or parent. 
Students must bring a three-quarter or full helmet 
that meets Department of Transportation standards 
(loaner helmets available), over ankle boots with 2” or 
lower heels, full fingered gloves, long-sleeved jacket or 
heavy shirt, eye protection, sturdy pants and a photo 
ID. At the discretion of the instructors, students who 
are unable to safely operate the motorcycles will be 
dismissed from class for their own protection and the 
safety of the group. No refunds will be given if you are 
unable to complete the class for any reason. Class held 
rain or shine. You must arrive on time for class; late 
arrivals will not be admitted to class. To view a five-
minute video of Basic Rider Course highlights, go to 
msf-usa.org.  
MOTR:700 | 2 sessions | $152.50 AGE 60+ | $225 REG

S01  SaSu 7 am-5 pm Jeffery Pittenger 
June 8 – June 9 FP-D, 215

S02  SaSu 9 am-7 pm Jeffery Pittenger 
June 8 – June 9 FP-D, 215

S03  SaSu 7 am-5 pm Jeffery Pittenger 
June 15 – June 16 FP-D, 215

S04  SaSu 7 am-5 pm Jeffery Pittenger 
June 22 – June 23 FP-D, 215

S05  SaSu 7 am-5 pm Jeffery Pittenger 
June 29 – June 30 FP-D, 215

S06  SaSu 7 am-5 pm Jeffery Pittenger 
July 13 – July 14 FP-D, 215

S07  SaSu 7 am-5 pm Jeffery Pittenger 
July 20 – July 21 FP-D, 215

S08  SaSu 7 am-5 pm Jeffery Pittenger 
Aug. 10 – Aug. 11 FP-D, 215

“ Our instructors were excellent. 
They were expert in the 
subject and involved with our 
education, safety and knowledge 
to help us on our goals to 
be better motorcyclists.

Roger S.
Kirkwood

Motorcycle Skills: Basic Rider Course II
The BRC-2 was developed to hone your skills and fine-
tune the mental drills crucial to being a safe rider while 
using your own motorcycle. This is an excellent class as 
a refresher after winter storage, to update your training 
for insurance company discount or as an intermediate 
level of training after the Basic Rider Course. Put 
into practice the techniques of managing traction, 
stopping quickly, limited space maneuvers, cornering, 
and swerving using your own bike. There’s always 
something left to learn! This course is for two-wheeled 
motorcycles only (no scooters). Required items include 
Class M driver’s license, be 18 years of age or older, 
and provide own street legal and insured motorcycle. 
Students should have successfully completed a 
Basic Rider Course or have sufficient riding skills 
and experience to operate a motorcycle with basic 
proficiency. Students who cannot demonstrate basic 
low speed maneuvers in Exercise 1 can be counseled 
out of the class. Students must bring DOT-approved 
three-quarter or full helmet (loaner helmets available), 
over ankle boots with 2” or lower heels, full fingered 
gloves, long-sleeved jacket or heavy shirt, eye 
protection, sturdy pants and a photo ID. Passengers 
are permitted to accompany riders; all safety gear and 
rules apply. Class held rain or shine.  
MOTR:702 | 1 session | $66.50 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  Su 7 am-1:30 pm Jeffery Pittenger 
June 2 FP-D, 215

Motorcycle Skills: Basic Bike 
Bonding Rider Course
Bike bonding refers to the connection and interaction 
of the rider and motorcycle. Good bike bonding 
helps riders automate their physical skills so they can 
devote more attention to road and traffic conditions 
(searching and evaluating). The objective of the Basic 
Bike Bonding Course is to develop and practice basic 
skills beyond those acquired in the Basic Rider Course. 
The course is designed to provide sufficient control 
skills to handle a motorcycle in more challenging 
street situations in a low risk, effective, and enjoyable 
training environment. The BBBRC is also an excellent 
refresher course for those who may not have ridden 
for a period of time since their Basic Rider Course or 
who desire additional practice time. You must have 
completed the BRC or have sufficient riding skills 
and experience to operate a motorcycle with basic 
proficiency. There is no classroom portion to this 
course. Training motorcycles are provided. The BRC 
is a recommended prerequisite for the novice rider; 
however, not required. Must have motorcycle permit or 
M-endorsement on license, be 18 years of age or older. 
Those under 18 years of age must have a release form 
signed by a legal guardian or parent. Required items 
include DOT-approved three-quarter or full helmet 
(loaner helmets available), over ankle boots with 2” or 
lower heels, full fingered gloves, long-sleeved jacket or 
heavy shirt, eye protection, sturdy pants and a photo 
ID. Loaner motorcycles provided. This is not a MO State 
waiver class.  
MOTR:703 | 1 session | $66.50 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S01  Sa 7 am-5 pm Jeffery Pittenger 
June 1 FP-D, 215

S02  Sa 7 am-5 pm Jeffery Pittenger 
July 27 FP-D, 215
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Golf

Golf: Basics and Beyond
Learning to play correctly is key to a great golf game. 
New golfers get started on the right track and more 
experienced golfers can get back to basics to help 
unlearn any bad habits. Class covers putting, chipping, 
pitching, rules, etiquette, full swing with iron and full 
swing with wood. A great mix for beginning students 
just learning to play and experienced golfers brushing 
up on skills and rules of play as a refresher course! Extra 
fee for balls.  
PEDU:730 | 5 sessions | $99 AGE 60+ | $99 REG

S17  M 5:30 pm-7 pm   
June 3 – July 1 Eagle Springs Golf Course

S16  Sa 10 am-11:30 am   
June 15 – July 20 Eagle Springs Golf Course 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

Golf for Seniors
Learn the basic fundamentals of golf: grip, set-up, mini-
swing, full swing, putting and chipping. Class will move 
at a slower pace. Extra fee for balls. 
PEDU:730 | 4 sessions | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S08  Tu 10 am-11 am   
May 28 – June 18 Golfport of Maryland Heights

Golf: Caregiver/Child
Enjoy time with your child, ages 7-15, and have 
fun learning the basics of golf together! Improve 
your game and help your child practice golf skills. 
Registration required for each participant. Extra fee 
for balls. 
PEDU:765 | 4 sessions | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S08  Sa 10 am-11 am   
June 1 – June 22 Big Bend Golf Center

S07  W 7 pm-8 pm   
July 10 – July 31 Big Bend Golf Center

PEDU:765 | 4 sessions | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S06  Sa 10 am-11 am   
July 13 – Aug. 3 Golfport of Maryland Heights

We have more! Does your kiddo love golf? Be 
sure to also check out “Youth Classes” on page 43.

Golf: Beginning I
Start from the beginning and learn the basic 
fundamentals of golf: grip, set up, mini-swing, full 
swing, putting and chipping. Perfect introductory class 
for new players and a great way for experienced golfers 
to sharpen rudimentary golf skills. Extra fee for balls.  
PEDU:730 | 6 sessions | $32 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-11 am   
May 25 – June 29 First Tee Driving Range

S02  W 6 pm-7 pm   
May 29 – July 3 First Tee Driving Range

PEDU:730 | 4 sessions | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S15  W 7 pm-8 pm   
May 22 – June 12 Big Bend Golf Center

S14  Sa 8 am-9 am   
June 1 – June 22 Big Bend Golf Center

S13  M 5 pm-6 pm   
June 3 – June 24 Big Bend Golf Center

S11  M 6 pm-7 pm   
June 3 – June 24 Big Bend Golf Center

S12  M 7 pm-8 pm   
June 3 – June 24 Big Bend Golf Center

S10  M 7 pm-8 pm   
July 8 – July 29 Big Bend Golf Center

PEDU:730 | 4 sessions | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S07  Sa 9 am-10 am   
June 1 – June 22 Golfport of Maryland Heights

S05  Th 7 pm-8 pm   
July 11 – Aug. 1 Golfport of Maryland Heights

Golf: Beginning I for Women
Start from the beginning and learn the basic 
fundamentals of golf: grip, set up, mini-swing, full 
swing, putting and chipping. Perfect introductory class 
for new players and a great way for experienced golfers 
to sharpen rudimentary golf skills. Extra fee for balls. 
PEDU:730 | 4 sessions | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S04  Tu 10 am-11 am   
July 16 – Aug. 6 Corp. College, 207

Golf: Beginning II
Review, practice and expand on fundamentals 
presented in Golf: Beginning I class. With an emphasis 
on correcting individual swing faults, this is the perfect 
class for beginning golfers with previous instruction. 
Extra fee for balls.  
PEDU:731 | 6 sessions | $32 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S02  W 7 pm-8 pm   
May 29 – July 3 The First Tee Driving Range

S01  M 6 pm-7 pm   
June 17 – July 22 The First Tee Driving Range

PEDU:731 | 4 sessions | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S09  W 6 pm-7 pm   
May 22 – June 12 Big Bend Golf Center

S08  Sa 9 am-10 am   
June 1 – June 22 Big Bend Golf Center

S06  M 5 pm-6 pm   
July 8 – July 29 Big Bend Golf Center

S07  M 6 pm-7 pm   
July 8 – July 29 Big Bend Golf Center

S05  W 6 pm-7 pm   
July 10 – July 31 Big Bend Golf Center

PEDU:731 | 4 sessions | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S04  Tu 7 pm-8 pm   
July 9 – July 30 Golfport of Maryland Heights

S03  Sa 9 am-10 am   
July 13 – Aug. 3 Golfport of Maryland Heights

Golf: Beginning II for Women
Review, practice and expand on fundamentals 
presented in Golf: Beginning I class. With an emphasis 
on correcting individual swing faults, this is the perfect 
class for beginner golfers with previous instruction. 
Extra fee for balls.  
PEDU:730 | 4 sessions | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S09  Th 6 pm-7 pm   
May 30 – June 20 Golfport of Maryland Heights

The FUNdamentals
This class will prepare you to acquire an open 
mind to the game of golf by learning the basics, or 
FUNdamentals. Learn all the skills required to insure 
a sound golf experience and have fun doing it. Extra 
fee for balls. 
PEDU:730 | 4 sessions | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S06  Th 5 pm-6 pm   
June 13 – July 11 Golfport of Maryland Heights 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

S03  Tu 11 am-noon   
July 30 – Aug. 20 Golfport of Maryland Heights

Golf: On-Course Lesson
A unique opportunity to play with an experienced golf 
instructor by your side. Enjoy personalized guidance 
as a golf professional takes you and just a few other 
students on course to play up to nine holes. Caters 
to golfers who have had prior instruction but have 
difficulty taking their game to the next level. Be 
prepared to pay Eagle Springs approximately $15 to 
play some holes on the course (includes a riding cart). 
Meet instructor at Eagle Springs Clubhouse. Tee time is 
at the start time so be sure to arrive a few minutes early.  
PEDU:765 | 1 session | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S09  M 5 pm-7:30 pm   
July 22 Eagle Springs Golf Course

 Golf: Short Game Skills
Whether you are a beginning student or just want to 
improve your golf game, this class caters to you. Spend 
each week focused on a short game skill: putting, 
chipping and pitching. Final class will be spent playing 
a practice green. Extra fee for balls. 
PEDU:765 | 6 sessions | $32 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  M 7 pm-8 pm   
June 17 – July 22 First Tee Driving Range

Golf: Tee for Two
Want to enjoy the game of golf with your significant 
other? Whether you’ve played for years or have never 
picked up a club, couples can enjoy time together 
while learning and improving golf skills. Open to all 
levels. Each participant must register. Clubs available 
for use at the range. Extra fee for balls.  
PEDU:765 | 4 sessions | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S03  Sa 11 am-noon   
June 1 – June 22 Golfport of Maryland Heights

S05  Th 6 pm-7 pm   
July 11 – Aug. 1 Golfport of Maryland Heights

Golf: The Swing of Things
Get into the swing of things! This fun class is essential 
for every golfer! Perfecting your swing is not all about 
hitting the ball; it’s learning and understanding how 
to use your body motion to create your perfect swing. 
Extra fee for balls.  
PEDU:765 | 4 sessions | $45 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S02  Sa 10 am-11 am   
June 1 – June 22 Golfport of Maryland Heights

S04  Tu 6 pm-7 pm   
July 9 – July 30 Golfport of Maryland Heights
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Tennis and Pickleball

National Tennis Rating Program (NTRP)
1.0 This player is just starting to play tennis.

2.0 May have had some lessons; needs on-court experience.

2.5 Can sustain a short rally of slow pace; needs to develop form.

3.0 Consistent on medium-paced shots; needs work on form and strategy.

3.5 Consistent with directional control; needs to work on specialty shots.

4.0 Dependable with directional control and depths has specialty shots.  
Needs to play more percentage tennis.

Designations used as a tool to assist students when registering for tennis classes:
Beginning I (1.0-2.0): Designed for beginners and those who have limited experience with basic tennis strokes. 
Proper techniques of all strokes will be covered. Drills will be used and tennis etiquette and rules will be discussed. 
Players will be grouped according to ability.

Beginning I and II (1.0-2.5): Designed for beginners and those who need to brush up on the basics. Techniques 
covered are forehand, backhand, serve, volley, basic strategy as well as drill exercises. Players will be grouped 
according to ability.

Beginning II (2.5): Further emphasized is proper stroke development and footwork through the use of drills. 
Tennis etiquette and rules will be reviewed. Constancy of stroke production is a major goal.

Intermediate I (3.0-3.5): A refresher on proper stroke execution. Drills are used and emphasis is on improved 
consistency and directional control. Strategy and some match play are covered. 

Intermediate II to Advanced (3.5-4.0): This course includes more advanced drills, work on strategy and match 
play, with a goal of playing better percentage tennis.

Bring tennis shoes and racket. Tennis balls provided. Facilities may not 
be air-conditioned. Please dress appropriately. Every effort will be made 
to schedule a make-up class for outdoor classes missed due to rain-
outs. However, no refunds will be given for rained-out classes.

Tennis: Beginning I - NTRP 1.0-2.0
See NTRP rating Box. Tennis balls provided.  
PEDU:733 | 7 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  Tu 1 pm-2 pm   
June 18 – July 30 Vetta Concord Sports Club

Tennis: Beginning I and II - NTRP 1.0-2.5
See NTRP Rating Box. Tennis balls provided.  
PEDU:733 | 4 sessions | $90 AGE 60+ | $90 REG

S02  Th 7 pm-8 pm   
May 30 – June 20 Sunset Hills Watson Trails

S04  Tu 6:30 pm-7:30 pm   
June 4 – June 25 Lake School Park

S06  Su 6 pm-7 pm   
June 9 – June 30 Frontenac Racquet Club

S03  Th 7 pm-8 pm   
June 27 – July 25 Sunset Hills Watson Trails 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

S05  Tu 6:30 pm-7:30 pm   
July 9 – July 30 Lake School Park

S07  Su 6 pm-7 pm   
July 14 – Aug. 4 Frontenac Racquet Club

Tennis: Beginning II - NTRP 2.5
See NTRP rating Box. Tennis balls provided. 
PEDU:734 | 7 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  Sa 3:30 pm-4:30 pm   
June 15 – Aug. 3 Vetta Concord Sports Club 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

We have more! Tennis is a fantastic sport for 
kids, too. And we offer classes for ages four to 15! 
Learn more about our “Youth Classes” on page 43.

Tennis: Intermediate I - NTRP 3.0
See NTRP Rating Box. Tennis balls provided.  
PEDU:735 | 7 sessions | $95 AGE 60+ | $95 REG

S01  Th 2 pm-3:30 pm   
June 20 – Aug. 8 Vetta Concord Sports Club 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

PEDU:734 | 4 sessions | $90 AGE 60+ | $90 REG

S02  Su 7 pm-8 pm   
June 9 – June 30 Frontenac Racquet Club

S03  Su 7 pm-8 pm   
July 14 – Aug. 4 Frontenac Racquet Club

Tennis: Intermediate I 
Advanced - NTRP 3.0-4.0
See NTRP rating Box. Tennis balls provided.  
PEDU:736 | 7 sessions | $95 AGE 60+ | $95 REG

S03  Sa 2 pm-3:25 pm   
June 15 – Aug. 3 Vetta Concord Sports Club 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

S01  Sa 4:30 pm-6 pm   
June 15 – Aug. 3 Vetta Concord Sports Club 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

S02  Tu 2 pm-3:30 pm   
June 18 – July 30 Vetta Concord Sports Club

touchtennis: Beginning I and II
Played in only 27 counties, come join something new 
and exciting with touchtennis! A fun spin on tennis 
that is easy to learn and enjoyed on a smaller court. 
You will use a 21-inch strung racket and a dense foam 
tennis ball in this class.
PEDU:733 | 4 sessions | NO FEE
S08   Sa 4 pm-5 pm   

June 8 – June 29 Creve Coeur Govt Ctr

Pickleball: Basics and Continuing
Come join the fun! Pickleball is a fast-growing sport 
for good reason: it’s easy to learn, easy to play and 
is great exercise for all ages and abilities. Beginners 
will learn the basics of pickleball while continuing 
students enjoy recreational play at a more advanced 
level. All equipment provided. Dress appropriately for 
outdoor court.  
PEDU:740 | 6 sessions | $36.50 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S02  Sa 10 am-11 am Allyson Duffin 
June 1 – July 13 Kennedy Recreation Complex 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

S01  Sa 9 am-10 am Allyson Duffin 
June 1 – July 13 Kennedy Recreation Complex 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

S03  M 5 pm-6 pm Allyson Duffin 
June 3 – July 8 Kennedy Recreation Complex

S04  M 6 pm-7 pm Allyson Duffin 
June 3 – July 8 Kennedy Recreation Complex

S07  W 8 am-9 am Allyson Duffin 
June 5 – July 17 Kennedy Recreation Complex 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

S08  W 9 am-10 am Allyson Duffin 
June 5 – July 17 Kennedy Recreation Complex 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

Pickleball: Caregiver/Child
Enjoy spending time with your child (ages 7-15) while 
learning the fast-growing sport of pickleball. The 
game is easy to learn, easy to play and is great exercise 
for all ages and abilities. All equipment provided. 
Dress appropriately for outdoor court. Registration is 
required for each participant. 
PEDU:740 | 6 sessions | $27.50 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S06  Sa 11 am-noon Allyson Duffin 
June 1 – July 13 Kennedy Recreation Complex 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

S05  W 6 pm-7 pm Allyson Duffin 
June 5 – July 17 Kennedy Recreation Complex 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

Bowling

Bowling Skills
Whether you are just beginning or looking to bring 
your bowling game up a notch, have fun and learn 
new techniques as you learn proper swing technique, 
footwork, release points and basic pocket alignment. 
Extra fees for games each week.  
PEDU:772 | 4 sessions | $26.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  Tu noon-2 pm Michael Bluth 
July 9 – July 30 Crestwood Bowl
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Fitn ess
Aquatics

ATTENTION Water Students: 
Due to circumstances related to inclement 
weather, building and/or equipment 
malfunctioning or maintenance, the pool 
facilities used by Continuing Education may 
have to be closed with little or no advance 
notice. In these cases, no refunds will be 
offered, nor will make-ups be available 
because of tight scheduling of swimming, 
water exercise and other physical education 
classes. For additional information regarding 
the various college pools, please call:
•  Meramec Pool .................... 314-984-7399
•  Forest Park Pool ................ 314-644-9717
•  Florissant Valley Pool ...... 314-513-4275

Family Swim
You and your family can have fun as you swim, dive 
or lounge in our pool. One parent/guardian per non-
swimming child. One parent/guardian per three 
children if they can swim. All participants must register.  
PEDU:720 | 6 sessions | $26 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S01  Sa 3 pm-4:50 pm   
June 15 – July 27 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

We have more! We also offer swimming 
classes for ages five to 15. Be sure to 
check out “Youth Classes” on page 43.

Lap Swim
Come get a great workout before you start your day! 
Pool will be set up for students to swim laps during this 
time. Lockers are available; however, you must provide 
your own towel and a lock for your valuables.  
PEDU:721 | 16 sessions | $36 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S02  MWF 7 am-7:50 am   
June 10 – July 17 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/5.

PEDU:721 | 12 sessions | $26 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S01  TuTh 7 am-7:50 am   
June 11 – July 23 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

Open Lap Swim
Pool will be open for credit and non-credit students 
to swim laps during this time. Lockers are available; 
however, you must provide your own towel and a lock 
for your valuables.  
PEDU:721 | 30 sessions | $28 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S03  MTuWTh 8 am-8:50 am   
June 10 – July 31 MC-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

Swimming Skills: Beginning/
Intermediate
Not the strongest swimmer? It’s time to change 
that! Acquire basic to intermediate swimming skills, 
and feel confident in the water and around water 
activities. Emphasis on the primary strokes, buoyancy 
techniques, breath control and acquiring endurance. 
PEDU:722 | 8 sessions | $33 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  Sa 11 am-11:50 am Jeanne Hudgens 
June 8 – Aug. 3 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

Water Exercise
Get a total body workout! Tone, strengthen and achieve 
flexibility and circulatory endurance while exercising in 
the water. No more stiff and sore muscles! All skill levels 
are welcome as you will work at your own pace.  
PEDU:729 | 15 sessions | $48 AGE 60+ | $89 REG

S04  MWF 11 am-11:50 am Daniel Vogt 
June 10 – July 17 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/3, 7/5.

S01  MWF 8 am-8:50 am Daniel Vogt 
June 10 – July 17 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/3, 7/5.

S02  MWF 9 am-9:50 am Daniel Vogt 
June 10 – July 17 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/3, 7/5.

S03  MWF 10 am-10:50 am Daniel Vogt 
June 10 – July 17 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/3, 7/5.

S07  TuTh 9 am-9:50 am Gary Ketcherside 
June 11 – Aug. 1 MC-PE, Pool

Water Aerobics
Experience a low impact shallow water workout with 
exercise movements and fun music where you can 
choose your own intensity level. Swimming ability is 
not required for this class.  
PEDU:729 | 7 sessions | $31.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S06  TuTh 11 am-11:50 am  Yolanda Woodward 
May 28 – June 18 FV-PE, Pool

S05  TuTh 10 am-10:50 am  Yolanda Woodward 
June 25 – July 18 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

 Aquafusion
Use various resistance equipment like dumbbells 
and noodles in this high energy class to build cardio 
capacity and strengthen main muscle groups. Great 
exercise to increase your strength and endurance, 
leaving you feeling great and looking good!  
PEDU:729 | 14 sessions | $48 AGE 60+ | $89 REG

S08  MW 6 pm-6:50 pm Terri Williams 
June 10 – July 29 MC-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

 Aquafusion/FABS
Enjoy the best of both worlds! Come join this high 
energy combo class for tighter abs and better balance 
while building muscle. Incorporate various resistance 
equipment like dumbbells and noodles to build cardio 
capacity and increase your strength and endurance. 
PEDU:729 | 14 sessions | $48 AGE 60+ | $89 REG

S10  TuTh 2 pm-2:50 pm Terri Williams 
June 11 – July 30 MC-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

 FABS: For Over Forty, Abs, 
Balance and Strength
Are you over forty? Do you want tighter abs to help 
with balance? Do you loathe the thought of pumping 
iron in a gym but would still like to build muscle and 
increase strength? Then this FABSulous class is for you! 
As we age, our bellies tend to get bigger, our balance 
becomes a bit off kilter and our muscles start to sag 
(especially the back of those arms). Using various 
water equipment, FABS class will tighten your tummy, 
improve your balance and build major muscle groups.  
PEDU:729 | 14 sessions | $48 AGE 60+ | $89 REG

S09  MW 7 pm-7:50 pm Terri Williams 
June 10 – July 29 MC-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

Stand-Up Paddleboarding: Introduction
Stand-up paddleboarding is a rapidly growing sport 
that is suitable for almost anyone! Have fun and soak 
up the benefits of a great exercise while learning how 
to SUP! Learn proper paddling instruction and get 
a brief introduction before hitting the water. Once 
on the water, receive continuous instruction as you 
practice and get comfortable on your board. Dress 
appropriately for outdoor water activity. Fee includes 
all equipment.  
PEDU:770 | 2 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-noon   
June 15 – June 22 Simpson Lake

S02  Sa noon-2 pm   
June 15 – June 22 Simpson Lake
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Aerobic and Strength Exercise

Boot Camp with Shark Fitness
Challenge yourself with resistance training, 
calisthenics, short runs, and drills designed to work 
every major muscle group in the 60-minute class. 
Learn the correct way to train in terms of form, tempo 
and exercise selection. Despite the group setting, this 
class will challenge you individually to give your best 
and expect optimal results. Must be able to jog 300 
yards without rest. Bring a towel or mat and water. 
Weather permitting, class will be held outside; dress 
appropriately. Meet at the entrance to the PE building 
on O parking lot. 
PEDU:755 | 15 sessions | $195 AGE 60+ | $195 REG

S02  MWF 5:45 am-6:45 am   
May 29 – July 1 MC-O Lot

S05  MWF 5:45 am-6:45 am   
July 8 – Aug. 9 MC-O Lot

PEDU:755 | 12 sessions | $159 AGE 60+ | $159 REG

S06  TuTh 5:45 am-6:45 am   
July 2 – Aug. 13 MC-O Lot 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

S07  TuTh 9:30 am-10:30 am   
July 2 – Aug. 13 MC-O Lot 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

PEDU:755 | 10 sessions | $139 AGE 60+ | $139 REG

S03  TuTh 5:45 am-6:45 am   
May 28 – June 27 MC-O Lot

S04  TuTh 9:30 am-10:30 am   
May 28 – June 27 MC-O Lot

Cardio and Abs
Challenge yourself with this 60-minute calorie burner 
that will leave you invigorated and stronger! Get your 
heart pumping and fat burning with exercises focused 
on cardio and abs with a concentration on upper/lower 
abdominals, sides/obliques and back core strength. 
Core and posture are targeted throughout the class to 
let you leave standing taller and stronger.  
PEDU:754 | 8 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S02  Su 8:30 am-9:30 am   
June 2 – July 28 Z Total Body 
• NOTE: No class 7/7.

Circuit Challenge
Push yourself to the limit with a body challenging 
circuit of exercises like TRX, battle ropes, bosu, sled 
push, agility ladder, big ball throws, rope climbing, 
gymnastic rings and so much more. Each circuit 
station is timed with cardio spurts to leave you with a 
full body, heart pumping workout! Never the same and 
never a dull moment!  
PEDU:754 | 8 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  Sa 7:30 am-8:45 am   
June 1 – July 27 Z Total Body 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

Dance Aerobics
Enjoy a fun, full body workout including cardio and 
toning set to contemporary music. Bring light weights 
(one to three pounds) and a mat. No dance experience 
required.  
PEDU:750 | 12 sessions | $58 AGE 60+ | $75 REG

S01  W 6 pm-6:50 pm Susan Pellegrino 
May 22 – Aug. 14 St. Paul UCC 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

Power Flex and Strength
Join us for dynamic stretching, core strengthening, 
balance work with flexibility moves to leave you 
feeling leaner and longer. Class incorporates body 
weight, yoga straps and pilates rings. 
PEDU:754 | 16 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S04  MW 4:30 pm-5 pm   
June 3 – July 29 Z Total Body 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

HIIT After 40
This total-body moderately-high intensity interval 
workout uses a variety of bodyweight/light weight 
exercises to tone and tighten for that fit, strong and 
healthy version of you! Designed to help overall health 
and toning and to inform/motivate in a fun supportive 
way. Please bring mat to class.  
PEDU:747 | 8 sessions | $40 AGE 60+ | $65 REG

S01  TuTh 6:15 pm-7 pm Patricia Werner 
May 28 – June 20 STLCC-South County, 127

S02  TuTh 6:15 pm-7 pm Patricia Werner 
July 9 – Aug. 1 STLCC-South County, 127

Fit and Fabulous Over 60
Functional fitness trains muscles for safer, more 
efficient every-day movement, which is increasingly 
important as we age. In this class, enjoy a variety of 
chair exercises; stretches for flexibility; balance work; 
and strength building with light weights, bands, pilate 
rings and balls. Work on balance with security of a chair 
or barre. Fun hour of socializing, singing, talking and 
laughing while working the mind and body all through 
fitness moves for all levels. 
PEDU:754 | 8 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S03  M 3 pm-4 pm   
June 3 – July 22 Z Total Body

Senior Fitness
Come get fit and increase your stability and flexibility. 
The class involves standing and sitting in a chair while 
using light weights (one or two lbs.), small balls, and 
stretch bands to enhance fitness with music to add to 
the fun. There will be light stretching and relaxation. 
Wear sturdy athletic shoes and bring towel and water 
to class.  
SENR:704 | 6 sessions | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S01  W 1 pm-1:50 pm   
June 5 – July 10 Adiva Dance Center

Zumba Gold®
Come join in the fun and get fit with the upbeat 
tempo of Latin and international music! Zumba Gold® 
takes a lower intensity approach to Zumba® dance, 
making this class perfect for older active adults or 
individuals with limited physical ability. Exercises will 
include proper breathing and gentle stretching and 
are modified to help work on your posture, strength, 
and balance. 
PEDU:747 | 6 sessions | $49 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S03  W 11 am-11:50 am   
June 5 – July 10 Adiva Dance Center

NEW! STRONG by Zumba®
Come join this group fitness class that will use 
High Intensity Tempo Training (HIIT) moves in sync 
with music to get your body working hard! This 
class incorporates basic fitness moves, martial arts, 
plyometrics and primal movement. STRONG by 
Zumba® is geared for all levels of fitness. Note: This is 
not a standard Zumba® dance class! Please bring water 
bottle and towel.  
PEDU:747 | 10 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S04  Sa 9:15 am-10:15 am   
June 1 – Aug. 10 Flex Fitness Studio 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

Zumba GOLD® and STRONG by Zumba® are trademarks of 
Zumba Fitness, LLC. Used under license (Adiva Dance Center 
and Flex Studio).

Kickboxing with Trampoline Fit
This total body high-intensity workout consists of 
cardio drills using kick bags, gloves, hit pads and kick 
pads. Perform jabs, punches, hooks, upper cuts and 
kicks to burn fat and tone muscles. In the second half 
of class be ready to jump like a kid again, but this time, 
to lose inches, build strength and increase endurance. 
Personal 36” trampolines used to work lower body with 
low-impact bounce moves that are fun, exhilarating 
and aerobically effective. Upper body trampoline 
moves are worked with the safety bar.  
PEDU:744 | 8 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S03  Tu 5 pm-6 pm   
June 4 – July 23 Z Total Body

NEW! Kickboxing Bootcamp
Accelerate your heart rate and build your cardio 
capacity through a combination of cardio circuits, 
interval training and Krav Maga punch and kick 
combative moves using heavy bags. 
PEDU:744 | 10 sessions | $95 AGE 60+ | $95 REG

S01  Sa 9 am-10 am   
June 1 – Aug. 10 Xtreme Krav Maga 
• NOTE: No class 7/6

Kickin’ Fitness
Get away from your boring exercise routine and 
engage every muscle in your body with this fun, 
high-energy cardio exercise. This total body workout 
will help you burn calories, relieve stress and get into 
shape fast — all while learning some self-defense 
moves along the way! All levels are welcome.  
PEDU:744 | 10 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S02  W 7 pm-8 pm   
June 5 – Aug. 7 Martial Arts Center

Have you ever thought 
about becoming a 
personal trainer?
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics report, median salary 
for these workers is $39,210.

Get a jump start with our 10-week  
ACE® Personal Trainer Certification 
Prep Course. Learn more on page 8.
Need-based funding assistance may be 
available through WIOA and SkillUP. 

stlcc.edu/accelerated
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Barre

Barre Cardio and Tone
Join us for a series of ballet barre and floor exercises 
that focus on the thighs, core and booty. Core and 
posture are worked throughout the workout.  
PEDU:754 | 8 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S06  Tu 7:30 am-8:30 am   
June 4 – July 23 Z Total Body

S05  Th 6 pm-7 pm   
June 6 – Aug. 1 Z Total Body 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

Fencing

Fencing: Beginning I and II
Learn the basics of swordplay in beginning fencing. 
Class emphasizes basics of footwork, bladework and 
bouting, accommodating new and returning students 
with instruction to develop and expand technique. 
Equipment provided.  
PEDU:745 | 8 sessions | $44 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  W 5:30 pm-6:30 pm Patrick Dorsey 
June 12 – Aug. 7 MC-PE, 201 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

We have more! Kids can have fun learning 
the basics of swordplay in a fencing class just 
for them! See “Youth Classes” on page 43.

Yoga and Pilates

Keep Your Bones Strong
Practice and learn how to enhance your bone strength 
from an internationally certified yoga therapist. Gain 
insight into the science of bone and pertinent research, 
and receive a personal anatomical assessment. You will 
discover how to foster balance and tensile strength 
while enhancing muscle stability and joint alignment 
with targeted movement. Must not have osteoporosis. 
Must be able to get up and down from the floor. Bring 
a yoga mat, towel, blanket and water.  
PEDU:761 | 6 sessions | $34 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  W 7 pm-8:15 pm Pamela Todd 
July 10 – Aug. 14 MC-PE, 201

Dynamic Stretch
Increase the range of motion in your muscles and 
joints through specialized lengthening and stretching 
techniques designed to help release muscle tension, 
decrease stress and enhance coordination. Bring a 
towel and mat.  
PEDU:755 | 7 sessions | $28 AGE 60+ | $45 REG

S01  Tu 8 am-8:50 am Gary Ketcherside 
May 28 – July 9 MC-PE, Gym

Gentle Yoga
Enjoy a gentle combination of yoga exercises to help 
improve flexibility and core balance. Great for stress 
relief and relaxation. Individual yoga practice will be 
encouraged. Bring a mat, towel and water. 
PEDU:761 | 8 sessions | $79 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S03  Th 7 pm-8 pm   
June 13 – Aug. 8 Masterpeace Studios 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

Yoga
Relax, calm your mind and experience vibrant healing 
energy. Learn to use breathing, stretching and 
relaxation techniques to bring a total sense of well-
being and integration of mind and body. Bring a towel, 
mat, yoga belt and resistance band.  
PEDU:761 | 10 sessions | $58.50 AGE 60+ | $95 REG

S02  Tu 1 pm-2:30 pm Christine Hayes 
June 4 – Aug. 9 Big Bend Yoga Center

PEDU:761 | 8 sessions | $44.50 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S04  M 6 pm-7 pm Sharon Danyluck 
June 10 – July 29 Sunset Hills Community Ctr

S05  M 7:15 pm-8:15 pm Sharon Danyluck 
June 10 – July 29 Sunset Hills Community Ctr

 Yoga Basics
New to yoga or desire a slow, gentle pace? Learn 
standard yoga postures, flexibility and correct 
breathing techniques. Bring a towel and mat.  
PEDU:761 | 10 sessions | $49 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S07  M 12:15 pm-1:15 pm Kelly Kauffmann 
May 20 – July 29 Affton White-Rodgers 
• NOTE: No class 5/27.

Yoga for Seniors
Open your mind to a new understanding of your body 
with this gentle, slow-paced combination of stretch 
and strength work. Breath work and meditation are 
great for calming and relieving stress. Bring a mat, 
towel and water.  
SENR:704 | 8 sessions | $79 AGE 60+ | $79 REG

S02  Th 10 am-11 am   
June 13 – Aug. 8 Masterpeace Studios 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

Yoga: Continuing
Continue to build your yoga skills while learning to 
relax, calm your mind and experience vibrant healing 
energy. Learn to use breathing, stretching and 
relaxation techniques to bring a total sense of well-
being and integration of mind and body. Bring a towel 
and mat. Prerequisite: Prior yoga experience. 
PEDU:761 | 10 sessions | $49 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S08  M 1:30 pm-2:30 pm Kelly Kauffmann 
May 20 – July 29 Affton White-Rodgers 
• NOTE: No class 5/27.

PEDU:761 | 10 sessions | $56.50 AGE 60+ | $95 REG

S10  Th 9 am-10:30 am Karen Martinez 
June 6 – Aug. 15 Big Bend Yoga Center 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

BUTI Yoga®
Are you ready to be empowered and get a great 
workout? The BUTI style fuses yoga, tribal-inspired 
dance with hip spiraling and plyometrics into an 
exciting, high-intensity workout that transforms your 
body from the inside out. Bring a towel and water; mats 
provided. BUTI Yoga® is a trademark of Buti Fitness, Inc.
PEDU:761 | 10 sessions | $69 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S06  Tu 5:30 pm-6:15 pm   
May 28 – July 30 Flex Fitness Studio

 Yogalates
Enjoy the benefits of yoga, pilates and core 
strengthening as you exercise and stretch with a 
challenging and relaxing workout! Bring water, towel 
and yoga mat.  
PEDU:756 | 5 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S03  Th 5:30 pm-7 pm Denise Motta 
July 18 – Aug. 15 Affton White-Rodgers

Pilates
Strengthen, lengthen and tone muscle while 
increasing your flexibility. Learn how to execute pilates 
movements while focusing on breathing, allowing 
your mind and body to unite. Bring a towel and mat.  
PEDU:756 | 8 session(s) | $40 AGE 60+ | $65 REG

S02  M 6:10 pm-7:05 pm Katherine McMeans 
June 17 – Aug. 5 MC-PE, 105

S01  W 6:10 pm-7:05 pm Katherine McMeans 
June 19 – Aug. 14 MC-PE, 105 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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T’ai Chi

Chen T’ai Chi: Level I
Strengthen your body through slow, smooth 
movements; increase energy with mindful breathing; 
and improve balance through the constant shift of 
body weight. T’ai Chi is a traditional form of martial 
arts that helps boost self-healing power, stimulates the 
brain and promotes coordination. All ages and levels of 
ability can harvest the health benefits of T’ai Chi.  
PEDU:766 | 8 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S01  W 6 pm-6:50 pm Alex Chen 
June 19 – Aug. 14 WW, 102A 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

S03  W 10 am-10:50 am Alex Chen 
June 19 – Aug. 14 MC-PE, 201 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

S02  Th 6 pm-6:50 pm Alex Chen 
June 20 – Aug. 15 MC-PE, 201 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

NEW! Lotus T’ai Chi Qigong
Do you have limited mobility or weak knees and legs? 
No problem! You can still benefit from learning Qigong 
and T’ai Chi movements while you are sitting. This form 
of exercise can help reduce muscle stiffness, improve 
breathing, calm stress and increase your mobility. All 
levels of ability welcome.  
PEDU:766 | 8 sessions | $59 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S09  W 11 am-11:50 am Alex Chen 
June 19 – Aug. 14 MC-PE, 201 
• NOTE: No class 7/3.

T’ai Chi Chih: Beginning
T’ai Chi Chih is a moving meditation consisting of 19 
movements and one pose. Its purpose is to circulate 
and balance one’s chi or vital force life energy. Health 
benefits include better balance, blood pressure control 
and reduction in symptoms associated with stress, 
shingles and arthritis. No shoes are allowed inside the 
yoga studio.  
PEDU:766 | 10 sessions | $44.50 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S07  Tu 2:30 pm-3:30 pm Jeanette Miller 
June 4 – Aug. 13 Solar Yoga Center 
• NOTE: No class 7/16.

T’ai Chi Chih: Beginning/Continuing
T’ai Chi Chih is a moving meditation consisting of 19 
movements and one pose. Its purpose is to circulate 
and balance one’s chi or vital force life energy. Health 
benefits include better balance, blood pressure control 
and reduction in symptoms associated with stress, 
shingles and arthritis.  
PEDU:766 | 10 sessions | $39.50 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S04  Th 4:30 pm-5:30 pm Jeanette Miller 
June 6 – Aug. 22 FV-PE, 233 
• NOTE: No class 7/4, 7/18.

T’ai Chi Chih: Continuing
Ready to enhance your T’ai Chi Chih practice? 
Complete a practice of all 19 movements and the final 
pose each week, explore key principles of the form 
and refine individual movements. Prerequisite: T’ai 
Chi Chih Beginning. No shoes are allowed inside the 
yoga studio.  
PEDU:767 | 10 sessions | $44.50 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  Tu 1:15 pm-2:15 pm Jeanette Miller 
June 4 – Aug. 13 Solar Yoga Center 
• NOTE: No class 7/16.

T’ai Chi for Health I: Beginners
Experience a moving meditation of safe, low-impact 
exercise while improving strength, balance and 
flexibility in this introduction to t’ai chi. This class 
introduces basic t’ai chi principles and practices like 
focused breathing, coordinated mindful movement 
and focused weight shifting. 
PEDU:766 | 8 sessions | $36 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S05  M 5 pm-6 pm Dennis Winschel 
June 3 – July 22 STLCC-South County, 125

T’ai Chi for Health II
Build upon concepts developed in the beginners class, 
incorporating new meditations of integrated whole 
body movements. This safe, low-impact exercise helps 
improve strength, balance, flexibility, mental acuity 
and mindfulness.  
PEDU:766 | 8 sessions | $36 AGE 60+ | $59 REG

S06  Tu 10 am-11 am Dennis Winschel 
June 4 – July 23 STLCC-South County, 125

Self Defense

Krav Maga
Are you prepared to defend yourself in an attack? Krav 
Maga, the preferred system for U.S. military units and 
law enforcement agencies, is an exciting, aggressive 
and fast-paced class designed to prepare both the 
body and mind for violent attacks. Utilizing stress drills 
designed to mimic real life situations, new students 
and repeat beginners will practice self-defense and 
hand-to-hand combat techniques to quickly and 
effectively finish a fight or attack situation. Class is 
hands-on and fully interactive. No shoes on mats; 
athletic wear required.  
PEDU:743 | 10 sessions | $95 AGE 60+ | $95 REG

S07  Sa 10 am-11 am   
June 1 – Aug. 10 Xtreme Krav Maga 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

S06  M 6 pm-7 pm   
June 3 – Aug. 5 Xtreme Krav Maga

Krav Maga: Women Only
Are you prepared to defend yourself in an attack? Krav 
Maga, the preferred system for U.S. military units and 
law enforcement agencies, is an exciting, aggressive 
and fast-paced class designed to prepare both the 
body and mind for violent attacks. Utilizing stress drills 
designed to mimic real life situations, new students 
and repeat beginners will practice self-defense and 
hand-to-hand combat techniques to quickly and 
effectively finish a fight or attack situation. Class is 
hands-on and fully interactive. No shoes on mats; 
athletic wear required.  
PEDU:743 | 10 sessions | $95 AGE 60+ | $95 REG

S08  Tu 6 pm-7 pm   
May 28 – July 30 Xtreme Krav Maga

 Practical Self-Defense for Women
Maximize your own power and gain confidence in your 
ability to defend against personal attacks with easy to 
learn and highly effective techniques. A great intro 
for novices and refresher for students with previous 
training. This course is led by a female instructor with 
over 25 years in martial arts. Class covers situational 
awareness, standup defense (striking and kicking), 
defense against grab attacks and grappling techniques 
to escape from ground attacks. Hands-on basic 
physical fitness required to practice techniques with 
partners. Minors accompanied by parent/guardian. 
Registration and signed waiver required for each 
participant. All gear is provided. No shoes on mats. 
Athletic wear required.  
PEDU:743 | 1 session | $16 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S05  F 6 pm-9 pm Gina Breadon 
June 14 MC-PE, 105

PEDU:743 | 1 session | $25 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S03  Sa 9 am-noon Gina Breadon 
July 20 CODA Martial Arts

Systema: Russian Self-Defense
Learn the innovative and versatile self-defense tactics 
of Systema, the Russian martial art. Systema tactics 
are quick, realistic and effective against any type of 
opponent under any circumstance. Systema is based 
on instinctive reactions, individual strengths and 
characteristics specifically designed for fast learning. 
In Systema, the synergy of three components creates 
a true warrior — combat skill, strong spirit and healthy 
body. Class will push your body and test your spirit.  
PEDU:743 | 10 sessions | $95 AGE 60+ | $95 REG

S01  Tu 6:30 pm-8:30 pm   
May 28 – July 30 St. Louis Fite Club

Inspire. Challenge. 
Help others grow.
Do you have a hobby, talent, skill or 
area of expertise that you would like 
to teach to others? We are looking for 
instructors for the following topics, 
and welcome ideas for new classes:

• Selling on Amazon®

• Basic Life Support (BLS)

• Computers

• Social Media

• Podcasting

• Finance

• Business Analytics

• Non-Profit Development

• Senior Exercise

• Nature, Ecology & Horticulture

• Religion

• History

• Theater

• Fine Art 

• Culture

Learn more and apply at  
jobs.stlcc.edu/postings/8107

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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Welln ess
Couples Massage
Enjoy spending time together as you learn gentle ways 
to comfort and relax your partner. Methods based on 
Swedish massage, Russian massage and trigger point 
therapy. Partner required. Fee is per person. Supply list 
will be emailed.  
HEAL:704 | 1 session | $28.50 AGE 60+ | $49 REG

S02  Sa 9:30 am-3:30 pm Alice Sanvito 
June 22 FP-HSP, 221

S01  Sa 9:30 am-3:30 pm Alice Sanvito 
July 13 MC-SW, 106

Natural Living

NEW! Nutrition 101
Have you ever wondered what types of nutrients 
different foods are made of, how much you should eat 
and what we should really be choosing for mealtimes 
each day? Find out at this Nutrition 101 lecture with 
licensed and registered dietitian, Allison Lesko, and 
CEO of fit-flavors, Jillian Tedesco. Learn what truly 
balanced eating is, what macronutrients are and 
how to appropriately control portions. Learn about 
upcoming changes with nutrition facts labels and 
the importance of knowing what’s on your ingredient 
lists. This class will also break down different fad diets, 
why they are considered a fad and how to make sure 
your eating practices lead sustainable habits for the 
long haul.  
PEDU:769 | 1 session | $35 AGE 60+ | $35 REG

S01  M 10 am-11:30 am  fit-flavors 
June 24 FP-C, 110

S02  M 6 pm-7:30 pm  fit-flavors 
July 22 FP-C, 110

Natural Wellness: Acupressure
Do you suffer from headaches, back pain, neck stiffness 
or shoulder tension? Acupressure is a good way to 
alleviate these symptoms as well as improve blood 
circulation and reduce chronic inflammation. Learn 
how to find and massage acupressure points, helping 
improve both your health and the health of your loved 
ones. Partner required. Fee is per person. Bring yoga 
mat or towel to lay on floor.  
HEAL:701 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S03  M 6 pm-8:30 pm Alex Chen 
June 24 MC-PE, 201

NEW! Natural Wellness:  
Killing Pain Without Painkillers
In this class you will learn where pain comes from, 
what it means and how to get rid of pain by various 
methods of traditional Chinese medicine. This class 
intends to inform on more options for pain, but it is not 
a substitute for a professional diagnosis and treatment. 
Class taught by a licensed acupuncturist and herbalist 
with a Ph.D. in traditional Chinese medicine.  
HEAL:701 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S01  M 6 pm-8:30 pm Alex Chen 
Aug. 5 MC-BA, 120

Natural Wellness: Overview of 
Traditional Chinese Medicine
Explore the fundamental concepts of traditional 
Chinese medicine that have steered this form of care 
for over 2,500 years! Learn the basics of principles and 
how you can apply them in your daily life to enhance 
your health and wellness. Class taught by a licensed 
acupuncturist and herbalist with a Ph.D. in traditional 
Chinese medicine. 
HEAL:701 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $29 REG

S02  M 6 pm-8:30 pm Alex Chen 
July 22 MC-BA, 120

Personal Insights

Developing Intuition
Awaken your intuitive abilities and feel comfortable 
listening to and trusting your intuition. Discover 
which of your psychic senses is naturally strongest: 
gut feelings, inner listening or intuitive seeing. Learn 
a variety of exercises and practices to help develop 
your intuition including aura sensing, psychometry 
(intuiting information by holding objects) and more. 
PERD:735 | 4 sessions | $45.50 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  W 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Rhonda Leifheit 
July 10 – July 31 MC-CS, 206

Karma
Explore what karma is and how it is connected to your 
past lives. Learn how it operates, how to recognize 
when it is occurring and how you can resolve karma 
in the most effective way. Acquire skills necessary to 
identify karmic lessons and move forward in life.  
PERD:709 | 1 session | $20 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S01  Th 6:30 pm-8:30 pm  William Duffin 
June 27 MC-SO, 111

Meditation for Health and Harmony
Meditation brings relaxation, mental clarity, emotional 
balance and spirituality. Discover meditation 
techniques and find the style that’s best for you.  
PERD:732 | 4 sessions | $45.50 AGE 60+ | $69 REG

S01  Th 6:30 pm-8:30 pm Rhonda Leifheit 
June 6 – June 27 MC-CS, 206

The Power of Coincidence
Discover how to trust your intuition and receive 
the power of synchronicities. Explore the 
interconnectedness of all things and build a greater 
awareness of meaningful coincidences in life!  
PERD:709 | 1 session | $20 AGE 60+ | $25 REG

S04  Sa 10 am-noon  William Duffin 
July 27 MC-SO, 107

Personal Growth

Finding Balance: Reclaim Your Time 
and Live a More Fulfilling Life
Does it seem like time is flying by at the speed of light? 
How can you create balance amidst all the busyness? 
Balance means different things to different people, 
and while total and complete balance at all times 
is virtually impossible, you can learn how to make 
continuous small adjustments to achieve a dynamic 
state of balance and fulfillment in your life. Join us to 
learn how. Class is suggested for ages 50+.  
PERD:709 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S02  Sa 9 am-1 pm Carol Watkins 
June 29 MC-BA, 203

Transitions and Transformations: 
Thriving in the Midst of Change
Life is a cycle of beginnings and endings. Transitions 
can be hard but they hold a positive side, too. They offer 
opportunity to rethink the direction of our lives. In the 
second and third chapters of life we may discover that 
our own life is similar to seasonal patterns of endings 
and beginnings. The fall season of life brings its own 
unique set of challenges and opportunities. We lose a 
loved one or job, we experience divorce or illness, we 
have an empty nest. Or perhaps we are exhilarated 
by becoming a new grandparent, embarking upon 
new jobs or moving to a new home or city. Whether 
the transition is positive or negative, we all have times 
when we ask ourselves, “How can I make it easier?” 
Practical strategies will be discussed to empower you 
in making future changes with greater confidence, 
less stress and the greatest potential to thrive. Class is 
suggested for ages 50+.  
PERD:709 | 1 session | $29 AGE 60+ | $39 REG

S03  Sa 9 am-1 pm Carol Watkins 
July 20 MC-BA, 203

YOUTH CL A SSES

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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Swimming

Swimming for Children, 
Ages 5-15: Beginning
Get ready to swim like a fish — maybe a shark! 
Overcome any fear you may have of the water, practice 
beginning swimming strokes and learn personal water 
safety skills.  
KIDS:720 | 8 sessions | $59 REG

Ages 5–8:
S02  Sa noon-12:50 pm Jeanne Hudgens 

June 8 – Aug. 3 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

Ages 8–12:
S03  Sa 1 pm-1:50 pm Jeanne Hudgens 

June 8 – Aug. 3 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

Ages 12-15:
S04  Sa 2 pm-2:50 pm Jeanne Hudgens 

June 8 – Aug. 3 FV-PE, Pool 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

Fencing

Fencing for Youth: Beginning I and II
Have fun learning the basics of swordplay! Class 
emphasizes basics of footwork, blade work and 
bouting, and accommodates returning students with 
instruction to expand technique. Equipment provided. 
KIDS:720 | 8 sessions | $69 REG

S01  M 5:30 pm-6:30 pm Patrick Dorsey 
June 10 – Aug. 5 MC-PE, 201 
• NOTE: No class 6/24.

Golf

Golf for Youth: Beginning I, Ages 7-15
Learn and enjoy the game of golf while practicing 
basic skills! Great introduction to golf that’s fun for all. 
Extra fee for balls.  
KIDS:710 | 4 sessions | $49 REG

S01  Sa 11 am-noon   
June 1 – June 22 Big Bend Golf Center

Dance

Intro to Arabic Folk and 
Modern Dance, Ages 7-12
Expand your child’s dance and cultural knowledge 
in this fun and informative class! Your child will learn 
various styles of dance such as sa’idi, kahleeji, and 
Nubian from regions throughout the Middle East. We 
will explore the tradition behind the different styles 
of music, their rhythms, and create an interactive 
environment for these social and group dances. Join 
us for culturally informed movement and fun! We will 
end the session with a hafla (Arabic for “party”) where 
students can show off their new moves! Props are 
provided. Comfortable active wear is recommended. 
Students may choose to go barefoot. 
KIDS:765 | 8 sessions | $59 REG

S01  Sa 11 am-11:50 am Amber Skye 
June 15 – Aug. 10 FP-PE, Dance Rm 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

Martial Arts

Karate for Kids, Ages 4-10
Designed to build self-confidence, self-esteem and 
self-discipline, this class teaches the basic concepts of 
karate as well as self-control, coordination and focus. 
Safety and fun are the most important elements of this 
program.  
KIDS:707 | 8 sessions | $49 REG

S01  Sa 10 am-11 am   
June 1 – July 27 Martial Arts Center 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

KIDS:707 | 10 sessions | $59 REG

S02  Sa 10 am-11 am   
June 8 – Aug. 17 Ferguson Martial Arts Center 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

NEW! Kids Krav Maga and Fitness,  
Ages 12+
This is a dynamic program that offers realistic self 
defense, motivates you to improve your overall level of 
fitness and enriches with crucial life skills. 
KIDS:714 | 10 sessions | $95 REG

S01  Sa 9:15 am-10 am   
June 1 – Aug. 10 Xtreme Krav Maga 
• NOTE: No class 7/6.

Tennis

Tennis for Youth, Ages 4-6: Pee Wee
Series of group lessons specifically designed to 
introduce the game of tennis. Class will include eye-
hand coordination exercises as well as building skills 
for forehand, backhand, serve and volley. Tennis balls 
provided.  
KIDS:709 | 4 sessions | $55 REG

S01  Th 5:30 pm-6 pm   
May 30 – June 20 Sunset Hills Watson Trails

S02  Th 5:30 pm-6 pm   
June 27 – July 25 Sunset Hills Watson Trails 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

Tennis for Youth, Ages 7-10:  
Beginning I and II
Designed for beginners and those who need to brush 
up on the basics. Techniques covered include forehand, 
backhand, serve, volley, basic strategy as well as drill 
exercises. Players will be grouped according to ability. 
Tennis balls provided.  
KIDS:709 | 4 sessions | $90 REG

S03  Th 6 pm-7 pm   
May 30 – June 20 Sunset Hills Watson Trails

S05  Tu 4:30 pm-5:30 pm   
June 4 – June 25 Lake School Park

S09  Su 6 pm-7 pm   
June 9 – June 30 Frontenac Racquet Club

S04  Th 6 pm-7 pm   
June 27 – July 25 Sunset Hills Watson Trails 
• NOTE: No class 7/4.

S06  Tu 4:30 pm-5:30 pm   
July 9 – July 30 Lake School Park

S10  Su 6 pm-7 pm   
July 14 – Aug. 4 Frontenac Racquet Club

Tennis for Youth, Ages 11-15:  
Beginning I and II
Designed for beginners and those who need to brush 
up on the basics. Techniques covered include forehand, 
backhand, serve, volley, basic strategy as well as drill 
exercises. Players will be grouped according to ability. 
Tennis balls provided. 
KIDS:709 | 4 sessions | $90 REG

S07  Tu 5:30 pm-6:30 pm   
June 4 – June 25 Lake School Park

S08  Tu 5:30 pm-6:30 pm   
July 9 – July 30 Lake School Park

touchtennis for Youth, Ages 7-10
Played in only 27 counties, come join something new 
and exciting with touchtennis! A fun spin on tennis 
that is easy to learn and enjoyed on a smaller court. 
You will use a 21-inch strung racket and a dense foam 
tennis ball in this class.
KIDS:709 | 4 sessions | NO FEE
Ages 7-10
S11   Sa 4 pm-5 pm   

June 8 – June 29 Creve Coeur Govt Ctr
Ages 11-15
S12   Sa 4 pm-5pm   

June 8 – June 29 Creve Coeur Govt Ctr

August 5–9

Discover all 
you can do!
Fun STEAM-based classes…
experience, learn & grow!

• STLCC-Meramec campus
• Flexible scheduling  

morning, afternoon or full day 

• Classes available 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
• Specialized options for  

gifted learners
• Starting at $118/week

Registration open until July 26.

See next page for classes…

stlcc.edu/ce

GRADES K–8 | Experiential Summer Fun

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
http://stlcc.edu/ce
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Morning Session  |  9-11:35 a.m.

AM Sessions A+B Class Title Grades*
CAMP-721 S01 Quidditch 4-8

CFKD-747 S01 Shake Hands with Shakespeare 4-8 

CAMP-765 S01 Half-Day Junior Counselor (all-day also available) 6-8

AM Session A Class Title Grades*
CFKD-753 S01 Putting the Super in Heroes and Heroines K-1 

CFKD-740 S01 The Mad Science Experience I K-2 

CAMP-712 S01 Cookie Connection K-3

CFKD-705 S01 Studio Sculpture K-3 

CAMP-721 S02 The Balloonatics! K-4

CAMP-701 S04 Mixed Media Workshop K-8

CFKD-727 S01 Chess I: Introduction and Beyond K-8 

CAMP-704 S01 Crafting Your Mind with Minecraft 1-4

CFKD-738 S01 Invention Dimension 3-5 

CAMP-702 S01 Paper Crafting 3-8

CAMP-714 S01 Heartsaver First Aid, CPR & AED 3-8

CAMP-714 S03 Home Alone 3-8

CFKD-740 S04 LEGO® Robotics 3-8 

CAMP-724 S01 Build a Model Rocket 4-8

CAMP-737 S01 Harmonica Hullabaloo 4-8

CAMP-737 S07 Learn the Guitar 4-8

CFKD-705 S05 Fantastical Animals in Watercolor! 4-8 

CFKD-705 S07 Adventures in Cartooning 4-8 

CFKD-711 S01 Biomedical Science Lab 4-8 

AM Session B Class Title Grades*
CAMP-701 S01 Beginning Sculpture K-3

CFKD-705 S06 Fantastical Animals in Watercolor! K-3 

CFKD-711 S02 Biomedical Science Lab K-3 

CAMP-706 S03 Sensory Science K-4

CAMP-701 S05 Mixed Media Workshop K-8

CFKD-727 S02 Chess II: Introduction Phase  P K-8 

CAMP-737 S02 Harmonica Hullabaloo 1-3

CAMP-705 S01 Hula Dancing 1-5

CFKD-753 S02 All About Me: A Kid Perspective on Life 2-3 

CAMP-718 S01 Comedy Camp 2-8

CFKD-711 S03 The Mad Science Experience II 3-5 

CAMP-702 S02 Perfect Piñata 3-8

CFKD-740 S05 Battle of the Bots! Adv LEGO® Robotics  P 3-8 

CAMP-712 S02 Cookie Connection 4-8

CAMP-714 S04 Babysitting Certification 4-8

CFKD-705 S02 Studio Sculpture 4-8 

CFKD-714 S01 Studio Photoshop  P 4-8 

CAMP-704 S02 Crafting Your Mind with Minecraft 5-8

CFKD-740 S02 3D Printing 5-8 

CFKD-738 S02 Invention Dimension 6-8 

*GRADE RANGE is completed grade as of June 2019. Students may elect to 
go down one grade level for class selection. | P  This class has prerequisites; 
please refer to course description.

  FOR GIFTED LEARNERS

Afternoon Session  |  12:30-3:10 p.m.

PM Sessions A+B Class Title Grades*
CAMP-712 S05 Culinary Creations: Kitchen Adventures 4-8

CFKD-714 S02 Computer Animation: Flip Book Theatre  P 4-8 

CAMP-765 S02 Half-Day Junior Counselor (all-day also available) 6-8

PM Session A Class Title Grades*
CAMP-720 S01 Lightsaber/Jedi Training K-3

CFKD-711 S05 Amped-Up Science K-3 

CAMP-737 S04 We Got the Beat K-4

CAMP-701 S08 Crayola®: World of Design K-5

CFKD-729 S01 Arithmatricks K-5 

CAMP-701 S06 Mixed Media Workshop K-8

CFKD-727 S03 Chess III: Openings and More  P K-8 

CAMP-706 S04 Astronaut Academy 1-3

CAMP-704 S03 Crafting Your Mind with Minecraft 1-4

CAMP-702 S03 Sensational Seasons! 3-5

CFKD-726 S02 Konnichiwa Kids II 3-5 

CFKD-738 S03 STEM-apalooza 3-5 

CAMP-701 S02 The Folding Phenomenon: Origami 3-8

CAMP-714 S05 Heartsaver First Aid, CPR & AED 3-8

CFKD-731 S01 Music Writing 3-8 

CFKD-740 S06 Advanced LEGO® Robotics  P 3-8 

CFKD-753 S03 TED Talk: Kid Edition 4-5 

CAMP-706 S01 Junior Doctors and Vets: Dissection 4-8

CAMP-712 S03 Cake Connection 4-8

CFKD-705 S03 Studio Painting 4-8 

CFKD-740 S03 3D Printing 5-8 

PM Session B Class Title Grades*
CAMP-702 S04 Sensational Seasons! K-2

CFKD-726 S01 Konnichiwa Kids I K-2 

CAMP-706 S02 Junior Doctors and Vets: Dissection K-3

CAMP-712 S04 Cupcake Connection K-3

CFKD-705 S04 Studio Painting K-3 

CAMP-701 S09 Crayola®-Artist's Passport: Travel the World K-5

CAMP-701 S07 Mixed Media Workshop K-8

CFKD-727 S04 Chess I: Introduction and Beyond K-8 

CFKD-738 S05 Astronaut Academy 1-3 

CAMP-701 S03 Gems and Jewels 3-8
CFKD-740 S07 LEGO® Robotics 3-8 
CFKD-711 S06 Amped-Up Science 4-5 
CAMP-720 S02 Lightsaber/Jedi Training 4-8
CAMP-737 S03 Learn the Piano 4-8
CFKD-714 S03 Pixel Perfect Web Design 4-8 
CFKD-729 S02 Lightning Calculations 4-8 
CAMP-704 S04 Crafting Your Mind with Minecraft 5-8
CAMP-737 S05 We Got the Beat 5-8
CFKD-738 S04 STEM-apalooza 6-8 
CFKD-753 S04 Graphic Novels: The Art of Words & Images 6-8 

Learn more at stlcc.edu/ce.

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
http://stlcc.edu/ce
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Locatio n In d ex 

Adiva Dance Center 
943 S. Kirkwood Rd., 63122
Affton White-Rodgers  
Community Center  
9801 Mackenzie Rd., 63123
Almas Del Ritmo Dance Co. 
3515 Park Ave., 63104
Big Bend Golf Center 
3390 Quinette Rd.,  
Valley Park, 63088
Big Bend Yoga Center 
88 North Gore, 63119
Bluebird Park 
225 Kiefer Creek Rd., 
Ellisville, 63021
STLCC-Center for Workforce 
Innovation (CWI) 
3344 Pershall Rd., 63135 
City Sewing Room 
6700 Arsenal Ave, 63139
Clayton High School 
#1 Mark Twain Circle, 63105
CODA Martial Arts 
11025 Gravois Ind. Ct. Dr., 63128
Concordia Lutheran Church 
505 S. Kirkwood Rd., 63122
STLCC-Corporate College 
(Corp. College) 
3221 McKelvey Rd., 63044
Craft Central  
8500 Delmar, 63124
Crestwood Bowl  
9822 Watson Rd., 63126
Creve Coeur Government 
Center, 300 N New Ballas Rd, 
Creve Coeur, 63141
Culinary Arts House 
3137 Hampton Ave., 63139
Eagle Springs Golf Course 
2575 Redman Rd. 63136
Eureka Community Center 
333 Bald Hill Rd., 63025
Ferguson Martial Arts Center 
433 S. Florissant Rd., 63135
First Tee (South County) 
6286 Lemay Ferry Rd., 63129
Flex Fitness Studio 
3139A  South Grand Blvd., Ste. 
201, 63118
STLCC-Florissant Valley 
(FV)  
3400 Pershall Rd., 63135 
STLCC-Forest Park (FP) 
5600 Oakland Ave., 63110 
Frontenac Racquet Club 
10455 German Blvd., 63131
GolfPort of Maryland Heights 
1 GolfPort Dr., 63146
Harrison Ed Ctr 
(see STLCC-William J. 
Harrison Education Center)
Kennedy Recreation Complex 
6050 Wells Rd., 63128
Lake School Park Tennis Crts 
581 Coeur de Ville Ln., 63141
Lindbergh Senior High School 
4900 S. Lindbergh, 63126

Martial Arts Center (Mehlville) 
3712 Lemay Ferry Rd., 63125
Masterpeace Studios 
(inside Arden Mead Youth and 
Community Center) 
17 Selma Ave., 63119
STLCC-Meramec (MC) 
11333 Big Bend Rd., 63122
Missouri History Museum 
5700 Lindell Blvd., 63112
Mission Taco CWE 
398 N Euclid Ave, 63108
Mueller Industries 
12951 Maurer Ind. Dr., 63127
Painted Zebra (Kirkwood) 
10907 Manchester Rd., 63122
Perennial 
3762 S. Broadway, 63118
Rack House Kitchen Wine 
Whiskey®, The 
5065 State Highway N 
Cottleville, Missouri 63304
Shaw Nature Reserve 
307 Pinetum Loop Rd,  
Gray Summit, 63039
Simpson Lake 
1234 Marshall Rd, 63088
Solar Yoga Center 
6002 Pershing at Des Peres, 
63112
St. John’s Evangelical UCC 
11333 St. John’s Church Rd., 
63123
St. Louis Fite Club 
4208 Sarpy Ave., 63110
St. Paul’s United Church of 
Christ 
5508 Telegraph Rd., 63129
STLCC-South County 
4115 Meramec Bottom Rd., 
63129
Sunset Hills Community 
Center  
3915 S. Lindbergh, 63127
Sunset Hills Watson Trails 
12450 W Watson Rd., 63127
The Studio, Inc.(Brentwood) 
1332 Strassner Dr., 63144
The Timbers 
1 Coffey Park Ln, Eureka, 
63025
Vetta Sports – Concord 
12320 Old Tesson Ferry Rd., 
63128
STLCC-William J. Harrison  
Education Center (Harrison 
Ed. Ctr) 
3140 Cass Ave., 63106 
STLCC-Wildwood (WW) 
2645 Generations Dr. 
Wildwood, 63040 
Xtreme Krav Maga 
639 Gravois Bluffs Blvd.,  
Ste C, 63026
Z Total Body 
639C Gravois Bluffs Blvd. 
Fenton, 63026

• • •

For more information 
visit stlcc.edu/ce

CAMPUS LEGEND
FLORISSANT VALLEY = FV

A ADMINISTRATION
B BUSINESS
CDC CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
C COMMUNICATIONS
EC EMERSON CENTER
E ENGINEERING
H HUMANITIES
IR INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
PE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
S SERVICE BUILDING
SM SCIENCE-MATHEMATICS
SS SOCIAL SCIENCES
SC STUDENT CENTER
T THEATER
TC TRAINING CENTER
CWI CTR FOR WORKFORCE INNOVATION

FOREST PARK = FP 

A A-TOWER
B B-TOWER
C C-TOWER
D D-TOWER
F F-TOWER
G G-TOWER
HSP HOSPITALITY
LB LIBRARY
PE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SC STUDENT CENTER
T THEATRE
AA ART ANNEX

MERAMEC = MC 
AC ASSESSMENT CENTER
AD ADMINISTRATION/CLARK HALL
AS APPLIED SCIENCE
BA BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
CE CONTINUING ED. BLDG.
CP CAMPUS POLICE
CN COMMUNICATIONS NORTH
CS COMMUNICATIONS SOUTH
GH GREENHOUSE
HE HUMANITIES EAST
HW HUMANITIES WEST
LH LECTURE HALLS
L LIBRARY
PE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
SC STUDENT CENTER
SO SOCIAL SCIENCE
SS SCIENCE SOUTH
SW SCIENCE WEST
T THEATRE

WILDWOOD = WW

EXTENSION CAMPUSES

STLCC - South County  = STLCC-South Cty

William J. Harrison Education Center  
= Harrison Ed. Ctr

STLCC Corporate College = Corp. College

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
http://stlcc.edu/ce 
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G en eral In fo rmatio n 
Enrollment in Continuing Education classes and programs is limited to persons  
16 years and older except for youth section classes and where otherwise noted.

Students Rights and Responsibilities
All students are responsible for adhering to College policies and procedures. 
Please refer to stlcc.edu/need2know.

Class Changes/Postponement/Cancellation
Any course changes in dates, times or locations will be emailed to students 
using the email address provided during course enrollment. Because 
Continuing Education (non-credit) classes are self-supporting, the decision to 
run a class is based on the number of students enrolled. The College reserves 
the right to cancel if sufficient enrollment is not achieved. For changes and 
cancellations due to low enrollment, students will be notified by email. 
Full refunds will be issued for classes canceled by the College unless noted 
otherwise in the catalog. Please call 314-984-7777 with any questions.

Inclement Weather
Occasionally, Continuing Education classes are canceled due to inclement 
weather. Cancellations will be broadcast on KMOX-AM (1120) and on KMOV-
TV, KSDK-TV and KTVI/Fox 2. In addition, all location closings will be posted on 
the College website, stlcc.edu. To sign up for automated SMS notifications 
of STLCC campus closures or emergencies, visit stlcc.edu/alerts. When St. 
Louis Community College cancels classes, off-campus classes are also canceled. 
In addition, when a particular host school district or institution closes, the 
Continuing Education classes at that location will not meet. 

Refund of Fees
If you wish to withdraw from a class, you will receive a full refund for most 
classes if the class is dropped three business days before the first meeting. See 
the course schedule for classes (such as day trips) that require notice of more 
than three business days for cancellation and eligibility for a refund.

Requests for withdrawals must be submitted in writing to a Continuing 
Education office  in-person, by email at CEdrop@stlcc.edu or via mail to: 3221 
McKelvey Road, Suite 250, Bridgeton, MO 63044. Calculation of refunds will be 
based on the date the request is received via email or the postmarked date.

Time of Withdrawal Percentage Refund

Three business days prior to the first class 
meeting. Must be submitted in writing.

100%

Two business days prior to the first class 
meeting or after the class has begun.

None

FOR SOME SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND CLASSES, AN EARLIER WITHDRAWAL 
DEADLINE  MAY APPLY. THIS DEADLINE WILL BE PRINTED IN THE COURSE 
DESCRIPTION.

A student may receive either a full or partial refund for exceptional 
circumstances. For exceptional circumstances, refunds must be submitted 
in writing (walk-in, email or mail) within 10 business days after the class start 
date to be considered. Supporting documentation may be required.

Fee Reduction for Adults Age 60+
At the time of registration, adults 60 years and older may enroll in select 
courses for a reduced fee. Class costs are provided in each catalog course 
listing and online course description. Contact the Continuing Education office 
for questions regarding the reduced rate. Reduction will be calculated at 
check-out.

Senior Citizen Scholarship
Missouri residents who are at least 65 years of age will be awarded a scholarship 
to be exempt from tuition fees to enroll in select courses on a space available 
basis. There will be a non-refundable registration fee of $5 per course to a 
maximum of $25 per semester. Student is responsible for administrative and 
other fees, such as materials, supplies and books. At the earliest, students 
may enroll in the class two business days prior to the first class date. Students 
may not receive a refund for a paid course in order to enroll for a scholarship 
space in that same course. PLEASE CALL THE CONTINUING EDUCATION OFFICE 
FOR DETAILS REGARDING THE SENIOR SCHOLARSHIP. The senior scholarship 
discount does not apply to online classes.

Textbooks 
Textbooks can be purchased at the campus bookstores unless otherwise noted in 
the course description.

Parking 
On campuses, parking is available in student-designated lots. Parking permits 
are not required.

Safety and Program Guidelines for Youth Classes
All children under the age of 16 who are enrolled in programs through the St. 
Louis Community College Office of Continuing Education must be accompanied 
and signed-in by a responsible party at the beginning of each program session. 
In addition, a responsible party must also meet the participant at the end of 
the session and sign them out. Appropriate behavior is expected. Students 
may be dismissed for misbehavior.

Unattended Children
Students are not permitted to bring children to class, nor should children be 
left unattended in the halls, offices, library or common areas. The  College 
reserves the right to protect the safety and welfare of unattended children. 
If students leave children unattended, the  College will institute disciplinary 
action.

Firearms on College Property
Except for licensed police officers, no person shall possess or carry any 
firearm, visible or concealed, on  College property (including  College 
buildings and grounds leased or owned by the  College, College athletic fields 
and parking lots) or in any  College van or vehicle or at  College-sponsored 
activities. College employees, students and visitors who hold concealed carry 
endorsements as allowed by Missouri law may not carry or bring any firearms, 
visible or concealed, on  College property, owned or leased or at any  College 
activity.

Non-Discrimination 
St. Louis Community College is committed to non-discrimination and equal 
opportunities in its admissions, educational programs, activities, and 
employment regardless of race, color, creed, religion, sex, sexual orientation, 
national origin, ancestry, age, disability, genetic information, or status as a 
disabled or Vietnam-era veteran, and shall take action necessary to ensure 
non-discrimination. Sexual harassment, including sexual violence, is also 
prohibited. For information or concerns related to discrimination or sexual 
harassment, contact Mary Zabriskie, J.D. at 314-539-5345.

Accommodations
If you are a person with a disability who requires an accommodation in 
order to participate in any program or activity, please contact the Continuing 
Education Access Office at 314-984-7704 as soon as possible in advance of the 
program for consideration of your accommodations request. 

It is helpful to receive accommodations requests at least 10 days in advance of 
a program. For trips and tours, advance notice of up to one month is requested. 
With less advance notice, it may be difficult to meet needs of interested 
members. Learn more about STLCC disAbility Support Services at stlcc.edu/
disability.

http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
http://stlcc.edu/need2know
http://stlcc.edu/alerts
http://stlcc.edu/disability
http://stlcc.edu/disability


4 easy ways to register    |  Many classes have limited seating. Be sure to register early!

ONLINE
www.stlcc.edu/CE

Email address required for online registration. Payment 
via credit/debit card is due at time of registration.

MAIL  
STLCC Continuing Education 
3221 McKelvey Rd, Ste 250 
Bridgeton, MO 63044

Fill out the enclosed enrollment form and include payment. 
Students who register by mail will receive confirmation of 
enrollment by email. If you have questions regarding your 
enrollment, please call Continuing Education at 314-984-7777. 

PHONE 
314-984-7777

Call Center hours:  
• M-Th 8:30 am-5 pm 
• F 8:30 am-4 pm 

Extended hours: May 6-16  
• M-Th 8:30 am-7:30 pm 
• F 8:30 am-4 pm 

To streamline your registration experience, please have 
all information shown in the registration form below 
prepared and ready to provide during your call. 

If you have enrollment questions, please call 
Continuing Education at 314-984-7777.

IN PERSON  
STLCC Continuing Education Offices: M-F 8:30 am-4 pm

Meramec
802 Couch Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63122

Florissant Valley 
Center for Workforce Innovation
3344 Pershall Road
Ferguson, MO 63135

Forest Park
Student Center-125
5600 Oakland Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63110

In person registration not available 
at Wildwood or South County 
campuses.

Enrollment in classes within this brochure is limited to persons 16 years or older, except for youth classes or where otherwise noted.

Registration Deadline: All non-credit courses are limited in enrollment. Advanced registration is required prior to first class 
meeting. Some classes have additional registration deadline requirements. Please check course descriptions.
Confirmations and Cancellations: Registration confirmations, course updates and cancellation notices will be delivered to the e-mail address 
under which the registration has been made. Please see Postponement/Cancellation section of General Information for further information.

PLEASE REGISTER ME FOR THE FOLLOWING COURSES:
Course Code Section Course Title Start Date Day/Time Fees

  : S __ __

  : S __ __

  : S __ __

  : S __ __

Total:

Name  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 LAST FIRST MIDDLE INITIAL

Address _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 STREET OR POST OFFICE BOX

 ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
 CITY STATE COUNTY ZIP CODE

Email  _______________________________________________________________________________________________   Male   Female

Birth Date _________________________________________________ Student # (optional)  _____________________     Yes, I am age 60+

Primary Phone  ____________________________________________ Alternate Phone  _________________________________________________

PAYMENT METHOD:   Check made payable to St. Louis Community College     Credit Card (complete information below)

_________________________________________________________________________________________   ______  / ______  _____________
CREDIT CARD NUMBER EXPIRATION DATE CVV CODE

 MasterCard   VISA    Discover   American Express Signature ______________________________________________________

http://www.stlcc.edu/CE 
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ST. LOUIS COMMUNITY COLLEGE…
Since 1962, more than 1.2 million people have passed through our doors to take a class, earn a degree, upgrade their career skills or enrich their lives. 
Each year, more than 80,000 students enroll in:

• College transfer and career programs 
leading to associate degrees

• Job skill and personal development classes
• College preparatory courses
• Specialized performance programs 

sponsored by local employers

• Associate degrees in Arts, Science, Fine Arts, 
Applied Science and Teaching are offered 
as well as Certificates of Proficiency and 
Specialization. The college’s Workforce 
Solutions Group also serves the local 
business community through assessment, 
counseling, consulting and training 
services. 

Learning is convenient via: 
• Four campuses-Florissant Valley, Forest 

Park, Meramec and Wildwood
• Three education centers–south and  

north St. Louis County and north  
St. Louis City

• Numerous business, industrial  
and neighborhood sites throughout  
the metro area

• Online instruction
111100-803179-001R0319

Non-Profit Org.
U.S. Postage

PAID
St. Louis, MO

Permit No. 2370

ECRWSS

REGISTRATION BEGINS MAY 6
500+ personal enrichment and professional development summer courses…
discover your potential inside!

Governed by a board of six elected trustees and supported by local taxes, state funds and student fees, the college has an annual budget of 
more than $200 million. The college is accredited by the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools. 
St. Louis Community College focuses its resources on helping students find the right academic and career pathways. Through its alumni and 
community partnerships, the college is helping St. Louis become the best place to live and work in the 21st century.

   | stlccCE
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http://www.stlcc.edu/ce
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